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You'd have to be very unobservant indeed

to have missed the feet that we have a shiny

plastic disk stuck to the front of this mon-

th's Issue. But no-one at all would blame

you for making the easy mistake of think-

ing that we've simply leapt on the magnetic

media bandwagon. No, no, no! Outdisk con-

tains nothing but the finest quality programs

for your enjoyment, not the arse-about-

face hotchpotch found elsewhere. But then,

regular readers will have come to know that

ACE is far from your average computer

games magazine.

If this is the first time you've read ACE, we'd

ike to offer you a warm welcome. We're con-

fident that you'll be happy with us and

together we can enjoy all the thrills, spills

and chills presented by the games world.

We take our games seriously, because we

know you do too. That's why we're the only

magazine In the WORLD to run six page

reviews of the six hottest games every

month. You'll also find that our News,

Previews and In the Works features give you

the first and the best information on the

hottest games, If quality games are your bag,

then ACE is your mag. Now, let's do it.

larlo! Mario! Mario! Mario! Mario! Mano' Vi

super new-look Nawa section to And out an

favourite game character, along with hot gaming tx.

10:
worlds

«| #JTurn t0 this VS" and vou'l

XObe treated to Gary Whrtta
1

to find out about

er Maclean's 30 B&alt,

Oesert Strike, The Tomato Game,

Plan 9 From Outer Space and

Dynablaster among many others?

Then thl!
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Q f) Gar)f Pet", who used to be quite good,

telling us all about a rather spiffing new racing

game Irom Gremlin - on the Super NES. My won

yfl
«tX»M Pretty t This Is

*TfcDoma(k. If a been programmed by Teque an

Photoscapa. Bet you're intrigued...

>ur gaming skills

TNT section wl

playing The First Samurai and others like an old pro!

7 Disk! - Not only do we give you a disk, but we explain how to use it! 10 News - A revamped look for
our trusty friend. 16 Previews 20 In the Works - Games Lord Gary Perm checks progress on Top Gear&
Parasol Stars, 29 Screentest - How all the scores work and stuff. 67 Consoles! - New releases. 84
Compo - Win a CDTV and a TV. 82 Reviews Directory - Quite a read and no mistake!
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GET READY TO RAVE
WITH NC DiSKi,

ACE'S VERY OWN DJ!*

It's non-heinous! It's happening And it's here!

Yea sirree-bob, get ready to rock-a-doodle-doo

with the very first ACE Cover Disk! While other

magazine cover disks are about as excitingas

getting your radio dial stuck on Radio Four during

Woman's Hour, ACE's Is like picking up the thumpin'

funk-filled airwaves ofa fly-by-night pirate show transmitting from

the back of a stolen transit van, where only the coolest cut and the

hottest wax gets alrtlme.

So what better way to show you what the NEW ORDER (great bunch

ofguys) is gonna be than by kicking things off with an EXCLUSIVE

fully-playable demo level of Domark's Trallblazin' Shadowlands for all

you Amiga and ST-owning dudes and dudeties out there AND can ya

believe it? a bumper pack of four arcade smasheroos for Mr and Mrs
IBM PC owner? Ant I good to you or what?!?!! Not 'arf!

The Starship Excitement is getting ready for launch! Crank up the

volume 'til the speakers crackle! Set colour and brightness levels to

ttie max! FIVE! FOUR! THREE! TWO! ONE! We have UFT OFF!

ARCADE
4-PACK

Inn arcade 4-mjw 1
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I But take a
W only a little

one. The screen is full of blocks

sh identical blocks together so

line of three, whereupon they

blocks become two-dot blocks

3t blocks. Get the idea? When

Wa-hey-hey! Not one. Not

two. Not even three. Yes,

you've got FOUR greatgames
to enjoy In this month's superb

Arcade 4-Pack. What better way to

spend a quiet night In?

IllIPNAN LIVES!

addictive Shareware game fram Apo

oftw are. The aim is simple. Our her

nou. Jumpmari, has to leap about tr e platfor

iii B the little orange powerballs wruleavt

robots

Jimanner of other alien filth. It's

.*..|ii res a fair bit of brain power as well as a

(do u'rit'.. Use- lire arrow keys to mo e lump,

rout d and hit the spacebar to oiak



INVADERS
The totally rad arcade classic tomes to the PC -

and in just4K! No instructions ifyou C3

out « nal you have to do by yourself then you don't

deserve to be reading this mag' L se the left and
right arrows to move and the spacebar to fire.

WHOOOPS!

:: »:e -:: --.:-

Yet another superb Shareware game from those

Apogee dudes. Commander Keen is one of the

most « icked platform games I've seen on the PC.

Suck it and see!

While Commander Keen is exploring the plan-

et Mars, the evil V'orticoris sabotage his ship by

stealing essential parts arid hiding ihein. While

the gallant hero remains stranded on the Sed
Planet the Vorttcoris i ?ij to destroy the Earth.

You must help Kivn recover the ship part's and

escape Mars so that he can foil their bogus plot.

Full instructions are provided from the title

screen by pressing Fi. But to get you started, here

are the more important keys. Use the arrow kti s

to move Keen around. Pressing CONTROL i nukes

Keen jump. Pressing CONTROL and ALT fires

Keen's laser if it has been charged. As Keen
explores, he may find his way blocked by a Martian

shrine or citi which can be entered b\ unssirg

CONTROL.

GETTING GOING.,

SHADOWLANDS
Welcome! Welcome to the

Shadowlands! Armed only with deft

mouse skills and razor sharp wits you
have to guide a party of four brave
souls through this specially-crafted

mini-level of Domark's superb role-

playing extravaganza - EXCLUSIVE to

you lucky ACE readers!

On your travels you'll get just a
small taster of what the fullgame is

all about. Watch your back for attack
from meandering mummies and
armoured Amazons. Mind your step

as you tip-toe around the bottomless

pits and trap-triggering pressure

pads. And keep an eye out for secret

panels that may reveal incredible

treasures - or hideous monsters! A
most excellent time is guaranteed for

one and all!

If you want the full low-down on the
finished game, which boasts fifteen

huge levels, a massive bestiary of
terrifying miscreants, magic spells,

perplexing puzzles and cunning

conundrums, then don't forget that

there's an amazing SIX-page review
of Shadowlands starting on page 42.

Without wishing to spoil your reading
enjoyment too much, I've gotta tell

ya that the game scored a Trailblaz-

ing 923 ACE Rating and achieved
itself the coveted status ofACE's
new Role-Playing Game Benchmark to

boot! 'Nuffsaid all right?
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fO BOLDLY CO.
fudging by some frenzied announcements at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas
last month, there will be Hood or" Super MES games to look out for this year, for ni.-n

-

of the wanted list could pot tar Hit The Nm Generation and Falcon from sim-
ulation specialists Spectrum Holobyte.

In a worldwide Star Trek licensing agreement. Paramount Pictures has granted Spectrum Holobyte
ewlusive tights to create video game software for the Super NES. Meanwhile, Interplay is offering
Trekkies" a game based around the original TV series on Gatneboy, PC and NES.

Spectrum Holobyte is currently receiving rave

reviews for Falcon j.o on the PC regarded by some
desktop pilots as the most sophisticated flight

simulation to ever hit the home market.

'Falcon lets you experience the feeling of sit-

ting in an F-16 pilot's seat," proclaimed a

spokesperson. "Dogfight scenarios will challenge

you to engage in combat with several MiGs .it a

These premier cartridge titles from Spectrum
Holobyte will he joined by the Gatneboy and
Super NES adaptions of the arcade puzzler

Wordtris.

THE APPLE GAME
Alter months of intense specula-

tion, prominent American comput-
er maker Apple has Finally

disclosed plans to enter the cut-

throat consumer electronics indus-

try. The first of these products,

due to be unveiled in the second
half of 1992, will be based
around low-end Macintosh and
CD-ROM technologies.

Apple is apparently going to

employ its System 7 and
QuickTime operating system soft-

wore to combine high quality

video, sound and animation in a
variety of devices, ranging from

electronic books and personal

organisers to multimedia players
and display telephones.

John Sculley, Chief Executive

Officer of the Califomian compa-
ny, said he intends to forge closer

links with consumer electronics

Firms and third-party software
publishers. Apple already enjoys
a successful partnership with

Last fiscal year, sales of Apple's
Macintosh range increased by 60
per cent. New products using

Apple-created software technolo-
gies will be introduced in 1993.

• Acclaim one of the biggest video games
publishers in me world, has bought
Mwrorsoft from fa crumbling Maxwell busi-

ness empire. This is quite a logical step for

the firm considering the success Ocean
enpyed over Chnstmas with games licensed

from Acdaim like WWF kVres/femanto, The

Simpsons and Terminator 2. Details con-
cerning me eventual availability of

>ft and knageworks games currently

luenon weren't available as ACE
went to press. On the other hand. Virgin

Games has secured the rights to the chop-

pertosJk Apoeofyps* [previewed in issue

50). Expect to be blasting away jungle fed-

• Start saving now for the latest groovy
gadget from consumer electronics giant

JVC The Wonder Mega is a combined Sega
Megodnve and Mega-CD in one attractive

hi-fi style unit. If this device is successful,

fashion conscious British games nuts could

have one of these widgets in their hands
before the end of the year. What's the

downside? Mega-CD software lacks enter-

tainment value at the moment. In fact, the

hardware is far out-selling software in

Japan. New games for the Mega-CD like

Wing Commander and SimEarth could
change this perception later this year.

• KidBin is a revolutionary project designed

to give kids with chronic illness or o con-

tagious disease the chance to play computer

games. The Children's Hospital in Boston

also ollows patients to communicate with

fiends via a network of personal compuf-

• Having trouble getting past the Koopa
Paratrooper or finding Yoshi? Do you want
totally unbelievable scores? Jeff Rovin and
Penguin Books may have the answer to

your troubles. Their unofficial guides to

Gameboy and Super Mario Bros are sup-



posed to take some of the mystery but none

of me challenge out of these immensely pop-

ular Nintendo gomes. Available now for

£2.99 each.

• The Thunderboard from Media Vision is

a new sound card for the PC. It comes with

an FM synthesizer, digital recording and

playback capabilities, joystick port, micro-

phone input and power amplifier. PC

Connections |0706 222988] sells the

Thunderboard, which is fulry compatible with

AdLib and Soundblaster systems, for £99.

• Namco, one of the most respected arcade

video game manufacturers, is constructing

a theme park in the Setagcrya district of

Tokyo. Don't hold your breath for a ticket.

This attraction won't open for another four

• Ever fancied producing your own dance

musk? Technoplus is offering a package for

Amiga owners which includes everything

you require to get things started from this

end. The £40 package consists of MIDI inter-

face and Music X Junior sequencing soft-

ware. All you need now is a decent Roland

or Korg synth, some original ideas and the

contact telephone number... 0604 76871 1

.

• Shekhana Consoles is selling a bandy lit-

tle piece of plastic [£ 1 9.99) that enables you

to play American Super NES carts on a

Japanese Super Famicom. Call 081 340

8565 (or further details.

• Looking for a good bargain? Make a note

in your diary for the 1 6-Bit Computer Show
at Wembly Exhibition Centre in London

(February 14-16], Amiga Expo '92 in

Copenhagen (March 20-22) or Spring

Computer Shopper at London's Olympia

(May 28-31).

DINO
DELIGHTS
Yoshi. Mann's faith till dinosaur pal from the best-

selling Super Mario Bros series, is on his very own

outing (or the Gameboy. This new puzzle release

follows the tradition <j| Drain leasers Tetris and

Dr Mario.

In Yoshi, superstar Marin has his hands full as

he matches falling Goombas, Bloobers and

Piranha Plants to ensure ihat Ins trays stay dean

and gains valuable points.

Featuring spedal'guest' appearances by man)

of the favourite cast of characters form the pop-

ular Super Maria Bros games, Yoshi promises to

be a fierce challenge. When you need help the

most, our green friend will give you a few hints, a Nintendo spokesman, "Both Gameboy and NES
"Vetfii will challenge players of all ages with this Yoshi games are for one or two player head-to-

fast-paced, fun and exdting puzzle game," assures head competition."

THE COLOUR
OF HONEY
Yes, it's that time of year when a yoi 1

1

thoughts turn to the charms of caressing an

Wow! If only it were true, eh?

opment over two years ago but nothing has ever

come of these Chinese whispers. Nintendo

remains silent on the subject.

If speculation within the trade pre

believed, a 'Super Gameboy' could be competi-

i i !-il a^amsi rival Lynx and Gamegear

colour syst i ability to run

all existing software for the monochrome model.

Nintendo's Gameboy is currently the most pop-

ular handheld video games console in the world.

Achieving a hi-score on Tetris and Super

dis possibly the only thing that unites

, Dannii Minogue and

ih kids.

• Ultima The Fake Prophet on the Super

NES from FCI and Origin is sure to be a role-

playing success. Players are drawn back to

trie fantasy realm of Britannia to rid the land

of pesky critters. The game promises over

! 00 hours of play and a battery backup to

save your current position. This eight-

megabit cartridge due for release in the third

quarter of 1 992.

• Ballistix has converted the Winter

Challenge sports game over to the

Megodrive in lime for the Olympics. It costs

£34.99 and is out now.

nething like ;oo,ooo Gameboy
e I Kji e^lun: i in un-

united States. In the first half of 1992 alone,

Nintendo and its developers plan to add more
than jo new game tides to the existing 150-title

1 games available for the Gameboy.

According to Nintendo of America there are

more female Gameboy users than male. I ( Ihesr

figures are correct, this will be the first time such

a phenomenon has occurred since the heady days

of Pacman.

The range of software being developed for the

Gameboy appeals to plav r 1 ill 1141 n kill

levels," purports a spokesperson for Nintendo,

"Warranty cards indicate that more than 46 per

: m- riS."

PLAYING
FOR KEEPS
Inspired by the huge success of Tetris, Rampart
takes gamesters bock in lime to the Middle

Ages where they build defensive fortresses

and position devastating cannons in a bid to

become powerful lords and barons.

It's going to be extremely difficult ignoring

Rampart in the coming months. Tengen is

working on the Sega Megadrive (Genesis) and
Gamegear conversions of this popular coin-op

while Domark fakes care of the Amiga, PC
and ST interpretations. There's a real treat in

store for Gamegear owners. Due later this

year, the portable variation will incorporate

an option to link two machines together for

competitive head-to-head play. Atari is inde-

pendently developing Rampart for the Lynx.

"Programmed by the same designers who
created 720° and Paperboy, Rampart
combines the best of strategy puzzle games
with dynamite action, destruction and explo-

sive graphics," insists a spokesperson for

Tengen, The action is lightening fast and once

the onslaught of enemy attackers ends, play-

ers must quickly rebuild and extend the walls

of their fortress before the next battle begins."



MERRY
CHRISTMAS
Like a phoenix riling from the ashes cf a

u nch>aract«ri*ti«il h/ quiet year, veteran games
powerhouse Ocean managed to sweep the

competition oway this Christmas by taking

top positions in both the full-price and budget

charts. Claiming the prestigious prize of over-

all number one, WWF Wresttemonia (Ocean),

licensed from Acclaim, again proved the pop-

ularity of this cud American sport shown on

satellite TV.

Sales across the board, we're very pleased

to announce, were brisk and actually up on

last year despite the biting recession.

Top titles, in order of Our faves, included

flepufous 2 White's

Whirlwind Snooker (Virgin Games), RobtKod
(Millennium), Lotvs Turbo Challenge 2
(Gremlin], Oh Not More Lemmings
(Psyanosisj, ftobocop 3 (Ocean), Mkroprose
Golf, Birds of Prey (Electronic Arts) and, unbe-

lievably, Terminator 2 |Acelaim/Ocean). Over
on the console front, Sonic me Hedgehog
(Segal and Super Mario Bros 3 (Nintendo)

FOR THE
PLAYER WITH
EVERYTHING...
No respectable Gameboy or Gamegear player can

be seen without the right accessory these days.

Now Euromax (0262 602541) has started to

import a range ofhandy gadgets from Beeshu in

These sort of widgets are becoming increasingly

popular among the new fraternity of video games

players out there. Although it must be said that

some of them can make your console look and

feel rather bulky.

MagniLight (£16.99) 's designed to improve

In the arcades, Terminator 2 (Midwa)

ranked supreme, while, after an amazing
weeks. Street fighter II (Capeom) remained in
* top five. Lucky Super NES players will

in be tucking into a fantastic translationof

> five. Lucky Super
te tucking into a

'

this enduring beafem-
was the

'!~?-

behind

51 for

Qua

enduring beafem-up. Don't forget ACE
the first magazine in the world to go
nd the scenes to see the making of

extraordinary T2 coin-op (see issue

....... punters opted to 90 for the

Megodrive (Sega), Gameboy (Nintendo) and
Amiga (Commodore). An honorary mention

goes to the PC... of long lost!

the contrast and visibility of the Gameboy by incor-

porating non-glare lighting to illuminate the entire

screen and an adjustable magnifying lens to

enlarge small objects in games. It simply clips

onto your console and requires one 9V battery to

ffyour eyes are straining to see the neict batch

. :'tog
h
perhaps you should

invest in the Magi 1 £1 .99)? No batteries

are needed for this magnification device which,

claims Beeshu, impro'.

Oh, don't miss out on Sena the Hedgehog. It's eas-

ih. the best Game Gear production to date.

Finally, Kuromaxhas something that will real-

ly clean up. The console cleaning kit 1/5.99)

.' bade ft it pixel perfect gleam to your

ntfy in opera-

tion. Confusion over the appropriate organis-

er and retail contributors is rife. One thing is

for lure. We all need to be unquestionable

confident in the charts. Sadly, we cannot say
this is the case at present. If you have any
opinions on the subject, drop us a line at the

usual address.

Nevertheless, ACE would like to congratu-

late everybody who managed to produce top-

sellers in 1991 and thank them for some of

the finest games software ever seen. Keep
'em comingl

ials 4
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BLOCKOUT
Fopils, the first Tengen title for the Sega Game
Gear, is a colourful arcade game far one- or

two-players which should entice younger

The object of this release is to solve various

puzzles under severe pressure. The Hero

knocks out a sequence of building blocks to

rescue the Princess who has been kidnapped

by the evil sorcerer, Popil*. Original storyline,

huh? The challenge is to eliminate these

blocks in just the right order before the tight

time limit expires. This can be achieved by
punching, kicking and head-butting your way
to freedom.

"Popils offers players a new level of video

game interactivity," speculates spokeswoman
Sherri Snelling.

An internal Mop Editor allows players to

create their own puzzle designs and the use-

ful battery back-up capability retains the puz-

zles they have made. (Hay can be resumed at

a later time, even if the power has been

turned off.

Tengen aims to launch Rampart, Marble

Madness and Paperboy on the Game Gear in
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THE FIRST PC

TO BREAK THE SOUND BARRIER.
THE COMPLETE SYSTEM

Then we gave it features which wi

16MHz SPEED -NO COMPROMISE

SUPERB VGA GRAPHICS
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rs gets you closer to the action, bringing ;i w
lion of enjoyment to your PC.

3 Family Pack comes with everything

you need for both work and play Uietiisi.i'i Works, the market-

leading Integrated business software package, is included

together wtth three of today's latest arid greatest games Also

supplied are a fully featured Keyboard, mnus.'. MS DOS3.3®and

a precision analogm lo.vsticl To top it all, for ease of use,

the PC5286® come: with Counterpoint; the

outstanding user-friendly graphical interfaci

L
R
0277 262326[Sg

*

IBB
^ like the s und ot the PC5286® Pleast tell me mora

1 Addres

[_',.,', :". «S bJLwooo Ess«CMM4EF11l: (0277) 282323.

.'suable from selected branches of Allders, Dixons, John Lewis, Rumbelows, Rymans, Wildings and over 3,000 registered Amstrad dealers.



TRAINS, PLANS AND
AMUSEMENT PARKS
First, Sid Meier at Microprose dabbled with the

seemingly impossible dream of constructing and

running a radroad bigger and better than British

Rail. Maxis, creator ofthe SimFry brilliant SimCity.

is also taking a bold step into the bustling world

of locomotion.

A-Train is the American version of a simulation

I ed in Japan. Over 100.000

copies of the award-winning Take the A-Train III'

by Artdink have been sold thus far.

In A-Train, you're the owner of a private rail-

road company. Starting out with rural land, the

idea is to lay down track and run any of 19 differ-

ent freight and passenger trains. These will transport people and

building materials to areas under development t-

work for housing, jobs and recreational centres that

to grow. You're supposed to invest your wealth into developments

like office buildings, factories, apartments, amusement parks ski

resorts, stadiums and golfcourses, if you succeed in developing a

large city, you may be rewarded with a Bullet Train for high-speed

transport. Isn't life great?

"A-Train coi d management and a very

sophisticated financial model to provide a depth of play that will keep you

challenged for weeks, months or years," guarantees spokeswoman Sally

Vandershaf, "In a sense, A-Train is the capitalist's SimCity."

Maxis intends to convert A-Train over to the PC, Windows, Macintosh

niga. Oce,

is the rights to SimCity

l--.-,rth ,., I SiirjAtlt in H;r

COMING
OUT PARTY
Following the initial announcement six months

ago, Nintendo has started to talk about its

long-awaited CD-ROM accessory lor the 5NES.

The ai yet unnamed but exceptionally com-

petitively-priced accessory will be introduced

in the USA and Japan before January 1993.

Nintendo has revealed initial production will

be 300,000 units per month.

"At a suggested retail price ol $200, our

new compact disc accessory will launch the

next generation of video games," confidently

forecasts Mlnoru Arakuwo, Nintendo of

America's President.

Super NES compact disc games will use the

CD-ROM/XA format licensed from Philips.

Unlike the older CD-ROM format, this enables

the smooth interleaving of sound, video and
data. A system cartridge consists of RAM,
ROM and a custom real-time graphics copro-

cessor for displaying full-screen, full-motion

video. The system BIOS includes nine megabits

of RAM which should enable the programmers

to perform some fancy audio visual trickery. A
single compact disc can stare the equivalent of

nearly 350 ordinary 12-megabit video games
cartridges,

141

Developers and other interested parties are

receiving full specifications as you read this

and some games are already in production.

Nintendo hopes to oddrtionoly create a
'bridge formaf allowing SN£ S-CD software to

play on both the Super NES and Philips' CDi

[Compact Disc

Nnrenco regarding

the compatibility of

Sony's Play Station

CD-ROM system and
the Super NES com-

pact disc accessory.

Sega is currently

enjoying consid-

erable success with

the Mega-CD in

Japan. As this CD-
ROM accessory for

_.,__. ates many advanced
features ifs unlikely that Sega will be able to

match the low price of Nintendo's device. If

you're thinking of buying a Mega-CD we sug-

gest you wait until the/re officially available

in this country. Take it from us, the first batch

of games really aren't worth the hassle or

high impart cost.

PINBALL
WIZARDS
Before we all became aJdii u-d to shooting alien

sprites in the lai many ofus 1 mild be found

noisily smashing the sides of a pinball table in

the local cafe.

Thanks to a heavy injection ofcutting-edge tech-

nology and marketing expertise, a new1 genera-

tion of pinball punters have emerged over the

past few years. Popular machines today include

cleverly licensed creations based around The

Simpsons, Terminator 2, Star Trek, Elvira and

The Addams Family

The Second Annual International Professional

Amateur Pinball Association (PAPA)

Cliiimpioiiship wjs held in New York earlier this

month. PAPA II featured 400 of the best com-

petitive pinball players from the United States,

England, Canada and Japan.

This event demonstrates the strength ofthe cur-

rent popular revival of pinball. The classic pas-

time recently celebrated its 60th birthday by recap-

turing a substantial share of the amusement

machine market lost to video games in the eight-

"There is a solid base of pinball players who

keep coming back to the game they loved in their

youth," says organiser Steve Epstein, "At the same

time, today's pinball is a skill game, with a new
generation of innovative computer technology,

rmiln-leve) play, realistic sound and voice effects

and enormous appeal for the new player. And



Pick your most powerful

weapon...

Your Brain!

A strategic action-packed simulation

of elite rapid deployment missions.

/WCROPROSE
Special Forces, for IBM PC compatibles, from the creators of Airborne Ranger. MicroPirose Ltd. Unit 1,

Hampton Ri i.kI UitluMi i.tl I smir, [ ctlmry, Glos.

GL8 8DA. Tel: 0666 504 326
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previews
Me to dally this month, as there's just so much stuff to fit in! Sor-

asitioning of the pages, but the safety inspector visited the ACE

offices this month and said that each page was just SO packed with brilliance that to place

them adjacently might have led to the skillfulness level reaching critical mass. So they've

been specially separated in order to prevent a dangerous explosion of excellence. Alright?

ID 8-BALL
After the mammoth success of

jimmy White's Whirlwind

Snooker, author Archer Maclean is now
putting the finishing touches to a psue-

do-sequel which promises to be even big-

ger. Tentatively titled 3D 8-Ball while

Virgin comes up with something better,

le graphics engim

Virgin

J
solving puzzles, interacting with characters and all the rest of it. Ocean
is making big promises about this one, claiming it's actually better than

Monkey Island! The movie's action-packed nature means that we could

well be on for some arcade sections as well. Hook, both film and game, is

out in the Spring for ST, Amiga and PC,

THE TOMATO
GANE Psygnosis

all- an-style Pool table to play

on i>.r:i;:l.ii will: wuki pockets) and play-

ers will get two variations on the great

game, with British and American rules.

ST and Amiga versions are due out in

the Easter, with a PC version promised

for shortly after. A Megadrive version is

ing, although no-one at Virgin would

they wouldn't, would they?

HOOK Ocean
Steven Spielberg's radical retelling of the classic Peter Pa

not have been quite as successful in the States as was expected, but

already shaping up to be the movie event of the year over here. Ocean,

one to miss out on a good thing, is currently beavering away on its ofl

adaptation of the S40 million dollar blockbuster, which stars Robin Willi

and Dustin Hoffman as Pan and Hook respectively. The game is be

ten in the Monkey I sland mould . with the player exploring Nevet-nt

Could it be a coincidence that after the success of Lemmings, Psygnosis

is now working on another game where the player has to ensure safe

passage for a computer-controlled character through a landscape fraught

with danger? Well, pos?
1 oj that there's

iny real similarity between the two. The Tomato Game is another prong
the Liverpool firm's effort to go -cute" (it's had several sugar-coated pru-

ts in the pipeline for a while now) - the game tells of a young tomato
o has his sweetheart (another tomato) captured by an evil squirrel. To
her back he must travel to the top of a vine which links different land-

pes (jungle, desert, etc) together. Like Lemmings, the player has no
ect character control. >o lie 11111-.I pjn: Iklplul objects around the place,

• jack-in-the-boxes and wind machines, that the tomato uses to avoid

myriad of dangers. We have to admit it does sound like fun - it's out

Amiga in the Autumn with other versions possibly following later.
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Gary Whim's #

previews
DESERT STRIKE
Electronic Arts

Billed as "Operation Desert Storm in a box", the latest from EA's

Megadrive stable makes no bones about the fact that it is almost entire-

ly inspired by last year s Gulf conflict. The story i

goes that a crazed Middle-Eastern dictator has
[

obtained nuclear capability' and is now planning to

march his tinpot army across the face of the free

world. Now it's up to Uncle Sam, with a little help

from a state-of-the-art Apache helicopter gunship,

to take the moustachioed maniac down a peg or

two. Sound familiar? The game's an innovative mil

of shoot'em-up and simulation played out over an

eight-way scrolling isometric waivcme. with 30 mis- .

sions ranging from protecting oil fields to POW
|

rescue and taking out SCUD launchers. It all looks

jolly impressive, with super-smooth animation and huge explosion

due out at the end of March, and there's a full review next month.

DIRTY RACIM
Gremlin

growing army of handheld owners nee

number for the GameBoy. Dirty Racin'

ulation of that most messv of driving

it's got all the usual

with the likes of Lotus. Super

ow making sure that the ever-

t feel left out with a racy little

orking tide) is an arcade sim-

offroad buggy racing.

update that's expected to send GameBoy 1

already a big hit with the geezers in the

thrill the gamesplaying public in equal

boggle-eyed. Dirty Radn's

Gremlin office and promises to

fhen it hits the streets

DYHABLASTER msoft
SUFhat a smashing little game! Anyone lucky enough to have had con-" tact with a PC Engine during its brief spell of unofficial popularity

in this country a year or so ago may well reiricin;>er a suptcutck adtiit live

cart from Hudson Soft by the name of Bomber Man, Now, Hudson's tied

up with U biS oft, and the result is that Bomber Man is winging its way
onto the 16-bits with the new name of DynaBlaster. In the main game a lit-

tle fella must work his way through a series of scrolling levels, dropping

bombs to blow away baddies and frag-

ile wall sections which allow him pas-

sage to the exit. As much fun as this is

the real lads are to be had in the multi-

player battle mode, where up to FIVE
players slug it out on a single screen,

with the last survivor declared the

ner. It's already proved to

work-diM opter here at AC

CHAMPIONSHIP
MANAGER Domark
Came genres come and go, but none are quite to perennially pop-

ular as the football management simulation. Since the days of the

ZX8r they've been firm favourites with gamers young and old - and now
Domark is making the bullish claim that it's about to release one that

beats the lot. Apparently the two authors spent seven years putting

Championship Manager together, which means that in development

terms it's at least as old as the classic Football Manager, grandaddy of

them all. It promises 1500 players, 80 teams, all manner of tactics, trans-

fers, i.i juries, boardroom battles and just about everything else the foot-

ball aficionado could ask for With its tasty icon system it certainly looks

very nice, but how well it will fair against tlieimmitient Player Manager

2 remains to be seen. It's out on ST, Amiga and PC in April.

:TI_
PLAN 9 FROM
OUTER SPACE Gremlin

'

We've heard ofbuying up duff film bcences. but buying up theWORST
FILM EVER MADE? Surely an act of idiocy? Well, maybe not. It

could actually rum out to be a masterpiece ofmarketing on Gremlin's part

as the whole thing is being sold in very tongue-in-cheek style, and the game

an icon -driven adventure that has the

player searching a surreal ;o's B-movie

style world for the six missing reels of

icivie. Featuring over 50 digi-

tised sequences from the movie, Plan 9
will also come packaged with a free video

I ted llil'.lilutlils. It's out on

:ul formats in the Spring.

STORM MASTER
Silmarils

!r-friendly strategy in the style of Utopia and Supremacy with top.

A arcade action sequences. Along the way the player, cast as a mego-
lanic ruler, gets to set up spy networks, bomb and steal from his ene-

:s, wage war, take part in magical ceremonies and. . aoh, lots ofother

verly stuff. Graphically it's a dream, but whether it will stand up
inst the likes of those aforementioned bestsellers remains to be seen,

liga, PC and ST versions are <„n at If,.- eta .,t tins m.nlii



took out - he's batkl

No window is safe. No fence is too

Uofc The paperboy is determined

10 Wiver the paper to his

subscribers ony way he tan.

T«$ing papers left and right, riding

in three directions, jumping

:
- -ring, this free-wheeling carrier

visits more neighbourhoods and

houses, faces more targets and

obstacles, in more vivid colours

than ever before.

Plus, rad stunt riding and BMX

tracks in bonus rounds. Choose to

ride as either Paperboy or

Papergirl too!

PImF^l
i'~"" "

Copyright 1991 Tengen Inc

Paperboy 2 is a trademark of Tengen tat

All rights reserved

rtt landscape International Ltd, Trie Coach House, Hook lends Estate, Scoynes Hill, West Sussex RH17 7NG. Tel: 0444 831 761



am THINGS THAT
MAKE YOU CO

"VROOH!"
It's

a sad but true fact that

there are very few decent

arcade-style racing

simulations available for the

home computer systems - or, for

that matter, the console formats.

But of course, Gremlin intends to

change this with the release of its

Super NES debut Top Gear.

The slick split-screen racer

that is Top Gear has been

approximately seven months In

the making. The seemingly

development tir

Gremlin beings

Tough luck, fashion fans - Top Gear has noth-

ing to do with quality clothing. It is in fact a

rip-roaring Super NES racing simulation from

Gremlin, a company with more experience in

this area of home computer entertainment

than most others put together.

Harvey who designed Top Gear's

32 different tracks.

The boys' intent was simply

to create a peachy racing

simulation for the Super NES -

and they feel that they have

succeeded, despite not having

enough cartridge memory for

ext-a graph cs.

"The cartridge Is four

megabits with some of the

graphics compacted," Ritchie

reveals. "Top Gear runs at

between one and five frames in

NTSC - usually on the tw



M oe confused with leading

coffee manufacturer Kenco, who
are shortly to be as famous for

their instant as their filter), and

*ew restrictions were Imposed.

-"hey basically said that it

should be quick and easy to get

nto and easy to watch," Ritchie

Ritchie and his colleagues

are big fans of the Super NES.

"tt's a nice machine to work on

and, with a few exceptions, very

-orgiving about asking it to do a

bit more than the specifications

suggest. It has a palette of

32,768 colours with up to 2,048

or filters, instantaneous
".. tiplication built-in, and multi-

spec playfields and colour filters.

On the downside, the video RAM
could have been bigger with more
access time, but I believe some
cartridge standards exist to

The enthusiastic Top Gear

guys have little time for the

Super NES' critics. "It was billed

M the best thing to happen to

console games since Pong,"

Ritchie declares. "Then it came
out and a lot of software

called foul saying it

ow and generally

e me a faster

used excuse but always true -

dreaming of 50 MHz 68000s is

not going to get anyone very far.

Speed always seems a problem

at first but it can be worked

"I'm working on a road routine

with more than twice the depth

of Top Gear and a much

guises for a Nigel Mansell

Formula 1 simulation, Top Gear II

or potentially a completely

different game with details yet to

Simon on the other hand is

working on a conversion of

Gremlin's crib cally-acc Iaimed
planet management simulation

Utopia, and Ashley's finishing

Hero Quest on the NES before

shops in March of this year (to

coincide with the Super NES'
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M I N DSCAPE
For your local dealer, contact: Mindseape International Ltd,

The Coach House, Hooklands Estate, Scaynes Hill, , West Sussex RH1 7 7NG.
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BROLLY3gGOOD
SHOW! continuation of the story,

combining with swish Swiss

precision the precise play

--i~ -^ =:- J ia:eiy, the 8-bit and

.a ly made it

".; f-e s'ces after being snapped

uo oy Ocean. And it's Ocean
•hidi also ias the licence to

convert Parasol Stars.

(Incidentally. Bubble Bobble and
Rainbow Islands for the Amiga
and Atari ST are compiled on
Ocean's Rainbow Collection

The boys are back in town - and how! Having

bubbled and bobbled and sung a rainbow

too. Bub and Bob are now at home to Auntie

Ella in Parasol Stars: Bubble Bobble III. Who

are they and what's it all about? Read on...

st chipper chapter yet.

Having defeated Baron

bba in Bubble Bobble an

wZeaiar.c S'.oy.

The Bubble Bobble story has

us far been a pretty peculiar

the Prince Of Oarknes

le than Melissa.

s from released 01

failed to mate an impact. Still,

rumour has it that the same Taito

team behind the first three

chapters is currently working on a

predecessors .tick with enough

innovations to give it Swatch-like

individuality.

The action offers

simultaneous two-player

possibilities in much the same
way as Bubble Bobble does (in

sfands Bub and Bob
play in an 'old-fashioned'

alternating way), In Parasol Stars,

Bub and Bob can work as a team

duo's bubble blowing skill was

dispose of adversaries, It also

proved its worth as a tool for

negotiating otherwise impossible

to reach areas and earning bonus

points. The rainbows in Rainbow «



w islands proved even more flexible,

with the added abilities of

extended reach, end making traps

and stairways

Parasol Stars, the boys" brollies

also provide a wealth of

opportunity.

The parasol

function is keeping beasts at bay.

The real fun has begun when an

adversary is impaled on the end

of the

stunned, until it'

the screen, either to its death on

the floor or into another creature

to kill them both for bonus points.

That's one way of removing

ruffians from the scene.
'

entertaining alternative

the end of the brolly

As with Bubble Bobble and

Rainbow Islands, there are plenty

of interesting weapons and

special effects to activate along

the way, such as lightning bolts

and exploding stars. Most of the

special items seem to appear at

random, but that's not actually

appeared half-way through

on the PC Engine

from this arcade-accurate

that Ocean is producing the

conversions for the Ocean Amiga,

Atari ST and Super NES. The task

of reproducing Parasol Stars'

distinctive look and feel on the

new formats is in the capables of

programmer Mick West, artist

Don McDermot and musician

game. There are lots of fl-

it. I played right through for at

The process of conversion

began on the Amiga six months

ago, and it

playtesting by the ti

this. The Atari ST vt

behind, and then it'

Super NES which pi

.0 the



THE STORIES SO FAR...
Reprinted here for your delectation and delight are
the official storylines to the Bub and Bob trilogy.

CHAPTER ONE:

THE BUBBLE BOBBLE BLURB
- Meet Bub and Bob our bantam-weight
- : - !Q 5aures who are bent on battling

were coming out of Mom and Dad's

and Bob were so happy after saving
inly Patty and Betty, but also their Mom

„„.„ „„„ „„ «nI „n nnung p=|_-_^_Ss==jj-
d 9 bullies by blowing and bursting bub- [JC_ IR 1 JLUR P
W*s, Before battling these braren bul- |~ ™
'*•*. beware that bubble blowing is bet- I

ter than blasting bullies with bazookas, I
or better than bouncing bombs from

|
biplanes, and even beats boxing these

brainless barbarians. So now that we briefly belayed the Bub ai

Bob biographies, begin by browsing the play instructions below an

becoming the best Bubble Bobbie bubble blower on the block."

CHAPTER TWO:

THE COLOURFUL RAINBOW
ISLANDS OUEST

"Bubble and Bobble, who were turned
into 'Bubble Dragons' by a wizard, went
into the cave of a witch seeking their

sweethearts, Betty and Patty. After a

long battle and finally getting 'Super

Drunk', they could not believe their eye!

and Dad.

Dad! And Mom!...'

'"God, thank you..,'

"But they were not completely satisfied until they found the real

enemy, who turned their parents into 'Super Drunk' and controlled
their minds. There Is a real enemy still hiding and waiting for Bob
and Bub. They knew that sooner or later they had to face him.

"Many years have passed. Bubby and Bobby grew up to be fine
boys with power of 'Magic Rainbows' given by Mom and Dad. Whan
they went back to their birthplace to search for treasures, they
became Involved in a mystery. They went to look for the real ene-
my, 'Prince Of Darkness'. Ha has a large following who are In Bub-
by and Bobby's way. The final day to face the Prince Of Darkness
came. Why don't you play the game to find out? The secrets are wan-
ing to be discovered. There are many puzzles you ca

will be the real winner?"

CHAPTER THREE:

THE PARASOL STARS
"After saving the villages of Rainbow
Islands in their previous adventure, our

two heroes, Bub and Bob. are enjoying a

"However their peace is shattered when
the mad warrior Chaosfikahn unleashes

i throughout
the ui verse. With

). Bub ai

IT* l* .... .... .

at 25 frame!

because they move quite

anyway,

"

'The PC Engine version of

Parasol Stars has eight worlds

Woodland's next, complete with

tree stumps, loopy lions, unicorr

reminiscent of My Little Ponies,

and a big bizarre bird.

Water World features

penguins, oetopi, walruses, crab

and a giant reptilian creature

ints trumpets, which loohs like the mythical

and triangles, Kraken. Machine World is full of

one man band robots (no surprises there,

although the beefy Transformer-



8W*S

as tackle large ogres, dragons, pi

nappy-wearing elephants and i

big boomerang-throwing being.

doesn't take a genius to guess

what the population of Rainbe

World and Bubble Bobble Worl

look like. The Bubble Bobble

characters finally make an

unwelcome reappearance in a

mutated form in Hell.

With Parasol Stars being

possibly the most

c h a pter i n th e SubWe Bototote 2^^B '"
"'•• M «"»•*'" «»**»•«»•» t h at the

story and given the non-availabi I ;ty rV^V^tr^j^BH """ cs" "* ™"" '° """"7 better? ">

workings of its mecha ics, is it

possible that the lads

missed anything out?

"Yeah, 1 probably

obscure pick ups stu f like 10

points for every jump andthe

screen flashing as a warning that

something's going to a

it was difficult to tell what most o

them did at first. There

out of the 60-odd that didn't

ft ft 1118 Iff
Si ffi tt £$«fe
IttttlK

x: he

Super NES v

Stars is out of the way, although

apparently "Don's got some
interesting ideas".

And what of Parasol Stars'

predecessors? Does Mick feel

er detail in the backgrounds

converting them, but obvious I

t's too late. There seems to

a lot more in Parasol Stars th

n Rainbow Islands bigger

sprites and more background

cut we've managed to get it i

jne disk."
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ULTIMATE ARCADE GAM
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Stop,
stop 5TOPI Don't turn that page! You're about to

enter the Screentest section, a highly complex and

thrill-packed environment, and you'll only get the best

out of the next batch of pages if you know how to find

roar way around. So why dont you invest a few minutes reading

through this guide, and fully versing yourself in the ins and outs

of tlM ACE Screentest system? Not only will you come out the

ether end a more rounded person, but you'll know what all the

ttte logos mean as well. So, without further ado let's get down

toM and let's do It.

^BENCH ARKS
A Benchmark game

(E

COMPARE ANDCONTRAST
As art easy frame of reference, ev-

ery game is compared to either an

other in the same genre, or maybe it's original tion Is completi

coin-op or movie form.

THUMBS UP A DOWN The most impor-

tant positive and negative points in at-a-glance

format. Maybe it's too tough, or lacks a two-

player option etc.

RATING A score out of 1,000

mt guage of a game's quality,

1 10 for

Graphics, Intelligence needed to enjoy the

game, Audio and Fun

PIC CURVE A prediction of the lifespan of the
MriblBtrJSHHt^mHSm^

game's interest. An arcade blast may have lots

of instant appeal, but will you still be playing in

a month's time?

HINT Found on the centre pages

of most reviews denoting - sur-

prisingly enough - the loca-

tion of a handy start-up tip.

TRAILBLAZER Awarded to games of

outstanding all round quality,

and generally viewed to

further the art of games

software production. A

game bearing the Trailblazer

logo should be bought without hes-

itation.

SOUND, GRAPHICS AND IDEA These

awards go to games excelling In a particular

area. A game which falls to get a Trailblaz

rounded fabness may still walk away with



SPACE

This, unfortunately, is rather a

has no relevance to the latest

Taito coin-op conversions. YOU HAVE

space comi

ac:iv,itna

!,,,;-!,:>

ace, no-one can eat ice cream.

and, apart from the bit about space,

seemingly interminable line of

I EEN ORDERED TO RESCUE THE

squeeze more out of what is probably the most
limited game type ofthem all. Apart from adding

more guns (the standard now is two, with some
daring as many as three to a cabinet) and having

bigger explosions, there's been very little in the

way of innovation. Space Gun, however, gets away

with its blatant unoriginality more than most by

of at least trying something different with

these

The year is 2039 and human colonisation of

space has begun. However, thai inky void is

fraught with things iulimleiv more dangerous

than space junk, and 3 hapless space ship has

stumbled upon jits: siu h a thing - the breeding

"round lor a despicable flesh-eating insectoid

alien race. As the crippled craft is over-run by

the shambling xenomorphs. the crew manages

to send a weak distress single back to Earth. Now
it's up to you and an optional chum to travel out

to the strit ken vessel, take out the alien slime

and, of course, RESCUE THE HOSTAGES
IMMEDIATELY!
Dm:- an; uf'dus sou-id 'amiliat ? If il dots, it's

pmlulil; something to do with llis- faet that Space

Cull Is I d i| 11 lii lie mm ! 11 I

brazen rip-off of James Cameron's Aliens you

could ever hope to find. Yes, even more than Alien

Breed! It's got big Alien- type aliens, mutating

humans, pods dial ioek .ike liig leathery eggs,

face-huggers, acidic slime... the whole game is

pla'yed with the perpetual expectation that

Sigminioi Weaver is going to turn up at any

minute and torch everything on screen.

Uriiortueia-.eU in is does not happen and so the

tonriin" of everything Of: street! is prel-y much

liercing bullets.

This sort of thing, 1 have to admit, is right up
my street. There's nothing gets me gt 1

than veeitui ing 0.1I 11I0 spate and ensuring -he

future safety of this island Ear:li by putting a lot

of smoking holes into some stinking alien ftltu.

then, to find that the actual level ofmayhem and
destruction on offer in Space Gun fails to mea-
.1:-. rate..:- bulle-s-ljelvvee;i-the-tec-th. all-guns.

blazing image.

Ever since the runaway success of Taito 's

Operation Wolfway back in 1987 and the sub-

sequent reemergeiKe of -he gmi-gameas a pop-

ular coin-op genre, arcade manufacturers ( I'atto

included) have been pushing and pushing to



c
Fsi my money at least, Ocean's aging /

Operation Thunderbolt is still a better

i . --game than its latest effort. It may

se getting on a bit, but It's still the best,

fc-vxithest, most accurate and playable product

y rts type. Space Gun does its best to keep up,

and in terms of sheer violence and destruction

t s even Stevens, but at the end of the day ft

i -sly can't quite match Thunderbolt's great

ipace

gun (never!) capable of firing both mi

photon blobs mat -I i ic- -gin: style and far more pow-

erful galactic grenades, via .:m .li'.Jei shine |j-.n:i|i

in tiuii rot krt-buiu her attachment. At least that's

how it was in the arcade here you just hit the

right mouse button.

Depending on I lie level, the game has essen-

tial! 1
, two tvp t ", of section. Initially, it's a charge

down a jD corridor, tunnel or cavern, with the
'"

aliens eitfiei storming Inwards son or ti-op-

exactly easy, and prioritising targets is vital. In

two-player mode it's not too bad as each player

only has to worry about his own halfof the screen,

but on lone missions things can get very heated

indeed. I lifting the aliens isn't difficult, but know-

ing which ones are in more urgent need ofpho-

If anything, the 3D section is easier than the

horizontally-scrolling scenes that they alternate

-.-. .:L When die end of ;i corridor is reached, the

players are taken on a sideways-on tour of the

next, this time with the same adversaries enter-

ing the fray from the left and right. The big,

bipedal aliens shuffle across the screen and need

Cj
pace Gun gets away with its

Li blatant unoriginality more than

I most by virtue of at ioast trying

g different with the

to be taken out before they get the chance to turn

and attack.

It's interesting ll-.nl ihe sheer si/e oi the bigger

aliens means tilt", drav. Ihr i:ij|"tity of the play-

ers' fire, although their attacks are random, spo-

1. J -.--.
1 r 1

1

-. oi attention, aren't quite

':he smaller cr

me. The fat-e-hnggers, for

screen, sapphig ee.ct;;'. . t ) : 1 1
1

1 1 1 1 u 1 1 y until they're

shot off. If ot«> of these goes un-ixiticed (and they

often do with the larger aliens stomping aboul

111 Ihe foreground), it tail be disastrous.

1 » M

time blastingaway at the alien hordes, that ac

ry. The only prohtem Is that Its military sc

10 is a bit hackneyed, so Space Gun could

be a better bet for those who fancy sc

li§ll#§? *L?
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the thoughtfully-included MUSIC OFF option.

Presentation is slick, with bundles of

option*, Including the facility to plug In a

Trojan Light Phaser. Oh, and there's a bit of

dish-swapping as well.

Ak!

pWuiiiil

in look forward to

a version of Space Qun that's J™
™"

almost identical to the Amiga, jmh
bar the odd few snips In the ,-««,«.,

colour and sound departments. So that's corns™

THAT S OME UGLY HUWAI
A shoot'em-up wouldn't be complete with-

out a liberal sprinkling of end-ot-Ievel bad-

dies, and Space Gun has them In spades.

Each level is divided Into smaller stages,

and at the end of the final stage there sits

a big, bad, and very very ugly guardian.

Their look and behaviour patterns differ

from level to level, but the tactics for fight-

ing them remain pretty much the same

throughout. Each one can only be knocked

out by repeated hits to the corrrect weak

spots - in most cases the head ot heads.

Often these suckers are so hard that killing

them with normal lire takes far too long to

be practical, and so the only option is to

grenade them into oblivion. Aiming Is a

tricky task, as the head of the alien moves

in an unpredictable fashion as It spits its

deadly venom at you. Some of the more

bizarre guardians, like the one In the top

picture, are .best tackled with a friend, with

each player looking after one head each.

Alternatively, two players can work togeth-

er with one chap assaulting the alien itself

while the other covers him by knocking out

the creature's own weapons as they are

ni
vlth-

ad-

you're
j

;amoffirewi

you alive on a regular basis, and then

jrt thinking about the real olnective -

hostage rescue. On early levels, the hapies;- sji;k c

,
i ,

, , i\l,i'i !:i.- -..

the trick is not too shoot them in the time it takes

for them to run, arms flailing, to safety.

The humans are never in any danger of getting

hurt by one of the aliens, but such is the inten-

sity of the fire coming from the players' weapons

that ifs almost an odds-on bet that they'll be mown

down by friendly fire unless special care is taken.

Such is the importance of the hostages' survival,

it's probably worth holding fire altogether and

suffering the consequent - vhi Bend

to safety.

On later

egg-shaped pod i nsumption

oi gestation, and will be counted as dead unless

ike pkver tan shatter the pod with a well-aimed

laser blast, allowing the captive to get free. The

problem here is that a shot like this takes a lot of

accuracy, else the well-meaning photon bolt will

take out not just the egg, but its captive as well.

To ensure this doesn't happen, a good few sec-

onds are required to aim - and this, of course,

means lowering the defences against the relent-

less aliens.

Hostages can also be found encased in bizarre

cocoons hanging from the ceiling again, a sin-

gle shot sets them free while others are not what

they seem at all. I was particularly impressed (and

genuinely surprised, the first time I saw them)

by the humans which run towards you as nor-

mal, then mutate into a hideous alien at the last

moment and attack you. In a game that's other-

T..,lk i, :eliitle

Aside from the hostages, equally-attractive dis-

tractions from the main thrust of the shooting

action come in the form of those old shoot- 'em-

up favourites, the power-ups. In a game like this,

thing, collectable bits and bobs can often lie one

of the most vital aspects. Here, they're provided

. ,' : I'll i .

I

ground ever)' now and again. Smashing the light

reveals any of a clutch of different collectables,

ranging from the obligatory energy extends and

refills to special super-hard bullets and grenades,

body armour and, my particular favourite, an

expanded target cursor which makes the business

of aiming a whole lot easier.

Unlike the likes of Wolf and Thunderbolt,

though, there's no need for extra ammo as it's



thoughtful, t

and it winds me right up.

pf Fire, on the other hand, has a no-

s-bkirrecl policy on weapons, and ihal works

Judging by how different people play Space

. the system nevertheless seems to work okay

Dint. I just found il kj.imovir.iji and restrictive

nor gameplay wobbles like this, however, are

symptomatic of Space Gun as a whole which

pretty much, a very well thought-out product.

damn sight

sionsofLineof

take, if the only thing I

R A T I N

<D©



ROCKETEER
here's a scene in the movie where one of the characters cries, "It's the

Rocketeer!" and ano ler, confused and slightly non-plussed, replies, "The Rock-a-who?". Sad

to say, this was pretty inch the reaction ofthe film-going public who, torn between The Rocketeer

and either Robin tbml: Prince OfThieves or Terminator 2: Judgment Day, chose to put their

in the hope that The Rocketeer would be THE
Summer Box-Office Blockbuster of 1991 (it had

rveiilually n uinpi'il S 1, iriiiliciri In l-u- i-tui ill lasl

August - not exactly a Hop, but don't hold your

breath waiting for the sequel).

Probably the saddest tiling about The Rocketeer's

disappointing biivuflice receipts is that the film

k actually pretty good It's based on The Rocketeer

i (imic drawn by Pave Stevens and. like Raiders 0/

.'iii Ins! Art. is :i tribute' to the cheaply made

movie matinees lliroughout the 1930s. One lliin«'s

for sure, it's a damn sight mure enjoyable than

Costner's bizarre mid-Atlantic playing <>l the I iuod

legend. Most notable an' its Hying ,n.|uences, cour-

tesy of George Lucas's special effects outfit

lull 11st rial Light & Magic, which are inarvelously

cxhilarating to watch. Who knows? With its release

-if -I . ii.ihlu „nl 11-1 ' !: ntuiiy deserves.

So with the film's poor public reception, the

fraternity (i.e. me) niiglil lie luigiveii - but not con-



, In theme at least, The Rocketeer

'

j
shares several similarities to Cine-

maware's topper 't.ket Ranger. F«

start, they... er... both feature a rocki

pack. And Nazis. And Zeppelins. Not surprising |P

really, since both were inspired by the old

movie serials. Both games are basically a col-

lection of mini-games. But whereas The Rocke-

teer Is just that and nothing else,

frames the games In some simple but

imc slapdash picte »l rub

in i>n die film's few fans,

arc heightened whet] you

nf packaging,

more wrong. Sure, The

ns (which I'll come to in a

nut. it's is one of Ihctlassi-

The most immediate gripe any discern i i r i u pu i 1 : i i

could have with the j^ine is 'hat i's scenario is

..imdai tii that uf -.ire film Hit- iiijiiiili.il-

iciers and the main plot thrust evil Nazis try to

..u.uoi :in [in kil p.n k in in i in inky t lean

le but the details

opletely diffi

,
i n. tl vim inv. ilviny :i Vizi aj'i'iil

i

: iohywtioil 'iraifhnib. M r
'

..

djen Howard HugTaes. The

n the other ham
him I

-
. :.r 1 1 I'n- ii;|.,:i. scenario described

ig failed to lay

as grab the hero'

d. entailing

iffson tin:- i ii I

The game

'I'ci-vy' PeaboiU will If! him take the annmng

Cirrus X-j rocket pack for a trial run.

The player, as Cliff, has a choice ofone of three

plain's fill' the I n
i !i rate, each with llificing lop

speeds, accelerations and turning abilities. The

jil.ivt '
! I in; has It) he first to umipltsV ;t given ililnl-

ber of laps' around two red-chequered poles plated

several hundred yards apart Flight control is basic

passing a variety oi gaincplay slyk-s shoot- 'em- in the extreme - it's simply a matter of accelerat-

up, beat-'em-up, and so on. As the astute reader ing, decelerating, climbing, or banking with any

will have spotted Disney have taken a dip in comlima I ion of the keyboard, mouse or joystick.

Ocean's Bumpei ISook Of] low To Do The Game The recipe to success is lotul as light as you can

OfThe Film. A hackneyed, cliched and uninspired into the inside of the lap without hitting Lhc end

approach to game design it may lie hut, as the likes p, iles or your i ompetitors.

of Rebwop and Batman have shown in the past, The player has two views of the ra

involving strategy, making it by far the longer

lasting and ultimately more enjoyable choice.

Rocket R.ii'i'.' ' plot Is also far more engag-

ing, involving the hero's attempts to thwart a

Nazi plot to take over the whole World!

the final result

Hudson Hawk and I""* \

appears Disney
| J'

i to pick up from „•
|

ere they left off.

irst impressions are excellent. I

:h episode is preceded by a J

id 3D. The side-on view takes up most of the

with the player's plane staying centre of

n and the background scrolling to follow

ess a nun id the ttimsc. The jD view, sel

in the bottom right-hand co

egardtess of its

The Rocketeer

still rates as one !

of the classiest film
,

ilopment licences yet.
use. despite snnie helpful

g out where

The 3D view



he Rocketeer is strectered like the movie seriate that inspired

it short action-pecked episodes, each ending with a gut-wrench-

ing cliff hanger. Join Cliff Secord, A.K.A. The Rocketeer, in his

gripping mission to rescue his girifriend Jenny Blake from the

clutches of the nefarious Nazis. There's thrills. There's

spills. And there are a few game-playing tips along the way

too ifyou read carefully!

I*-*™...

- Who are ihe'sinisler figure*'?'-

- And what do they want with Cliff, Jenny and

Peevy?~

Find out... in the next exciting episode of..

TUB ROCKETEER!

- Is Cliff's rocket pack fast

enough to catch the speed-

ing Locust? ~

- Why have the evil Nazis

kidnapped Jenny? -

i And what foul traps have

they laid for the brave

cm?
- Find out... in the next

exciting episode of,,.

THEKOCKtTEER!





1

I
I ss

. kili-r episodes is :ka: lli. V. ' ' .=- possess

ilu-ii own loikri park techi . _ '.':,-:„• after

thai superior Yanky know-how that .
:..'. ;um(s

from bring able to lead a life free from oppres-

sion in a God-fearing democratic society. Of

something.

It's basically Operation Wolf- or more accurately

Cabal in an aircraft hangar. Naz: commandos

pop i:;i ..I ., I I'. I
::•

oil cans while others, fly in through the hangar

doors to take pot-shots at the Rocketeer who stalks

the floor area to the front of the screen. The play-

er can move a sight around the screen to zap the

kiddies as I hey appear, it thcsiglii twars the edge

for the Rocketeerand the Nazis slowly shrink al

the bottom of the screen. The player has to fin-

ish off the villainous Nazis before they do the

Op WoJ/dones are a staple ingredient of these

with a Sound Source device

)

and the digitised/hanb-drawn

graphics are even better - the smooth

scrolling has to be seen to be believed!

Although a hard disc is, as ever, recom-

mended, the game Is perfectly playable from

floppy. The only fly(boy ) In the ointment is

that you really need a 16MHz and up

,..

erwise be. The scrolling, though -.up. i

for a PC, can be a bit hard on the eyes at

it rocks back and forth to follow the play,

ing sight.

The Amiga version won't be

quite as pretty as the PCs 256-

colour one, but with Disney at

the helm expect something

fairly snazzy. In terms of gameplay there's

nothing here that the Amiga couldnt handle

with its Witt er tied behind its back. While

The Rocketeer's simplicity and ease is

acceptable for the largely arcade-naive PC
owner, the hardened Amiga gamer may find

should be ci ling in M.

R.h krtr-er. I ulrrrs-jripjy more deadly ,rt| ii the stan-

dard enemies is ike imntiling iinniiip, ivreckagr

letl behind when shot Small red balloons award

the player three-way fire fire, but the effects last

for such 3 short lime it's worth the lxilher or risk

of trying to collect them.

Kpisode four and, having caught up with the

Locust just as his park runs out of Fuel, Cl.il learns

from a dazed Peevy that Jenny is in fact further

.iiiead. held upli\e aboard .; gran] hydrogen-filled

/, .prim I ,,."
.

1
' ' 'iii

heads off into lire wide blue yonder once more.

luch

eered US experimenta tically. And there lies the

list. Firing up the rock problem unless Disney beef up the game-

sky -a sky filled with play (unlikely) then players who have cut

commandos! their gaming teeth on the current crop of

rizontal-scrolling shoot state-of-the-art ST title are likely to find Th At last Cliff catches up wilh the Sa/i blimp,

leaving I'eevy to fly the Locust bat k to base. Cliff

tumbles down onto the Zeppelins tail to rescue

|enny. But the Nazis have seen him coming and



prepared a little... reception for him. Now serious lack of any sirong t hallenge - I got past

one beefy Bierwikst muncherwith fists like episodes two and three on my second attempts.

stands between Cliff, his beloved |enny The password system doesn't help things either.

: v.,: ill .
. I the riiirii Reich. Maybe.

Even by beat-'em-up standards, which arc tint

imilfiii lln ii i i i

i
1 f ibis. '.he fifth,-iiid

final episode in The Rocketeer saga, is basic to

,-i The player can

move Cliff left or right along — p—
-...- Zeppelin tail fitiand make

him duck or punch. The trick

is to duff' the Nazi over before

he forces you off the tail to

your doom. It's a long way

down.

to denying that The

Rocketeer is a quality product.

The programmers have pulled looks and
out all the stops to make sure

it looks and sounds superb. The scrolling is noth-

heres no denying

that The Rocketeer

is a quality product.

The programmers

have pulled out all the

stops to make sure it

anyone who is even halfway decent

;

arcade games taking more than a couple of days

In linish the game. Perhaps this is not so much ,

of a problem for the less arcade-orientated PC mar-

ket, but potential Amiga or ST

buyers should beware.

(Niggle: There's no pass-

word to tin- last episode, forc-

ing you to play episode four

just to get lo I he beat-'em-up.

This is unfair. If'ynu going to

have a password system then

have a full one. This is just a

lazy way of making the game

harder to finish.)

This easiness would perhaps

if there were more than just five

ing short of a miracle for the PC, the animation levels, perhaps repeat hut harder appeal am es of

is brilliant (Hey! This is Disney after all!) and the '.he second oi tilth episodes, tor example. As tin-

tunes and effects are suitably pat i and atmo- developers have decided to con iplelck ignore the

spheric (especially if you've got one of Disney's film's plot anyway, it wouldn't have been to hard

Sound Source devices - see the 'Mmmmm... to write a scenario that involved more of these

Sounds saucy!' box for more). sections. As is stands you curt help leebnt; more

So, nothing to fault in the aesthetics. My real than a little short-changed,

problems lay in the ganicpke. While all the mitii-

games are great fun and very playable, there's a • David Updiurch

MMMMM... SOUNDS SAUCY!

Yes! It's true! For the paltry sum of $39.95 (UK

price to be confirmed) you can play the film in

your very own home!

Well, not quite. The Sound Source, a wedge

of cieam plastic slab the size of a large hard-

back novel, won't turn your PC into some amaz-

ing multimedia device. But it does give you

some of the best speech and FX ever.

And it adds incredibly to the enjoyment of

The Rocketeer. Instead of having to read the

speech bubbles that come up in the cartoon

intros, you can sit back and have them read

out to you by actors performing the roles of the

various characters. It's particularly effective on

the plane choosing menu where, as you cycle

through the choices, Cliff's pondersome voice

murmurs "Mmmm. the Gee Bee's slow but It's

great for taking comers..." and such like.

There's is a drawback - the samples slows

the game dramatically. Fine on the big boys,

but 8MHzers will not be impressed by the fre-

qeurtt thrice per second screen update.



SHADOW
LANDS

u can't help but feel a little bit sorry for those poor berated role-playing

i^B gamer types. With the generally accepted stereotype ofthem as a strangely-smelling bunch of

oH_H sad anal retentives decked out in grubby anoraks and cordurov trousers, wearing Coke-bottle-

rs* thick National Health glasses held together by some week-old Elastoplasts and having a

^Z'^Th,
"

s,reet
'
re(JMjJr that lies somewhere between vantaged members ofour society. Bra be honest—"«" - hat of an accountant and a train spotter, it can't -ifyou were some stereotypical spotty fane Herbert

iKf inrttor
bc an easy !lfe ' wno Bets picked last in Games, wouldn't you reJ-

,„,., And ma*, nil Hurt Thr in^-ldell tin- i:ii Mores
5

isli tin- chance tobea muscle-bound sauaBy-*m-

fe^Lf "'' I>0 'ntS dama^e with ,hf" ,! " d,t
>
Ma *'- ! iv(j1 letic barbarian who spends all his tune cracking

MW torn* "* Ru"eswol"d Morfrax against an Armour Class skulls, wenching and drinking a lot if only for a

1."°*!!
8 BalroS malarkey d°es seem to have an alarm, couple ofhours in your imagination?
ingly high attraction for the more socially disad- The sad thing is this image problem - along with

all those rules! does tend to turn many of the
more style-conscious people off a gaming genre

e had sc

linly because the majority of prod-

ibelled role-playing games' are actually not

aft Table-top RPGs are normally played by

Lp of people, each assuming varied fantasy

the genre's phenomena] success i

ad from this interaction.

mg, on the other hand, is 1

pation. And while current

eration computers can easily cope with all the bo
ing number crunching and statistics logging (hi

RPGs require, simulating an intelligent charai



terwith its own objectives and prejudices is an

altogether more complex affair. Which is why com-

puter based RPGs centre more around the com-

bat and puzzle-solving • that's something a com-

puter can understand and cope with.

But even with the genre stripped down toils

basics and shorn of the embarrassing 'role play-

ing', il still remained a niche market- a stable,

healthy-selling one. admittedly, but a niche none-

Until 1987.

In ro,87a small, hitherto-unheard-of US based

company called FTL shook the whole computer-

gaming market to its foundations by produc-

ing an RPG that appealed not just to hard- '

core RPGers but to game players right across

the board. That game was, of course.

Dungeon Master. And the reason for the

game's success was simple - it looked good.

Until Dungeon Master most RPGs wetr simple.

crude-looking things. The theory, it seemed, was

that RPG fans wanted facts and figures not fancy

graphics. And maybe that was so, but this surface

complexity denied ike games ac 1 ess to the larger

market. Dungeon Muster successfully combined

quality 3D presentation with ease of use to draw

in the average punter and an underlying game-

play complexity to satisfy the die-hard RPG fan.

And once FTL had shown the genre's lucrative

potential, the other software developers were not

slow to try and catch the sudden wave of popu-

larity. The last few months alone have seen (lit:

graphically-stunning likes of Core's Heimdall,

Accolade's Bvira 2 and, of course, USG's Beholder

2, the current ACE benchmark.

Even Origin, who have carried the jaimer ol tra-

dition for Ye Olde Toppe-Dos

• *
h x 1

' V m
aarrf^GJs™>H±2k .

Shadow lands' puzzles and riddles aie easily

on a par with Beholder 2's. However, the novel

Photoscape twist - the light sensors and the

like - Is refeshing, and the problems where the

party needs or is made to split up to solve

them add a whole new dimension to play.

Where the US Gold games really scores Is thai

It allows the player to converse with some of

he meets, albeit in a limited

"
J

between the graphic heights of

Core's Helmdall and the complex co-

1 of USG's Eye of the Beholder 2.

While Shadowlands' graphics aren't as eye-

popping as Heimdall's, they have a distinct

and appealing nature of their own. There's also

far more action In Shadowlands with

something happening nearly every step of the

way. Helmdall, for all its beauty, did have fre-

quent yawnsome longeurs as the player

trekked slowly horn location to location. The

fact that the whole party is on-screen at all

times Is also In Shadowlands' favour. And for

my money the combat, although substantially

less awe-Inspiring than Heimdall's, Is far more

Immediate, realistic and controllable.

3D view and The Underworld utilising modified

Wing Commander scaling/rotating 3D bitmap rou-

For so competently melding so many exist-

ing game elements together - and then adding

a few new ones of its own - I've got no hesita-

tion In awarding Shadowlands our highest ac-

colade. Aw, dontcha just know it -

Shadowlands Is the new ACE Role-Playing

Game Benchmark.

hotoscape

isn't Just some
gimmick. The

massive boost

it gives Shad-

owlands' atmosphere

alone makes It worth Its

weight in gold.

Now Domark, ti

orporai

Shadowlands. The plot starts

grimly, [lie- player has been

captured by the arch super-

baddy and whisked away to

his lair in the evil-infested

Shadowlands, There you are

brutally murdered. But your

spirit lives on! In ethereal

pathetic to your plight as they trek through deep

dungeons and arid wastes in search ofyour bones.

Only when they have been recovered do you stand

a hope of being reanimated.

I be ai >.,. ,1 „

from the likes of the aforementioned

Heimdall and EA's The Immortal. The twist here

is Photoscape, an innovative display technique

whereby light sources realistically illuminate the

.ilea .sroiind them. The unlit areas are drawn in

a murky dark grey, so that il's still just possible

Id navigate even without torches.

Thankfully Photoscape isn't just a gimmick. It

contributes to the game's success on a number

of levels. The massive boost it gives the game's

atmosphere alone- makes it wor:h its weight in

gold. When your party's desperately weak and you

can just make out some unknown creature shuf-

fling through the gloom towards you the tension

But Photoscape's effects stretch beyond the visu-

al. Some wall fittings act as light sensors, open-

ing or closing doors and pits depending on the

presence or absence of ligti;. Certain monsters

are attracted or repelled by light. It's such a unique

feature that the solutions to actually quite simple

problems seem unfathomable until the player

remembers the important role light plays in the

game. It all works phenomenally well.

Fortunately the game's developers, Teque

London, haven't let their imaginative approach to

RPGs begin and end with the Photoscape system.

Before the game starts the player is presented

with a Due-set am d usd adb described

by four major characteristics ratings; combat,

a 43



Q
AND THAT'S HAGICt
Magic is handled rathei differently In Shad-

owlands to other games. The Idea Is that a

mighty wizard forges a spell and casts It

onto specially prepared parchment. The

spell can then be used by Just about anyone

- as long as It has been charged with suffi-

cient Magik. Once a spell has been cast It

becomes drained of IN

used until recharged.

Ily spells are cast one at a time,

they can be bound Into a grlmolre. Each

hold up to si i spells

cast' the grlmolre, and each spell

fired off one after the other - a bit like

Magik machine gunl

Magik n like the Force, It la

living things. The warriors can absorb

Magik from things like food and

hadowlands is a complex game. So, to illustrate how it

plays we've pieced together most of the demo level from
this month's ACE Cover Disk. Not,we hasten to add, out
ofany spiteful urge to spoil Amiga and ST owners fun,

but because It illustrates most of the main game
features in a concentrated area. But don't worry. We

|
haven't ruined all the surprises - the final chamber's se-

crets are left for you to discover for yourselves!
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enturers' trav Is take them through four

ndscapes. It a 1 starts off above ground In

s a haven for vlelous ravens

a good chance to stock up on fruit that lit

uploring reveal a stair passageway down

able grey dung*™, which Is where the raa

rt and the Pho escape system really kicks

r the warriors ftnd themselves above ground

mpton Court st le maze, inside an Egyptian

d and finally e. plorlng a series of ominous

the home of th evil wizard who killed the

he resting plae e of your bones!



S ft ft s

are all fairly re

The scrolling Is Amiga-awner-

satisyfingly silky, but I personally would

have preferred to sacrifice smoothness for

speed. The sampled sound Is sparse but

effective. Owners of 1Mb machines have

less disk accessing to endure, but since

this only happens when the player moves
between dungeon levels It's no great boon.

Apart from chunkier but

faster scrolling and some
chip-generated sound Instea

of samples this Is a carbon

copy of the Amiga version,

' magik, strength and health. The player has the

opportunity 'reshuffle these ratings from a char-

acter customiser, as well as adjust inure super-

titialeharaetei details such as the spe..
il

appearance and their name. Not essential, maybe,

but it's fun to tinker with a character's hairstyle

and lip shape so that they have a look appropri-

ate to their ratings.

As mentioned above, the adventuring party con-

sists of four individuals. And 'individuals' is the

key word here. Each character is represented by

its own sprite in the Shadow lands gameworldand

a corresponding colour-coded portrait displaying

the character's figure in outline, a health bar and

Tentlyheld,

Not a lot of Information on

the PC version at the moment
apart from the fact that there

will definitely be one and It'll

much, although

are the 256-colour VGA palette will

be put to good use.

These portrai

Characters can be moved individually or in a

group by selecting either the right or left leg

respectively and then 'dragging' the characters

with the mouse pointer. .Although it sounds a

bit cumbersome, it actually works a whole lot bet-

ter than you'd think. It's possible to arrange the

party members into just about any formation

id the

s. The body

regions; head, the two a

two legs. By high light in a tin

regions with the mouse pointer ani

clicking on areas in die gatnework

the player can perform a hugi

range of functioi

ie key to controlling the Mtiallei j.i;i

luli:

exciting take

Charai eaehem
and thensign by selecting the h(

clicking on the notice board.

highlighting the right arm and then

clicking on the lever. Other, more

complex actions can be performed

just as easily. Teque have obviously spent

:

time thinking it all out and it has been tin

spent - it's a wonderful, friendly and flexibli

face that works a treat.

Even better is the fact that the characters

ordered to do several different things at flit

time, so while one is pulling a lever, anothf

be picking up a sword and the other two could be

risk of stag-

nating due to the

play-it-safe prolifer-

ation ofDungeon

arated parts of the dungeon have

As the player moves the party

the view scrolls (chunkily on the

ST, smoothly on the Amiga) to

a: -.he .:

n. Ideally.!' .::.,«

approach to the t

suspect this was impossible from

he system woAs fine, though waiting for

ill to do its thang can become annoying

>n, which speeds things up immensely-

Combat is as elegantly handled as every other

ipect of the game. To attack a monster the play-

i ply puts a weapon in the cha

aftei

e skeleton's face, And indeed highlights the arm and then clicks on the enemy.

e this : of co-ordinated i fuss. Because each charade

dealt with individually, there's no need for the

whole party to flee if one of its members is dan-

gerously weakened during the tighl (like 111

Dungeon Masta M Beholder), instead, the play-

er can just move the troubled player out ofharm's

way and let the rest get on with the scrapping.

This ability to split the party up permits a whole

range ofcombat methods that just aren't possi-

ble! n other RPGs. The player can opt for any

mode of fighti n g Irene a slraighl all-out scrap,

with everyone pitching in, to a sneaky guerilla-

pie ofblows then bringing them out again.

Now an RPG wouldn't be an RPG without

magic. And Shadowlands has a veritable witch-

es' coven of it. Spell casting is handled in a way

: La' I. >e familiar to players of Dungeon w. Dragons.

Each spell is written on a piece of parchment

'charged' with magic force. When cast (in a man-

ner in alar to combat) the spell's energy is drained

and it cannot be cast again until the player

'recharges' it using the magic force contained

.'. ithin outer items, like food and so forth. The
plavi-- thus has to niggle llie parly's hunger for



The in

the pi;

I CAN SEE IT IN YOUR FACE
e Inset character portraits main function is to provide a control panel from which

le player can control each of the four warriors simply and quickly. The player switch-

es between each character by simply clicking on the relevant portrait with the mouse

pointer. However, they also provide a secondary function as an excellent 'at-aglance'

indication of the status of each warrior and where they are, depending on the picture

©<2*i

food with the need to have a

Spells are amongst the rarer treasures to be

found littering the dungeons. Generally such

meaty valuables are protected by a particularly

mean nasty or hidden behind a secret panel.

Lesser goodies, like food or copper coil

ssible and can often be found just

king in'^k'i. Ii.-d hi darkenei

(though the thought of munching on an app

left on some wet stone flooring doesn't appeal

ll„- 1
1 air landscape 'flavours' - dank dungeon, ver-

dant wilderness, musty caves and Egyptian crypt

- the graphic styles can become a little

.,. -,.:i;;. ..ilr,' i >.\li:ii-. One pica' til' w:ill.

Photosrape or not, does look much like another,

by the time this ennui has set in you'll

ave become too engrossed in the adventure to

IK about BUch trifles.

And while there are plenty of different-look-

lg monsters, they are all roughly man-sized. You

m't help wishing there were a few real monster

aonsters, a giant fire-breathing Dragon or a

nighty Wyvern - something to cause really seri-

;er dirtying,

ion-combative interaction wnukln i i.i',''

iss, either. Just on< i' during tin' (pmc it

been refreshing to meet something that

't have to duff over. In Shadowlands it

-olrK ill

mch more than most other RPGs

and exciting take on a genre in risk of stagnating

due to the play-it-safe proliferation of Dungeon

Master clones. Admittedly Shadowlands draws a

fair - and at times blatantly obvious - amount of

inspiration from FTL'S game and many others

besides, but the end result is far more than the

e that goti

New Baywatch h; :;;,)!

• David Ope hurt h

Vi fff?
1 111111



ECOQUEST
THE SEARCH FOR CETUS

ealisatioifslowly dawns. The worid is finally

Kwful stories peddled for years b\ these

igering scientists are act&lly true. The planet's self defence

is set to collapse. There is a hole in the ozone layer the size of

iply "themed" ecological game.

It is the real deal. All the pack-

ions for the game are printed

on recycled stock using vegetable inks and a water-

based coating, the game is aimed at the enhie fam-

ily unit, ensuring - 1 guess - greater potential pen-

for the message. And a share of the

proceeds from the sale ofeach copy of the game

will be donated to the Marine Mammal Centre,

California.

There's even a free 55 page book given away with

the game giving hints and advice on easy ways

in help save the planet themseh s. Despite the new angle, Eco Quest follows the

_,rically, perfectly decent games emitting format with which any owners ofother Sierra prod-

even the merest v. hill ol ,111 education] slant have ucts will be instanlly familiar. The player guides

been leapfrogged in I he charts by utter rubbish his alter-ego through the visually and somcally

Ire ; ofsvx It stuffy prateiakms. So it's a brave move superb adventure using the mouse to move about

of Sierra's design team to produce a game which and interact with other objects and characters.

hasn't been cheapened or larted up in any way. There are puzzles to solve and scrapes to get into.

[hi .mmii I, lis ,im how to thmk and what todo. So Sierra haven't exactly flipped and gone the san-

dals'n'mung-bean route yet.

ngsofthe line between A more genuine concern for potential Eco

abid preaching are rela- Questers is that the firm do seas to have gone

lively few jlld Kir between and perhaps ugairist all ratlin (jveiUiaru with then 1 "'idea'. ours to help

the odds, the game still manages to boast many the game appeal to die younger adventuring audi-

of the positive aspects of Tegular" Sierra releas- ence. Thai is. they've made the game worryingly

es even with a hefty Message in tow. easy. But more of that later.



beginners' adventure. For players with an inter-

est In either the ecological theme, or wish to

Involve their parents/kids in their hobby Eco

Quest with Its easy problems and Interesting

angle is an ideal buy. But tar adventurers who

like cute graphics but need something to get

teeth into, Willy B. wins.

of buying one after the other, thinking that

he's going to end up with adventures which

are in any way alike. Willy Beamish

active comic, while Eco Quest Is a family or

Son of a bearded marine biologist do-gooder,

Adam Greene (oh, please) is a pint-sized public-

ity machine for the ecological cause. Nol so mmli

educated as brainwashed l>> his ftllatical laliic-r

(who gets so mad when people drop litter thai he

"can't see straight") Adam follows his dad around

the world learning all about ecological tausi and

elk-el . and collecting a healthy brace of right think-

ing international pen pals along the way. B u

i

, >i e y

'

- it's not easy being the son of a jet-setting genius.

While his dad loves him and lie regularly receives

letters from a red hot Frent h t hick called Natalie-

(any girl who's first question about your new home

is whether or not the locals still hunt whales has

got to be a dream, right?) Adam finds it hard to

make friends. He's never in one place long

enough, you see. Even his dad can't spend as much

time witli Adam as he would like, what with all

these meetings and conferences and things.

Adam's new home; St iulieri in The Carribean

presents the same old problems. The place may

look like a Lunn Polly brochure but it's actually

an ecological nightmare, with dangerous oil spills

and lots of dolphin-snaring fishing nets. Adam
hasn't made any friends yet and his dad has to go

" igh-point in Adam's sched-

ule, then, is when his dad suggests he feeds and

plays with tin- dolphin which is recovering from

being i aught in the nets in the intro sequence.

So a tier a hit of exploration of the first location,

[ leaning up a seagulhoveicd in oil. putting water

in the rat's cage, tossing a can in a recycling box

and so on, Adam decides it's time to play with

the dolphin.

Andahci some hsliy hulk -; and a game ol Ins

bee, Adam discovers, to his understandable amaze-

uirni that the dolphin can speak. And it's here

that the adventure really begins Revealing that

Ins name is Delphineus. the dolphin explains In

Adam that the undersea kingdom that is his home

is in terrible danger. Cerus, a giant whale who
kept order in Ihe kingdom and washed away all

the terrible problems [rinsed by man (quite how
is umerlain. lell never mine! ) has gone missing.

And without their guardian, [lie little fishes have

become very miserable.

So. Delphineus enlists I lie help of Adam and

the pair set off to explore the ocean and find Cetus.

Most of the game takes place in the underwater

kingdom, which is remarkably reminiscent of The

Utile Mermaid. Comical fish swim about the love-

ly sea, singing and dancing and I alking in funny

here are puzzles to

solve and scrapes to

get Into, so Sierra

haven't exactly nipped

andgone the sandals

route yet.

[cents. Adam must generally follow Delphineus'

tad, exploring parts of the kingdom and solving

ciNeins wlm h lie untie:-: across.

A pleasing part of Eco Quest's set up is that the

lizzies are otter, visual and pretty kini-lk . liig

Iota- pillars need I.:. ,e revived and lockets inlo

IT

d Nor

ges, the game is as

Longbow. But it does

absorbing as last

sic incongruity of Ec

tandard fantasy adv

o Quest is the mix-

ological principles.

r particularly addic

logical 'puzzles is tile fact hat Adam must (ifhe

number of points)

itandcleposit it i n his recycling sack, 1 1 1 is invi >lv< s

dicking the recycling curso over every single bit

of rub rid watching Adam
t and bag i The first time Adam

imsolfn

this IS all very w -11. ami til. re is a definite sense

of aiin

Hicks pandll C PC emits a healthy ping when



Q
STEP BY STEP

Phew! Underwater adventuring eh? it's a

funny old business. And for a little lad

like Adam, with his head all full of con-

is for the well-being of the planet,

It's easy to understand how even the

most basic problem can cause more diffi-

culty than normal.

Which is why, as you'll probably already

have gathered, we've decided to let you

In on one of the more Interesting puzzles

to deal with. If it all

seems a little simple, don't

Just remember that this is an adventure

for all the family and follow us, as we

lead you gently by the hand through an

early part of the quest.

Just follow on from one number to the

next, and you'll have a good Idea of tf

calibre of mental stress that you'

encounter In the game. Oh, and for those

of you easily Impressed by the visual

ture of Sierra games, we've stuck

together one of the few scrolling

sections for your delectation.





In, excellent aquatic music &
sound effects and a fab script

make this another winner from Siena.

/ "[,
i ;r

; i

belt at the end Is hearing ever

fresher Amiga versions of PC

release. But it's not quite here yet, so

Amiga owners will have to waft a month «

so. But we're sura ft will be terribly good

quendy, and clearing them up is a drag. But hey!

- saving the phnicl isn't easy. It's hard work. And

ihiw :,<•! lions simulate the fact better than most.

It's the straightforward adventuring puzzles

which divert the player's attention away from the

occasionally annoying green theme. But even

these are pretty bloody easy. There's a section

which requires the player to complete a sliding

block puzzle before he can progress any further.

Unfortunately, so the "youn.ij minds" v

are so keen to attract with tin- u.jiih

themselves at the end of their legerldarily short

span before the first real puzzle is over-

i option to have the problem automati-

lally solved pops up.

Now I'm all for making games as friendly as

possible, but solving puzzles for the player is

going a touch far, 1 feel. Indeed, the whole game

lends to tell I tic player in rather too much detail

what he is expected to do next. "You'd better get

. ,
. . 1 1 Jn ire. gear" w.u'tls I >i.ipni;ii'l<« Mtirv Adam

arby

re diving gear.

ardened masters of the

genre will find it

painfully easy. But

that's not realty what

is all about...

during the whole gainedix'sn't mm out to be real-

ly nasty, but lias instead had his brains addled by

some loxit nuclear waste dumped into the water

: whole ecology bit goes, I remain

The need to perform tasks which

naturally in order to be rewarded

icks of laboratory tests on animals, to behon-

At times 1 felt as if I was being made to tun

rnd in goody-goody circles, taking a role in a

learning experience wli i c 1 1 I won 1 1

!

While the informative side of the

all that trash collection got right

Mind you. Sierra can hones dy claim to be right

p there with the greats like Lucasfilm in the

cripting stakes. Even at its most trite and semi-



WHAT A LOAD OF RUBBISH?
It's no laughing matter, you know, Planet Earth just can't cope

any more, and It's all our fault! We've jumped on one burger car-

ton too many and been less careful than we might with our de-

odourant. And the summers aren't going to be that pleasant in

a few years time. But we can all pull ourselves back from the

magnifying-glass treatment by taking some simple steps.

And who could be better equipped to spread the word than com-

puter game manufacturer Sierra? No-one. That's who.

Printed on fully recycled stock, ( Helped Save The Earth Is a fas-

cinating little book enclosed free with Eco Quest. Contained In

its pages are fifty - count 'em • five ways that YOU can help save

the earth. It may not be as gripping as defending our home from

marauding space fiends, but it's a lot safer.

So, In the interests of a cleaner, greener planet, we've select-

ed a couple of tips to share with you.

1. Cut the rings on six-pack holders! (So fish don't get caught

up In them)

2. Don't be an American (Apparently, they use over 150 £A£

LONS of water EACH. EVERYDAY!)

3. Don't take your shopping home in bags (You can maybe put

the Items in your pockets)

4. Pull weeds, don't spray 'em! (Weed killer is toxic, and hurts

animals)

5. Come up with your own ideas about saving the earth (They're

probably better than these)

mental, the dialogue between the characters,

especially Adam and Delphineus is streets ahead

of 8o% of all other games on the market at the

moment. And while games for adults would be

unlikely to get away with the male lead profess-

ing his love for a dolphin, 1 guess in a kids' adven-

Eco Quest is very much a curate's egg.

Ecological fashionability or otherwise aside, it's

an example of all that is both good and bad in

Siena's games of late. Hie presentation is awe-

some, with simply stunning visuals and an atmo-

spheric soundtrack. The interface, too, is com-

that this is :a ^mir for "young minds" as the pack-

aging explains, it's a bit easy. And sometimes

the lengthy periods of action and conversations

ing him feel more like he's operating the remote

control tor ;i slide projector than using hi:

820.



it Playing Strategy War Simulator! (Phewl)

Publisher Empire

Exeveloper Paragon Software

TWILIGHT

t's hard to imagine anything

more bleak and wretched than the aftermath ofa nuclear holocaust. Total

devastation ofentire countries, the extermination of vast chunks of the pop-

ulation, and those who aren't incinerated in the blast are left looking for-

ward to roughly equal doses of starvation and radi- Apocalyptic wasteland. Al least that seems |<> In-

ation sickness, the impression Paragon Softwa re have of things

,

But while the very thought of such a future is giving IBM gamers the chant e every

enough to give norma] people nightmares, PC waiting for to fee] what it's like fighting a futile

owners relish the thought of exploring a post- war in a radioactive Hell-hole.

54B,M=:

Still, it's only a game, and a reasonably inno-

vative one at that. The latest spin or) the 'give every-

body everything' angle currently in vogue with

software developers seems In lie that a game

needn't lit into any particular pigeon-hole, and it

needn't conform to any set style. The idea is that

rattier than shoe-horning game elements into a

particular presentation style, eaeli should he played

in whichever mode is most appropriate.

"When your party of soldiers (each with abilities

distant e by foot the world is represented in iso-

inciin. ill
| like ( iiii'divr) wlnlt si mrl distance vehic-

ular motion is presented in polygons, and every-

thing else, either long-distance treks from one

city In another nr operations batk at base is han-

dled with click-on icons and maps. So, with no

particular presentation style as such, it's dear that

I wiligh: 2000 must rely on the appeal of its

premise alone. And the premise is this:

The aftermath of this hypothetical tactical nucle-

ar war is a dark and depressing one. The whole

nf hirope lies devastated arid in Poland, the cen-

tre of the ground conflict, scattered troops from

all nations wander the ravaged wasteland, fight-

ing for survival. I.eaderless and lost, they have

forgotten wins lln." ate alias sing si what they are

defending.

However, a fearsome figure emerges with a very

clear goal. The m, g.i It una Hiatal Baron Czamy

plans to seize as much of the spoils ofwar as he

possibly can and now, when his targets can offer

least resistance, is his ideal time to strike.

Known to ha'., nsn invoked with ultra harsh

police riot squads and implicated in all sorts of

gn'/:Ay stories of torture and death squads, Czamy

ii In, in 'among the I'olish military

to assemble his Black legion. By the time the play-

er comes into the game. Czamy has already seized



The player takes the role of the commander of

an elite fighting squad of up to twenty men and

women, of whom any four can be mobilised for

each particular mission. The early stages of the

game concentrate on the gradual assembly of

enough military weight 10 smaessfully win the

finale; the showdown with C/amy's Hlaek I egiori.

Following a deeeril it mil exaelly stunning intro

sequence, the game leads the player into perhaps

its most important stage; the selection of charac-

ters and the division of points for each of their

available attributes. This is pretty familiar terri-

tory for anyone with more than a passing knowl-

edge of the role playing genre. ,

mr my "lie the very thought of

^ftSl such a future is enough

to give normal people

nightmares, PC owners
relish the thought of exploringa
post-Apocalyptic wasteland.

The twenty characters are kept 'on file' at head-

quarters and drafted into play for appropriate mis-

sions. [1iechavaaL-rst.au he either male el female,

can originate from any of nine different nations

(the accompanying blurb paves the way for this

with some nonsense about regiments becoming

disbanded and reformed in a hotchpotch ofnation-

alities), and have a set of background skills on

top of the regular agility, constitution, charisma,

i-ih-llitiencr .iin.l etmeihon -aungs

The player can then select a pre-war career for

each of the [.haras >. vs. eiving them thechanceto

team -.tilt- foi tftemsefoes Basically, as a char-

acter's career progresses, their initial poo; at

attributes will be boosted in particular areas

depending on what sort ofwork they do.

Come the outbreak of war, the player must
>ji 1 1,], ,\h i h •!.. -...-. Hi up i i i he wishes each

.1- le. '.>.! ik pri..-:r'iv"ivr so die-'- to pursue. The

final I
;

1
1
tile to be scaled before the combat can

begin (at last) is the selection of Secondary

Activities. Here, the attributes are tweaked for

the last time simulating the sort of casually

acquired skills picked up in everyday life.

Twilight 2000 as you can get. Rather than tak-

ing place In the aftermath of a nuclear war,

however, tells the tale of the bat-

tle between the Saharan empire and the Free

Earth Federation or something,

Anyhow.the role playing elements are

there, with your central character having a

of abilities and i

' factors to take Into

.

during each encounter. The two

points to note are that there's no isometric dis-

play In , and the 3D is slightly better

In Twilight 2000. For players keen to absorb

the maximum realism, Twilight is by far the

better deal, but It could be argued that

of Freedom offers a more entertaining game all

Despite these routines being handled in as sim-

ple-to-use fashion as is possible with easily acces-

sible icons, there's no gelling round the fact that

all this attribute attribution is a bloody chore. It

would seem to be a blessing, therefore that there's

an automatic set-up option enabling the player to

construct an entire squad at a stroke. And a very

I

pealing option it is too.

' a . ei : should beware of too casual a use ofthe

random set-up feature, though, since vital skills

may be missing from the computer-assigned play-

ers. The first rjiission. lor example, involves hav-

ing to speak to a contact in Polish, and my com-

puter-assigned team was game-ending h

anyone who c ould speak the language. A pre-mis-

sion briefing will hint at the requirements tor each

coining mission, so these frustrations can be gen-

erally avoided.

The best com prorm se : s a h a I i'-wa y house of ran-

dom selection and human approval, with the play-

er being able to reject any dulhed-: while n Ira

quishing the ability to simply magic-up a

IS I I •
. I l-.l 1,1

egy games you'll have played. Twilight 2000

doesn't quite afford the player the luxury of an

unlimited range of equipment with which to kit

out his team. While the stores ofthe HQ are suf-

ficiendy stocked with every possible make and

eve of firearm and explosive, the team has been

lacking in the transport stakes, result-

ing in the initial stages of the game being played

Which is a good job, really, since this keeps the

polygons at bay for a while, reducing the risk of

swamping the player with too much going on at

once. Indeed, even when the player has had a

chance to come to terms with all of the game's

interface methods, the change from jD to iso- 51

d 55
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here's a lot of stats in Twilight

2000. The fiendish Baron Czarny

? may well laugh, but he doesn't know that

the team lined up for this campaign has a base hit point

score of twenty and are fully fluent in Italian. Ha ha!





* metric to plan view maps is a bit much to take in

all in one go.

The most central of all s, reens is the player's

office. It's from here that all the otlu a

can be accessed. A computer on the desk will yield

information as to how the battle against Czamy's

forces is going, nitli possession of cities indicat-

ed and a bunch ofbar graphs, one of wl i i > i i i s t 1 u

morale graph, indicabng liow happy the people

of Poland are now that their sK is led and full of

dust. The radio is your link to ycun intelhgenee

officer, and the filing cabinel is where all I he riles

ofyour available troops can be found, while the

map gives an overview of the whereabouts of all

troops currendy in the game.

reports of trouble", encouraging the player to see |g
what's going on for himself.

During the missions the characters can be

instructed toforatte. fish, light .md talk will: other

haractersinthegaim II n part from object

handling, it's not possible to treat the chatarlers

! nidi mill Itse. Ills that all tin il Hi tie mil

si ,11s an- simply pooled into an averag, overall

ability in all areas. The result is Dial the death of

a character affects lire ability of the team, but

doesn't really feel as if it matters that much. Most

role playing games on the market today allow a

i to he split and the individual members to

move around and carry out sub-missions
c— *-

I
nfortunatety the overall

conclusion is that it

doesn't gel together as

well as It might.

The missions begin with relatively tight briefs

(oo-et) which gradually become more vague as

time goes on. The first mission, a doddle, is to

travel to a place called Skawina, find s<

ly needed medical supplies and then deliver them

:„ the head horn ho in another town. If success-

fully completed, this mission will vielh a pet sour lei

carrier which will help the team move around at

a better lick.

Although basic, this first outing helps the play-

er come to grips with the control inter! ace well

enough, ensuring that he encounters, although

at a pretty basic level, most of the types of situa-

tions his team will have to deal with later in the

j ii- n, however, the details

re of today's top polygon programmers w<

s'e to examine Paragon's polygon routines,

ver. This section of the game is pretty exeel-

Jnd could well have made a stand alone prod-

uct of its own. It's in the 3D stages that Twilight

2000 begins to shape up and look like it has some

balls.

However, just when the player is finding him-

self thoroughly absorbed in a problem, Twilight

2000 has the habit of bringing him back down

to earth with a bump, and this is nearly always a

result of the game's role-playing origins or slight-

ly unfriendly design quirks. The 3D isometric view,

in which the most interesting parts of the game

are played (such as conversing with other char-

acters and hunting for objects), is the least con-

vincing ofthe lot. For a start, the team of four sol-

diers is represented by a solitary figure who moves

in ugly jerks across a bare-bones landscape. The

screens update in clumsy flicks only when the

player a n. . illy moves offan edge, making it impos-

sible, m effect, to see where he's going.

Movement is frequently prohibited while on the

map screen because, the player is informed, there



movement while in the isometric view is per-

missible.

Combat is also a frustrating affair, with annoy

ing hide messages popping up spoiling that an

enemy soldier has fired a particular weapon, has

hit/missed one of your party ami ruiliilt'd \X'

points of damage while all the time you're flick-

ol Ihclc, > hold ai

The messages can be turned off.

enemy fire at you from off the scref

and handling die i niri'ul ytjn rscH'is really auuoi

all the time.

A further frustration i ike la;.t that buildings

frequently have their doors on the northern (blind)

sides, forcing the player to toggle them 'off in

out;-! ''' :' llov. o !;:.!! i| i".

lin: eventually, die good p nut-. <>u1v,eigh lue

bad. The 3D polygons for vehicular transport are

1; . 1 '.v i 1 1 . ; l r 1 above ;:ver age level of detail

lor buildings and scenery and lumbal in 'bis

perhaps the quality of the polygons which n

the isometric sequences loot so unpolished.

or especially keen on the idea of exploring and

willing to forgive SOine rough edges lor ibe pnv

Uege, it's worth more than a cursory glance.

;
on which particular stage of the game the player

finds himself In, his view of the world will change accordingly.

During most missions, there will be a change of viewpoint ev-

ery couple of minutes. In the most heated situations, the play-

er will be required to drive a polygon personnel carrier using

'real-time' cursor controls, explore a traditional isometric

RPG landscape using the mouse to control the movement of

his character and negotiate vast areas of countryside using a

handy LCD map alone. While it's true that real soldiers need

some advanced multi-tasking capacity, this continual switch-

ing between interface views and styles is really a bit much.
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HARLEQUIN

death and destruction-orientated the major-

ity of today's arcade-based software may have become, it's nice to see that ifs still possible to

base exhilarating games around non-violent, almost girly themes. Take the Harlequin, for

example. Anybody who covers their face in make-up and wears a frilly pyjama suit not unlike •

Andy Pandy's would hardly sound Vfa the ideal makes very Me effort**££*£*£ |

hero for a Mls-and-whistles platform extravaganza, these wo platform favourites nave ol ...

,:;,„ „,,„ [u. i,„ ;m J ;, surprising hard one at that, .mportant influences, but the sheer excellence

,„ , ,,,„,,„ . , -,
,
.„, ,,de effort - and undoubt- wath which it manages toP^°ffa™™^

edly their most impressive to date • the diamond- rymg of the two game styles makes mis pretty

,I,J, rural duracter comes across as one of the much

or the

j the Prince of Persia

i
nutshell, what we're dealing with here is a

>Cod and Gods. Harlequin

nucn loigivdujc.

If. after looking at the screenshots here, the play-

er still has any doubts about the "Watch With

Mother" look and feel of Harlequin need only n-ad

the scenario to have any such doubts extinguished

utterly. Apparently the Harlequin has returned

home (from the shops, perhaps? Why are such

important details always left out) to find his land

in a state of disrepair (sic). It may sound slightly

the idea is that Harlequin actually lived

inside a giant dock cum palace called Chimerics.

Now the giant mam doors are barred and a sign

on the giant clock reads "Out of order due to bro-

ken heart." So, to restore peace and I

the land. Harlequin's got to search Ch

giant buds - all aj ofthem - and recover i lu- ton.

'„„, ,. s of said broken heart which have been scat-

four winds.

Okay, okay, so it's not exactly The Grapes of

Wrath - but then John Steinbeck couldn't write a

decent scrolling routine, so it all sort of levels out

in the end. Ifyour knowledge of Harlequins ends

with the Rugby team and the rather nice Terry's

chocolate assortment (previously Neapolitans),



fl
you won't know that Harlequins

are in fact more than just namby-

pampy silky boys in baggy

trousers and a Dkk Turpin hat.

In fact they are endowed with

bizarre magical powers, whirl) COOIBS i

accounts for the game's mythical, one Of
almost surreal graphical style. athletic I

Harlequin's progress around the

Chimerica world is charted by a

giant map of the game area which

appears before each level with

helpful "YOU ARE HERE"
arrows. Generally the route taken seems to be spec-

ified by the program. Willi (me level leading I :
r .

.

matically to the next, but more thorough players

will find dial In experimenting with switches and

the like, portals can be opened to alternate r lev-

els, allowing the player to go throug h : I u ga 1 1 1 e

via a number of different routes. Whatever the

deal, the objective for each individual level leinams

the same throughout get to the exit.

It is ofcourse a far trickier task than that rather

polled summing-up itiaj suggest - the very nature

of the huge, eight-way scrolling levels makes them

difficult to negotiate. It's not that the levels and

platforms have been designed in a particularly

nasty fashion - well, they have, bul lu) nol rest

ly the point - it's the landscapes' sprawling, open-

plan style a la RoboCod that creates the main chal-

lenge. It's easy enough just to get lost, as there's

no definite route to folio .,i.n .,

ways to get from A to B. It's a little daunting at

first, lo the poiul oi instilling .1 sense of agora-

phobia and being perpetually lost, but ihn v.::- --non

since the Prince of

sort themselves out as soon as the

player orientates himselfand gets

a feel for where things are.

Actually, this sprawling level

design isn't entirely my bag as I'm•* a lazy gamesplayer and can't stand

tost having to find my own way

Stars through big landscapes - [ much
prefer to have a few helpful

arrows dotted around here and
the great ,„,.„. to F,ml tm-

at ] east mote 0I

tlm*elf. less in the right direction.

I was surprised, therefore, to

find thai I was nowhere near as frustrated

put off by Harlequin as my first few min-

utes ofwatching someone else play it sug-

gested I might be. Though there are plen-

ty oftimes when there doesn't seem to be

a way forward or you're just plain lost, the

game always manages to compel the player to

find tin.' solution. li's nuisth due to the fact that,

on a basic arcade level, the game never lets up,

Wherever Harlequin may be, it's a good bet that

some trap or ei lei ij;y- ,a ppi iul n i i i ion will be after

him. ll may he something as simple.,

tap or elaborate as a giant flvu

i

u snake, bid ihere

are virtually no safe havens within the game, and

as a result, virtually no tune to sit still.

Though ! i.;rlei.jUie is first and foremost a plat-

form game, it does boast arcade adventure ele-

ments. The most important :<nr is tin- impoilai -

part that switches play in the game - every level

has a few dotted around the landscape, and the;,

perform different tasks when thrown. A switch

ni.n. unloi k a door or ml put a platform in r>»

, from many other

The best description

is a cross between and . Initially

It seems more like than anything

else, but this Just proves that first Impressions

the huge highspeed eight-way scrolling play

areas. Harlequin has far more sophisticated

character control, and this combined with the

arcade adventure aspects makes It a lot like

in that respect. At a push, I'd say that

Harlequin's greater variety makes it slightly

more rewarding than , even though a

get into the

game. So far as is concerned, Bros' ef-

fort is no match for the speed of Harlequin, al-

though that game's more Involved object han-

make it a better bet



owevor Harlequin chooses to work his

way around Chlmerica, ho 's got no op-

tion but to search every last Inch of

the place if he's to stand any chance

of recovering the four pieces of

broken heart. So, here's a helpinghand In the

* form ofa comprehensive guide to each of the

game's 23 epic levels...

(s

,
pmmm _

®
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One of the most colourful

games in yonka. Harlequin

cant fail to strike graphically,

and the speed at which Hie

whole thing jogs along Is very Impressive.

Souiidwlse it's a treat too, v "

comical effects throughout the game and

delightful title theme. There are a host of

nice touches, meet centred around the

III of

Sorry PC guys, but Gremlin

have no plans to release

Harlequin for your machine.

But rfthesamo'aastonkerl

f. motion or otherwise alter the landscape some- sap energy), a space hopper for super bounce

how. The situation ofthese switches often forces power, little firework rockets that fly in circles

tin- player to work his way all the way around the around the player and act as a shield and, per-

r than just heading haps

straight for tin: i

these switches work. Often the

application of a switch is obvious

- you hit it and a platform starts

moving, for example I rt other siT-

the switch has affected may be in

a completely different part of the

level. Obviously there wouldn't be

much of a point having locked

doors if the switch that unlocks

them is right next to them, but it

11
may be somewhat
off-puttingfor

gamers who are

used to playing in a

thingy that turns Harlequin into

a diamond-patterned Angelfish

when he lands in wateT. Without

one, the player drowns immedi-

ately and that's the end of that, but

with the fishy power, there are

Mari

Undou :^h: ,e of Har]

small'

phobic, controlled

can get a tad annoying when you

hit a switch and then have abso-

lutely no idea what it is you've

ill mi'. Some kind of visual or

audio due would have been help-

ful, without giving the game away entirely. Oh
.1 i.

In addition to switches, the Harlequi

densely littered with all manner of go

the-boxes wailing for the player to open.

run--: iiv.nhhli- r:iryc I rum energy-givi

timately what it

adds up to is all the

you're up to it.

the central character's remarkable

flexibility and acrobatic ability. He

runs and jumps like an everyday

game geezer, but he also has the

tunnels, slide down diagonal plat-

forms a la Strider and swing,

Tarzan-style from the large

Pendulum-like devices that are

mimplate inside Chimerica's giant workings.

effect, especially to the casual observer, is

much in the same high-spirited skin-of-lho-

world is teeth adventure vein as games like Strider and

dies, the the aforementioned Prince of Persia. |oystick con-

jack-in- trol is super-sensitive and thoughtful, with the

player able to change Harlequin's direction com

pfiTfh in mid-jump and fire at any time, regard-

less of his [Kisir.on. Au.r.ilK. it'-, arguable that

The

la, which slows Harlequin's descent when falling Harlequin is a little too controllable, as it's

and allows him to drift downwards like a to oversteer, even though there's no inert

parachutist (useful when high up, as long drops speak of - something just ever-so-slightly i

i :i
i

r.

er making fewer aggravating mistakes.

Enemies come in all shapes and sizes - the spe-

cific type varies on the level, but there are some

generie types thai .. iop up throughout the game

in different graphic guises. Harlequin's only

i rig bad boys is a stream

of hearts, which travel in a short downwards arc

like the fireballs in Ghoul s'n'Ghosts. Initially

they're pretty weak, but a power-up which turns

them from pink to deep red increases both their

range and hit power. Conceptually it sounds a
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bit dodgy (I for one have certain reservation:-, .limit

a game where my primary weapon is not a light

sabre or a machine gun but a pink heart), but if

you block that out of"your mind the weapon-fir-

ing side of things can he quite frenetic and pleas-

ing. It's a combination of the fact that the play-

er can shoot at all times, regardless of what else

he may lie doing, and the rapid rate of fire.

As a pyrotechnical display, Harlequin is at its

best in situations when there's a lot going on.

Generally, when things happen, they do so in an

elaborate fashion. Baddies explode into lots of lit-

tle bits, and the jack-in the-boxes open amidst a

shower of stars and spangly things. It gives the

1 1
1
i[ii-i -.-.um of there being lots ofaction and things

being very busy, even when in real terms there

may not be much happening. It also makes
I larli><|uin feel very much like a console game -

there are times when it looks quite Megadrive-y,

in fact - and that atmosphere is backed up hy an

impressive array of sound effects, which range

from the mundane (like the explosions) to the

just plain silly, like the excited "wheeee!" that

Harlequin utters whenever he slides down a diag-

onal platform. Though there's no in-game rnusii

and some of the effects have a primitive (> \ ish

sound to them (which I actually quite lite),

I laiJcquin is as much an assault on the ears as it

is on the optic nerves.

Despite the fact that at first glance it may look

like a straight RoboCod rip-off, I larlequiri is a< hi

.illy a Mii'pnsiri^lv fresh and original game- not

really when viewed in a broad, general sense, as

the major nspci is like ubjei lives anil character

control are nothing new, but when looked at as

the shin «f us individual parts.

It's the multitude of smaller ideas and innova-

live touches, like the space-hopper and fish hits

and lumping "into" the television screens to take

part in the programmes t- ebn
make the difference and lift Harlequin out of the

ordinary.

Unlike something like Gods, Harlequin does

n't hit the player too hard with mobile enemies -

with the exception of a lew levels, alien ..il 1,1, I :

are sporadic, and they tend to come on singular-

ly rather than in big waves of six or eight at a time.

As sin li, the game's difficulty can be attributed

much more to the size and design of" tin- lei-els

.''•
I he panoramic, open-plan nature may*.

be somewhat off- putting for gamers who are used

to playing in a more i. lauslropbnbrc, tun trolled

environment, but ultimately what it adds up to is

all the more challenge - if you're up to it.

So then, is it any good or what? After all the pon-

tifuatiiir;, Ihe simple answer is a definite yes.

I larlequiri impresses both technically and in game-

play terms, and stimulates the intel lei t and ai.iieii.il

glands in equal amounts. It's far from perfect

and I doubt there'll be anyone who doesn't find

soinethiiie. lie: :;cts on their tils in one way or

another, hi Ihegaine itiiesn'l make any major

mistakes, and for the most part everyr) n,

to do, it does spot on target. Programmers The
War]) F-'.-n lory gel an extra slimy star in their mar-

ines for making such a good job out of such

unlikely subject matter, and anyone who appre-

t iates the surreal or bizarre are in for a special

treat here. An acquired taste to be sure - but one
you'd do well to acquire.

j

isi~ e

z

4

tat



RECKON YOU'RE HARD? RECKON YOU'RE TOUGH?

RECKON YOU KNOW ABOUT GAMES?

rRECKON YOU MUST BE
READING COMPUTER AND
VIDEO GAMES, THE
WICKEDEST GAMES MAG . «,

IN THE WORLD! |fcj ^

. GET CVG AND GET SERIOUS
ABOUT COMPUTER GAMES...
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t of ruck, me. But not in real life of

3oh no, your gran can lake her hanri-

I bag stuffed with fivers for a walk along the

streets at night secure in ;be know jxIhc hud I haven :

tile slightest intention of releasing all of those little

anxieties and insecurities that I bottle up inside at

her expense. I'd rather punch pixels on the telly. It's

safer than the sales! safe sex and no one at Inally

gets hurt.

One ofmy favourite racking romps is U'Ueii Air.

so yon ean imagine how chuffed [ was to get anoth-

er chance to slap some sprites in "Ins tolkiv-u]).

In Colder) Axe II, the land you fought so hard to

cleanse of evil once again reeks of the stuff Dark

Guld, the Lord Of" Darkness, has arisen to bring the

world into chaos by destroying entire couirtriei with

his bad-smelling clan. Oohah.

And willir llmr ilcau-avei' hatd-luttin it' 'ijikiii'

heroes - Ax-Battier, Gilius-ThunderheadandTyris-

Flare are back in what amounts to little more than

a remix of Golden Axe. Yes. I'm afraid it's more of

tin- same bill with a change <'l su-ne'v. larder look

ing adversaries, a sparkling new soundtrack and

more impressive spot effects.

GOLDE

i -lie,:,! i

c (the power ofwhich is improved

g tokens released by mystical figures who

at the end of the levels). Golden

>l:.ms al ow play to progress ',v r'h teen..

Special magic mode in force. When the
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£39-99
(Impart)

of finding the rei|tured object and taking it to

where it's needed but haviny an aim makes the

ore satisfying to play.

Friendlier characters can be chatted to. Well, 1

say 'chatted', but it's definitely a one-sided con-

versation -the player simply bumps into the char-

acter, a text wind. .'A 1 1
;
: p

-
; up and a stream of dia-

logue appears. This im be useful or useless,

cither tellnij; you where a certain vital item is

hidden or nothing. It's annoying that once you

know where a secret item is located, in future

juries you ear I shortcut straighl -here. Instead

vnu have to talk to the character again, even

though you know exactly what they're going to

ay.

The riiafzu items found in the chests add a bit

of spice too. Instead of just awarding increased

ODYSSEY
Jft reus Odyssey is a lot of things, most ofthem

#«good, but one thing it isn't is original. Take

the, ifyou will, 'plot' - it's yer usual sub-Tolkien,

sub-standard game scenario fodder. The Sword

of Leaty, the only weapon tha t can destroy the evil

sorceress Castomira, has been stolen by her fol-

th when required, atherthan 1 avangtouse /

m as soon •s iheV e collected.

t Aicus Odys

nd better the deeper you |

,ng. with i ae acce ton the areade. Some of 1

later level nd-of-level monsters are amazing.

o put it sir tplv. At cus Odyssey s one of the

•s »! tl e arcade adve nture genre

appear on

forty sovs

c Met;

for. Id

drive. Well v, otth forking

• Davidupchu«h



A New Age in Home
Entertainment And Education
CDTV finds its place alongside the TV and

r- |'e i -ie

ideo and CD playi

control, Isjust as si,

;

C" Commodore

first advanced

the familiar compact disc player, the CDTV offers a rich

sat of information and communication ;;:i|

.vords and sounds in a new
latmg world of

audio visual challenge and experience.

The multimedia CUTV player combines a professional

CD audio system, advanced computer technology and
infra red remote control, to offer a wide variety of in-

gardening and personal health, to educ<\:

for any level. In addition, CDTV provides I

audio reproduction for existing music CDs. CDTV is

very easy to use and gives you total control over what
you see and hear, offering you the chance to learn new

£499
FREE TITLES!

With every CDTV from Silica, you will receive;

WELCOME - A GUIDE TO CDTV

[M TEMS OFFER YOU

RETURN THE COUPON
FOR A FULL COLOUR
CDTV CATALOGUE

_

SILICA
SYSTEMS
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DOUBLE DRAGON
Haiii-yaaa! It's time once again for those bat-

tling brothers Billy and Jimmy Lee to take

to tin' mean streets and dole out their own brand

J'ju lit. ti Hi »si .vhodeserM il The scenario is

tomically bleak and familiar to anyone who has

.
1

: . ions Doubfe Dragon adventures -after

a nuclear wai destroys tnecit) and

1 teddown by punks. Billy Lee joins a new

Ivl 1 i _ - lujo. along with his brother. B

things are looking up for the twins, Billy is framed

-or a munlei be diiin 1 commit and his own mas-

-, rami toll, asru. }(.> lookers; toi lam for revenge.

Wrhfll. opli , In 1. tin brothel |nnm\ (via

., link-up lead), Billy sets out to clear his name

i.iv knot kin.j 1 be stuffing out of everyone who

crosses his path.

ItslasiialK |i I
1

1

/ '"'i. " ill over a gain,

and (here's little in the way of new features or

enhancements over the original. As Billy and

Jimmy. Ihe players have a couple of kicks and

- iheir disposal, the correct combina-

nons oiwhich deal with all the bad guys - the

,,i|. problem 1 thai the fijihl nci < implii

tic and slow-pat <-.; thai a quickly becomes repet-

itive, boring and rather frustrating. The size of

tK-thai icten in. Hut there's hardly any feel-

in;, of real action when two or three characters

get close together, things just become a

There's no doubt that there's plenty to do in

Double Dragon II. It's just that none of it is par-

ticularly interesting. It's sold as part of "The

Greatest Martial Arts Series Ever", and no doubt

loyal Dragon fans will fall over themselves to get

at it. The more casual GameBoyer, however, has

got better things to do.

i3MS«

BART SIMPSON S

e sumi

s, all overseen by the maniacal

:, Ironfist Burns.

ro escape from the Camp, Bart

ry through a number of increa

enarios within the compound before scab'

e awesome Mount Deadly, which leads to fi

ssful outing on game and an interpretation of the cartoon,

nes , the world'

s

Simspons fans will recognise all the favounte char-

Kj Ihe CamoBoy, acters who make guest appearance, along with

a the world from plenty of the shows in-jokes and hilmorous touch-

,r, ass from cer- es. Game-wise it's ideal GameBoy stuff - simple

leadly. Stranded to get into, not too demanding, yet challenging in

; all the right places. Recommended.

while later on his job i

food-fight in the cantei

dizzying heights ofMo

1 romp - in the fust level B;

lump lakes and avoid hornt

a flags from around'
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return fire. Not exactly Earth-shattering stuff. I nil

I lie bit; deal was that up in fifteen other ST own-

er* could link up via the MIDI port (hence the

name - geddit?) and battle each other. Not that

anyone ever did. Would you consider carrying

your ST round to your mate's house on a tegu-

lar basis? Not the most appealing thought in the

world, is it?

Facebal) 2000 is much the same, but thanks to

tin- portable nature of the 'Boy, it's a mote real-

istic concept. It's the first game in 3D that I've

ever seen on the Gameboy, and it's pretty good

though basic stuff (mazes are the Janet & John

primers of the 3D-programming world).

S;i:v:k-. 1,. .
. e.kav. il ci'l I'uu'ii ll.ith ri.ii, I'i.

IwdingiU for the tutu re appearance of a complex

flight sim.

The players (up to four, with suitable counse-

lors) control Smiioids. inanelv ii-uinim; spheres,

as they zap 1 omptr.er-controlled Siniloais and -

heh, heh - each other in a range of torturous

labyrinths. There are two playing styles,

Cyberscape (where players simph trj to escape

onto the next maze level) and Arena (a sort of

futuristic tag, where players compete to lie tin'

first to get ten 'tags' by shooting the others).

As the players progress, the mazes get more

uiniplcx and the going gets tougher, with hard-

er SmUoids, switchable doors, teleports and what

very similar game to Facebal] 2000 called MIDI have you making an appearance. Fortunately the

Maze on the Atari S I'. I n 1 bat aid ng title the play- player can collect power-ups by shooting pods

er had to scoot around a series of 3D mazes, zap- which makes life easier - but only a little, mind.

ping Poc Man-alike gliosis wkik avoiding their

computer to write Every fourth level you ]

pi 1
r 11 it. 'i oi, l.ji.ih. j 1 .In e oi' o' 'hi

/hat more flowery help you in your ques'. And you'

iy it's yer usual lone before you can defeat the Orcos

evi I h ord es that have of the game.

plot oc-liir'inen-. thevea

touches that make this just a little more than a

bog-standard entry in the Gameboy software

library. For a start each of the sixteen levels is huge

and just exploring all the nooks and crannies pro-

vides lots of fun and more than a few surprises.

This feeling of scale is accentuated by the fact the

the scroll wraps round, so that ifyou keep going

left you find yourselfback where you started.

Bopping the bad guys reveals a heart - the

tougher the enemy the bigger the heart. These

can be collected and used to buy equipment - such

as hammers to smash your way into secret levels,

of the level, and so on - in the

H1'.iH'.l1

thai !i. tpfrom

ere you may find

s. gel help from Irirhiis. rejuvenate

jar or, ifyou ' re unlucky, get attacked jp^d.
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£49-99
(Import)
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products that offer far n

aathel k front than in actual gameplay, it's iron-

ic when you consider that Psygnosis' biggest hit

to date by fat is one that goes right against their

apparent philosophy. Lemmings may have minus-

ru e graphics arid silly sound, but i: remains one

of the most excellently playable, compulsive - and

original - games of recent times. Now. on a wave

ofrevived Lemmings hysteria (with the data disk

already out and a sequel currently in the pipeline),

trip silly I it Me sods with the green hair continue

their worldwide domination with a new version

for the Super Nintendo (nee Super Famicom],

There are no surprises on the psat front -apart

from an all-new intra, it's basically a carbon copy

(if'llie Amiga tjnir-i.il. fight down to the inter-level

message screens. The ioo levels are the same as

before, .is is just about everything else. The idea

is to safely escort a band of hapless lemmings

(somef.rieie hetwrta: ^o and ioo, depending on

Mir level) through each screen's tortuous obsta-

cles and traps to the exit. Mindless creatures that

they lire. Mie Lemmings just bumble along blind-

ly, bumping into things, falling off ledges, etc,

and generally killing themselves inadvertently- To

put a stop to this, and guide the Lemmings to the

exit instead, the player can bestow special powers

on the Lemmings via an icon bank.

Lemmings can be turned into bridge-builders.

1. '....
I

- applying the right skills to the right Lemmings

at the right time creates a safe route for the rest

of the little buffoons to follow. It's not necessary

often some may have to be sacrificed in order to

save <i:l lets, and as Mie game progresses only Inn-

forward-planning all the more important.

Essentially it's a question of marrying this tacti-

cal stuffwith good old-fashioned arcade dexteri-

the tasks quickly before a major disaster occurs -

not altvays easy inniri pit- -'.

player all the more adamant to complete the level,

fcr *^ -t-

]Pr
JVtWfr and AM finrntouq- la H» tfrmmij.

: alliti :li...'i '.lioiv.iiaj, lilt- :
-11 " 'II.a c.Kuvr ir, ,lr,

gust. And that's Lemmings' secret - good solid

addiction value.

Given Lemmins-: Irinraal siiriplieit; aril llie

complexity of its mouse-based control system, the

primary problem with converting a game like this

onto a console is not duplicating the aetion iailh-

fully, but making the control work on a joypad,

' n. Ii is fiitiJatm ntalh tin iiited to this sort of

task. But where the CDTV version failed miser-

ably, the SNES manages without any problems

- it may be something to do with the SNES joy-

'

. i
•

1
1

, n J. i , inverters' better understand-

ing of the game [lit" Icip two amlons . yt le back

and forth through the ten icons (rather than hav-

ing to click on them with the pointer, although

this is possible), while the outers select the

Lemmings. Although control ofthe pointer isn I

as flexible as with a mouse, it works perfi I il\ m
- a particularly nice touch is that those fuimv In

tk index-finger buttons at the top of the SNES

right I. ., p nil

>ll the r

e to get on w.

nented perfectly and a more t

much drudgy arcade stuff b(

flow the Japanese a thing or two aboul

design. Super N IS owners shouldn't hes

n buying this one - anyone who does, wel

to know the reason why.



AATARI ST
520ST-E DISCOVERY

XTRA PACK

ATARI ST MORE THAN JUST GREAT GAMES!

\FREE! FJX HBP ATARI ST

:
' lS:

FfT££/

.. 4?
I TENSTAR GAMES PACK

JO
. £219.78 !

' SILICA SYSTEMS ST
PRODUCTIVITY PACK

16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY]rKCmS hotel accommodation.

(TOTAL FREE PACKAGE
TENSTAR GAMES PACK - £219.78

'Met Vision f

Chess Player 2150 • By CP Software f

it Force - By a
Live & Let Die - By Bit* ...

Onslaught - By Herman
Pipe Mania - By Empire &

Rick Dangerous - By f™
;

: M . ii Holl - By Bsinoa*

Spell It! - Spell Checker ..

E19.99
£24.99
£24.99

£59.99
£19.99

£24.99

TOTAL RRP: £324.75EEMmr3
PLUS! FREE HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
LUhUIJh iSLLIMUJIilS.

I
PLEASE SEHD FREE ATARI COLOUR CATALOGUE

I

SILICA
SYSTEMSBi=



_ PHONE
A Complete Home Entertainment System!

An Amazing CDTV from Commodore

AND A Great Portable Colour TV from Philips

0339 SOOSOS
the words of Les Dennis - a truly fandabidozei

Indeed. The lucky winner of this particular c

test will no longer find themselves being Mr

by Philips. It's 36cm big and it's got a start lead

in the bat k enaWnis'! in t 011I1 videos and satellite

dishes 'i! Ih- |ilu«p'd iritu it. bui consoles and

computers ttx>. H gives wuriJetlnl reception and

would take pride of place in any bedroom/lounge.

A Bit About The CDTV
This is what is known as a CDTV. which stands

for Commodore Dynamic Total Vision. You'll

have already trad „ i>re.il deal about it, SO we

won:t go ov't-i old ground. In a nutshell, the deal

is this: CDTV has two really good things in it.

One is a comp.x I dist player and the other is an

Amiga. When tin -.< wi things are put together'

you get video, sound and great Amiga games, all

combined in a dreamy and stylish black box.

Software companies from around the world are

developing all manner of great programs to run

on the system.



Take the paper and unfold it.

Read It. Go to the bar and

show the paper to the bar-

man. Read the prayer book. Take

the letter and read it. Go to the

smoking room and speak to Tom
about Tom. Go to the deck and

speak to Suzanne about Suzanne.

Go to Daphne's cabin and open

the door. Speak to Julio about

Julio.

Go to Fabiani's cabin and pull

the suitcase on the left. Open it.

Go to the dining room and speak

to Fabiani about Fabiani. Go to

the bar and speak to Suzanne

about Julio. Go to the smoking

speak to Julio about the

friendship between Suzanne and

Fabiani.

Go to the dining room and

speak about Suzanne's invitation.

Go to Raoul's cabin and take the

small key. Go into Karaboudjan's

office and unlock the writing

desk. Examine the jewel box and

its clasp/fastening. Take the

thank-you letter. Go to the dining

room and open the drawer.

Examine drawer and take the invi-

Go to the deck [on the right) to

observe Tom and Rebecca. Go to

the laundry room and examine the

laundry basket. Examine the neck-

lace and the photo. Go in front of

the mermaid and speak to Dick

about Dick. Go to the smoking

room and speak to Tom about

Agnes. Go to see Fabiani in his

room - knock before entering.

Speak to him about the thank-you

CRUISE
FORA
CORPSE
Nasty business, murder. And it's an even nastier one
to solve. So thank US BOLD tor a mighty complete so-

lution for those whose deductive powers are com-

Suzanne's cabin and open the li

case and take the prescription.

and the bottle. Go to the upper

deck and speak to Suzanne. Gfv

her a drink. Speak to her about

the prescription. Go to Hector's

room and speak to him about

Rebecca's room and speak to he

about Rebecca. Go to Daphne's

t Rose. Now go to the bar and

speak to Suzanne about Rose. Gi

to the dining room and speak to

Fabiani about Rose's sadness an

about Raphael Lambert. Go to

Niklos' office and speak to Hecto

about everything. Speak to him

key. Take

Go to the bar and take

Daphne's bag. Go to Daphne's

room and talk to her about

Agnes' will. Go round the deck

and talk to Rebecca, Daphne,

Rose and Fabiani. Go to the bar

Suzanne about the relationship

between Tom and Rebecca. Go

in front of the mermaid and

speak to Dick about the relation-

ship between Tom and Rebecca

and about the plot. Go to

Raoul's room and take the enve-

lope on the ground.

not speak to Dick. Go to the

kitchen and take the tin opener.

Operate the hatch/trapdoor.

Take the crowbar and use it on

the plank. Take the spool of film.

speak to Tom about the death of

and look through the porthole of

Rebecca's cabin. Go to Suzanne's

room and open the right-hand cup-

board. Search the pile of laundry

and take the envelope. Go to

Fabiani's room (knock on the

door) and open the cupboard and

Daphne. Speak to Julio about th

death of Niklos. Speak to Fabiar

about the relationship between

Daphne and Rebecca and

Rebecca's character. Speak to

Hector about Daphne's mother.

Go to the upper deck and sear

Rose's bag. Talk to Rose at

the gun

Logan's

the upper deck and throw the

lifebelt. Go to the laundry roorr

and examine the pot/jar. Go to

le of th

tin and ui

screw. Operate the switch. Go
out towards the mermaid. Go
and see Suzanne. Goto Van

:hc K

at the inscription ('INCAL'). Take

the book and go to the study.

Examine the books and put

them in order so that they read

INCAL. Enter the secret passage

, loom and show the

puppet to Daphne. Point out the

guilty party. Congrats! You



FIRST
SAMURAI
Ah sol This game is com-

preetry rubbery. In tact, I

rub It to death/ But it Is vel-

ly dirricult. To hop the hon-

ollable walUors out ingame

rand, hero is a blakedown

and maps ofrobots hvnin to



Want to know how to find the

two secret levels In this ace

platform Jape? It's easy,

thanks to Martyr) Jones from

Cwmllynfell In Swansea. Run
right (taking care to Jump over

the first two doors) until you

reach the last tower. Climb It,

then go left so that you end up

on the roof. Keep going left and

you should find yourself walking

behind the wall of the next

tower. Hey presto! You're in!

BART SIMPSON
VERSUS THE
SPACE MUTANTS
Don't have a cow, man I

Ocean's The Simpsons tMn Is

NOT easy, so thank the sweet

Lord for Paul Murphy from

Mulllngai In Ireland for this

short n' sweet little cheat to

get Infinite lives. Simply type In

COWABUNBA on the title

screen and unlimited Barts are

yours. If that Isn't a good tip I'll

eat my shorts.

RAILROAD TYCOON
Sid Meier's classic has Just

been converted across to the

Amiga and Atari ST, so what

better time to tell that you can

increase your meagre cash sup-

plies by pressing down SHIFT

and 4 at the same time. Thanks

to Hlren Patel from Edmonton

for that. He also warns that

overuse of this sneaky cheat

can result In the game i

It's getting - It's a brilliant

game. Max Narrower from St

Austell, Cornwall, has been

beaverlng away at the game
and has kindly provided the fol-

lowing pass codes to the

game's various stages: EDJI;

HICI; FLLD; LIBC; CCAL: EDIL:

PLAYER MANAGER
KCi; FUK ; ICAH; UU>; LFEK.

To get oodles of money In LOTUS TURBO
Anco's dreamy footy manage- CHALLENGE 2
ment game, remove S or 9 play- Try typing DUX as the password
ers and after two of three t enter a whacky duck shoot-
defeats you'll receive lucrative |ng game . oh] th0M guy,, Even

sponsorship. You can then bring handler, try DEESIDE to

the players back In again. advance through the stages

regardless of whether you win

ANOTHER WORLD or not, or TURPENTINE to stop

This stunning 3D arcade advert- the clock. Thanks to David

ture deserves all the success Massey of Tarvln In Cheshire!



OH NO!

LEMMINGS
Oh no indeed. Only a couple ofdays after the ail-

now adventures of the green-haired scamps hit the

shelves, we received the complete codes to all 100
levels from Robert Phelps of Stroud in Gloucester.

Way to go, Phelps dude! Most bodacious quick work!

For your troubles you 'II be receiving TWO yos, TWO
- brand-spanking new pieces of software for your

computer any day now.

TAME LEVELS CRAZY LEVELS WILD LEVELS WICKED LEVELS

2 IHRTDNCCAD 2 FLCIHUTGBL 2 BAIQUMOJCO 2 NKCOHWWOOH
3 MPTDLCADAN 3 NCALWTFHBN 3 IIPWMICKCD 3 MCALWUFPDG

PTDLCIMEAG CKLTTGNIBF MPUEMCCLCM CIIVUGMQDP

5 TDLCAHVFAQ 5 CCHSUFUBH 5 PUDMCKLMCD 5 GAIRTLHBEF

6

7

DLCIHVTGAJ

LCALVTDHAG

6

7

IHSUFLCKBO

LRUGLCCLBN

6

7

VEMCCHWNCQ
LICOITWOCQ

6

7

KHRTDNGCEN
MPTEHGADES

8 CIMTTDLIAD 8 RUGLCKLMBG 8 0CCLVUEPCH 8 QVLHG0MEEL

CAIPUDUAQj 9 VFNCAHUNBN 9 CKLWUEOQCR 9 VLHGAHWFEP

10 IHRUDLCKAK 10 FLCKHWUOBI 10 CAHRTGMBDP 10 DLGKHTTGER

11 LRUDLCAUH NCAMUUFPBE 11 11 NGALTTEBEP

12 RUDLCILMAQ 12 BIMTUNLQBR 12 STG0CILEDR 12 GKLWUIER
13 UDLCAHVNAJ 13 CEHPTDOBCP V0KCCHVFDR 13 GGHPUEUE0
14 DLCIHVUOAS KMPTLICCCI OISULHGKE0

15 LCAMTUDPAO 15 LSBLICADCI 15 1CCLW0HDF 15 MPUELGCLER

16 CIMUWLHQAP 16 RVLKCKMECF 16 CKMTTQIRDL 16 PUMHGKLMEN
17 CAHRTFLBBL 17 D0OCCHWFCI 17 CCHSUGOJDN 17

IS KHRTFLCCBG 18 D0CK1TTGCP 18 IHRUF0CKDS 18 DMGIHUUDEL

19 LPTFLCADBR 19 ICAMWMHCR 19 LQUNICALDQ J-9 HGELWULPEQ

20 RTFLCRLEDK 20 CIMUVLIICI 20 QUGMCIMMDH 20

HAVO
2

3

GQMVWMJQEM

CALLING ALL TOP TIPSTERS! KHRTGNGCFR
LQTFLGADFI

STFLGLIEFD

'#^* 5 TGLGCHWFFP

rubbish. . et... tip, whether it be a Jrf.
6 FLGKHWTGFH

NGALWTFHFE
GKLUTOHIFQ

j>*r |r
it for the love of ACE alone.

rr
1^^ v-5 Si 10

12

KHSUGNGKFR
MSWGHFCLFE

1
RUFNGKLMFP

<sr ^^ H UFLGAHVNFE

awarded to Robert Phelps for his

r^ mmJ *
15

17

18

FLGMHTU0FP

"it^ m Jki :«iii#a

NGALVUGVFN
GIMTWNJQFK

GCIQVMIBGM
MHPTDOGCGQ

^l»u." -'-
ij?

1? twnwwM 19

20

LQTEMGGDGP
STE0GILEGG



You don't have to be Ein

the most out of your Amiga with...

A

CU Amiga offers you
easy access to all the

""isibilities that your

iga holds. Packed

i a breadth of

rage beyond
- CUA- : "

X Si

J'&

CU Amiga was the

first magazine to

regularly feature

CDTV.

•The best buyers sari

mm
Ksa:ffjs».-i-P':!F

with all the informa-

tion about what's best

•60 non entertainment

products put under

the microscope each
W

£7

1 I 4

^jT^/k I lh100+ games reviewed

every month.

Beyond games with...

•AMIGA

: r Li
ifJ



ext!
ACE Disk 2!

Yes, we can hardly believe it ourselves! The next issue of ACE Magazine is al-

ready taking shape, and what a beautiful shape it is. More beautiful, some

would say, than the most beau-

|

tiful thing in the world, but we

wouldn't.

And that's because we've sud-

denly come over all modest

and restrained. To be honest,

we can't be doing with all this

^^^B Oh, my word! it's another

^^^fl disk! And it'll be full of

|» the most excellent Public

^^^^H Domain software and
^^^ playable demos for

Amiga, PC and ST owners.
Ifyou enjoyed this month's offering,

you'll love the next one!



BIGGER BRIGHTER BETTER ONWARDS UPWARDS MORE rubbish. Because, on top

of the fact that ACE is already functioning on 100% Excellentness, with its Style

Motors fully operational and its Fact Content soaring higher than ever before,

frankly, it can't get much better.

So let's play safe and steer clear of all the grand claims which we're sure you've

become thoroughly bored of reading. Instead, we'll say that the next issue will

contain:

ik A SIMILAR Screentest section, still offering the most de-

tailed games buying information anywhere.

* A ROUGHLY EQUAL amount of Previews

: A FAMILIAR LOOKING number of News stories

* In the Works features PROBABLY JUST AS EARLY as this

month's

.* THE SAME (rather high) quality of material on the disk

ACE APRIL - £2.75 with TVi Format Disk

On The Shelves March 8th.



AWESOME OOLF — TO

new 28 days. 672 hours. 40,320 minutes. 2,419,200

seconds. That's all it takes for yet another

bunch of high-quality (and alas, not-quite-so

high-quality) software to parachute its way

onto the shelves of your local software retail

outlet emporium. And that's all it takes for us

to come up with yet another blistering New

Releases section, where we give you the low-

down on every single last one of those new

products. Not only that, but we provide pic-

torial information on a choice selection of said

games, to ensure that the reviews are as much

a banquet for your eyes as they are for your

cerebral cortex. Excellent!



reviews
directory

ith a hearty cry of "Tra-la-laa !

"

and a mighty roar of "Hey-nonny-nonny!" for every honest

Yeoman we proudly unveil the Reviews Directory. So unfurl the

flags of all nations and gat the servants to prepare a tasty meat

feast (or a little peas/courgette special something if you're

vegetarian) to keep you going as you get tuck Into the THIRTY -

yes, THREE-OH! pages of hard-hitting, pull-no-punches, fake-no-

prisoners, other-words-joined-by-hyphens games information.

But let us spare a thought for those new readers out there

who may be alighting on this highly-crafted and esceptionaliy

well-written section for the very first time (and there's a first

time for everyone, remember - yes. even you with bad haircut).

"Why hence all the hoo-haa?' they cry. Simple, In the pages that

follow you find all the basic information you'll ever need on

every game released over the last THREE months. "Wow! " you cry.

Yes. "Wow" indeed. And because you, the dear and loyal reader,

demanded it, here are what those star ratings means in, ahem.

full.

itirtritit Excellent

#&*# Very Good

fcizix Above Average

•frit Poor

a Dismal

New Releases:
4D Sports Driviii' Paperboy 2.

Still Available:

Gut ship . :

Hard Drivin

Jimmy While's

Whirlwind Snooker

Knightmare

Lotus Turbo Challenge 2

Secret Weapons of!*

Luftwaffe

Seven Colours

Shuttle

Silent Service II

Sliders

Solitaire Poker

Steve McQueen

Westphaser

Strike Fleet

Susp us Cargo

Turtles The Coin-O]

h<' I lockrv -'
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40 SPORTS DRIVING

ProeArriga £29.99

Genre Racing Simulation

PuliiisHprMlndscape

;
D ,,hc Fourth Dim^i". i

' '
,

and even if the races tons* ea rfl

ttialfas™r.iling thf'i:i,

lion nill provide vim with enough enter

tainmg pile ups to keep you coming

back for more.

,„,', ,|-i. niKi-rttorl tVni> >h P '
pi'

.... i
,, , v, ,

„' - il »• superb 4D Sports Boxing

really hits the spot.

Don't be put off by the crappy box

artwork (a 'spacematic' car driven by

silver men with laserbeam eyes, ofyou

please). This is an excellent simulation

AWESOME GOLF

Pna< Lynx £29.99

Genre Sports Sin

Publisher Atari

thanks to the mar*) of the lynx 's spnte

manipulating hardware.

Using a small cursor the player aims

the shot, then chooses 11
club.

..... „ -..,..,.„ '.,if..r

tokeep refer-

raking

• 1 when a ™ifny moving

• -he shot power yrruwsnt

then hitting

the ball left or right snap.

While Awesome Golf doesn't exact-

il Hill ml for computer golf

games it's 9 daasj addition to the genre

and is a recommend.
'

loving I put owners

,
*&##

b sortoftime t

s, and are perfectly con-

•r
( „ ,,!;,,,, I,, 1,1, lies from his aircraft

1 one of the most crappy and

,,„Hh hi th. pi. Lineoi flying over

. ks (or are they

I) -1 rolling down

., ,.,,,,. 1, , intemlB [hen surprises™

.„..., ,1. ,. ,

,
i
i,,,,i„.„ivoM' il 'i.-i'liini-ilv

,-l, v.ii I'l.i' i!»" agin. itne planes.

IfBunfofl '' thai I Km "'''' '"''''

pisi happens to come along after the

trash just doesn't cut it any more.

FINAL FANTASY 2

Price Super Farffcom £49.99

Qgtin Role Playing « am"

p..,h,Vsfcer Square Software

s and hazardous tracks

DIMENSION FORCE dto*w*

tedious drudgerv thatm
ed in the name of real

The player can eith

breakdown of th

logical defects, v

freaks, hump nr

ivinggame

ittkofthe

B. AS the player moves the cursor

to play, the game tune changes subtly

[U reflect the country currently select-

ed. Nice. There's also some cutesy

speech during the game which is very

entertaining.

views when the golfer "il

the actual merhanii s of the game "
handled in 2 D Fach shot liegins with

a plan view of the current green The

player can scroll ibout it using (hecur-

: sor pad and even 700m in and cut

squat little character- and bright
.

c

Apr* rilyps.- Now imagery for the front

Unforllin-'tHy for l-"-' l
i 'hem and us,

be game seem to have been
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I'd much rather play this than sonic

sniffy, pretentious AD+D product am
day of the week.

ofgameplay and sheer size and

up as one of the tidiest console

to date even the super-cute gr

do make it a little difficult to take

seriously at times. Definitely i

mended.

JUPITER'S MASTER-
DRIVE

JOHN MADDEN FOOT-
BALL

Whooaaaa! Touchdown! That's right,

dudes! Madden Mania sweeps die L K

•
I

And in « for li: rmalm
tuple :.f months of the official UK

Super Nintendo, lots of grey import

dealers across the country have taken

the rather appealing opportunity of

:

everyone is calling 'John Madden
Football'

And not a bad version it is too.

Offering the player the chance to be

bothquarteit:.

j) I a i s "I and every other bugger in the

team in a sort of Kick-Off style fash-

ion. That is. ih( plain thioivs the bah

hiinseif'and the computer then auto-

matically switches his control to the

mceAmtea/PC/ST£7.99

Genre Racing Game
Publisher Action Sixteen

get game gets to appear in ACE. But

for Jupiter - V, -in :lnve. we just had

to make an exception. Ages ago when

UBl soft released the title, it was warm-

ly received by reviewers bin soil ol ;. il

washed away in the spate of top down

driving scrollers on the market. Now,

at a mere £- .99. the garni- stands a

chance to be a budget scorcher, since

there are very few decent lop Jon nets

around at the moment.

The players have to steer an assort-

ment of vehicle.- (hover craft, formu-

la one cars, hot rods and the like)

around a bunch of different tracks,

each talcing place on a dii i

.

et or something.

Distinguishing Masterdrive from

most games of the ilk is the fact lhal

die players tan actually blow each other

up by using handy roof- rack mount-

Most of the courses are well designed

thrilling racing, but two

ge. The first is

of'K ;:.v,ng'.

Since the- publication ol the original

Menu -nary on the Commodore 64 back

in ro86, the )D vector-driven adven-

ture game, and those that have fol-

lowed it, have become cult classics.

Since the original, we've had The

Second City (essentially a di I

the first game), li n- ..
,

i,
-

and now the trilogy is drawn to a close

(probably) by the cleverly-titled

Mercenary ill (subtitled The Dion

Crisis). It's bigger, better and tougher

1.
1

the }D filled-veclor environment that

authoi Paul Woakes is famous more

now more sophisticated and believ-

able Ilianever before.

This time around, the player travels

between planets in a bid to unravel a

top-level political conspiracy. Interaction

with characters now plays a major part

in the adventuring, but mostly the

gameplay will be familiar to Mercenaiy

ians - navel around collecting objects

and using them in the right way. It's

not particularly sophisticated stuff, but

the realistic environ rent and the mul-

iiiude ol things to do give the impres-

sion that it is. and that's fine by me.

Ofcourse, anybody who enjoyed the

earlier Mercenary games won't need

to be told that this is right up their

street also. Unfortunately, the game's

tricky puzzles, weird sense ofhumour

and overall feel isn't for everybody's

the Great Wizard's spells and magic
.- to even stand a chance

of earning his pointy hat, he's got to

magical lands and retrieve

1 1
11- li =1 ol ll-etn. What follows is a slow

moving but nevertheless addictive ver-

i

.-'

cp-l-e.

11-up c h the wizard

collecting the

'

As the wizard progresses, the spells

he collects can be used like- power tips

against the evil hordes. The aim of the

: i.:-

pentangle at the end ofeach level, so

as to be transported in a shower of

pixie-dust to the next. Truth be told,

there's really not that much to it, but

it's a great laugh, especially widi two

players (the second joystick controls

a Golem character that jumps on ene-

mies and crashes it). It looks smart,

plays just as well and comes heartily

recommend to anyone with eight jan-

gr>' pound coins burning a hole in their

pocket.

itiiitit

aiplaie:

e the play<

thatii

1 the tiny

is simply too large and the player can't

see where he's going. Die second proh

lem is that some tracks are utterly

impossible, like the ice track which

must lie negotiated on hovercraft. Bear

U-style b

..try their craft acros

ii|k:s-

MERCENARY III

opt for league play.

version, but still good enough to take Price Amiga £29.99

Genre Adventure

taste, so newcomers may want to check NINJA GAIDEN SHAD-
it out before taking the plunge. It's OW
definitely worth looking out for. though.

as those who have the patience and

take the time to get into the game will

find it thoroughly absorbing.
Price Gameboy £34,99

&&•&•&& Genre Beat-'em-upr

PuM'sherTemco

hno! Not another Sin . (

MYSTICAL
Sure, it's the usual old si am- hang,

-.hank-yon ma'am martial arts action

that we all know (too well) and love

PriceArnfei/PC/ST £7.99

Genre Arcade Blast

Publisher Action Sixteen

The smart though badly translated

Hoorah, what a jolly little game this mtro explains the plot trie- evil Lien ion

is. Originally rt-ii .
- J he tulngramc-s. Emperor Gulf has plans to enslave the

this off-the-wall shoot'em-up never [Id's population (starting with

really rei eived the recognition i:

deserved. Now- it's out at a more puck- :

'-
: 1 up it looks like he going to do it, too

That is. until Kin ilavabusa. last of

wider audience. the noble Dragon Clan, ai-p

The player's cast as an apprentice scene to dispense swot 1

who HIS! V
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nad slash, Kyu can also monkey swing

along the underside of ledges, shoot

a grappling rope up in the ait to cfimb

up ui [ •! . 1 p. v platlui m-. .«id also unleash

a special dragon's flame sii re) weapon

,i he's collected the right power ups

(oh, the games got them as well}.

Yes, as I said earlier the game scores

zilch for originality, but it looks superb

(there's some great parallax on level

one) and plays even better, Beat-'em-

up fans disappointed by die low qual-

ity of Double Dragon 2 would do well

to look here for their tliumpu thrills

ROAD BLASTERS

price Meeadrtve £34,99

Genre Arcade Blast

Publisher Teng»n

Tengen really are fee BOStalgil king*

While othei K*CM are converting the

coin-ops to Sega's

engcna.
iiH.OIllli

PAPERBOY 2

Look out! He's back, with an all new

route! And, well, that's just about it

actually. Paperboy mania swept the

arcades and homes of America when

the first game appeared way back m

1986. The ker-raiy antics of the ado-

lescent delivvp, !»,', c.ipi

release con ve, „..,.„, -. B ,-

probably buy in their original arcade

cabinets fbi about the same price. Just

recently we had Paemania, now we've

got •
I Blasters and there are plen-

ty more 'blasts from the past' in the

p,peline.
'

Road Blasters 1 times a

relief imtn the stail-sofst tolling si t,».il-

'em-ups and platform games, (just

why is me Ivlegadnve so curiously lad-

ing in the driving game department:

1 he only other one I can think of is

Super Monaco GP.) As die name sug-

gests, the player drives along a road

and... urn... blasts things.

The accent is definitely on the blast-

ing, rhe player's car, which sits at the

bottom-middle of the screen, acceler

atesto top speed automatical!) and he

Ark! Judge Doom is planning to rail)

Toon Town and has already killed the

111 a v or 1 List to prove that he means

business, fiogei must rescue Toon

Town from the terrible fate dial Doom

has in store and at the same time res-

cue his wife lessica from an evil kid-

napping plot. And how doe- he go

about all this? He scrolls around Toon

town in a sort of graph it adventure

cum shoot-out, that's how!

Actually it's not dial bad. and there -

enough variety in the arcade sequences

to make it worthwhile. The horrible

weasel henchmen of Dr Doom chase

poor Roger around the screen and take

inn, popping out of man-

hole covers and the most unusual

places in order to do him down.

Real fens of the movie will lie pleased

with the representation of" Roger and

the hghthearted nature of the whole

thing, but real gamers may find that

it's a bit lacking in the action depart-

There' s a reasonable amount of

adventuring t" do. although tin" real

ly consists of simply taking an object

from one place to another in order to

be told to take a different object some-

The graphics throughout are au.its-

film in a rather blocky, black and white

RPM Racing is very similar in style

and presentation to the C'.ameBoy's

Super RC Pro-Am, reviewed in January.

Hie. whereas the handheld game was

last, smooth and controllable. RPM
. ,nt tly lacks these qualit

es of

eight-way scrolling isometric-perspective

tracks, bouncing over hills and ramps,

performing hairpin turns and gener-

ally bashing into each other. Much has

been made of the high-resolution

graphics, which look vaguely like the

Amiga's HAM mode and have allowed

for some very pretty definition and

iigiit shading tin -.h. vehicles as they

bounce about. Unfortunately, it seems

the price we pay for all this technical

wizardry is horribly jerky scrolling.

sluggish, almost undetectable car con-

mil and. 011 the whole, slow and frus-

trating racing.

Presentation-wise. K I'M is l-.ollei

ing various car modifications, 120 tracks

all pretty point!

sequel.

mild

_,_ imply h,

right, strafing unsafe r

ah fun per p. A

mounted machine gun. Super mega

whopper weapons are o.casi v

dropped off (literally) by a jet that

first. The routine is still exactly the

same; the Paperboy (or girl) gets to

ride a number of streets, delivering

briefly.

to the,

n style on tl

Your appreciation of Road Blasters

caltothat of the Loin-op - they're iden

repetitive and too mindless to be enjoy-

RPM RACING

and so ultimately RPM Racing comes

over as the sort of game you'd really-

like to have a lot of fun with, but just

can't because it's so steadfastly

unplayable. A real shame.

Price Amlga/ST £25.99

Genre Arcade Blast

Publisher 21st Century Ent.

his BMX. a-

Saturday job at their new:

the Paperboy and trucks ru

al appeal isn't the point of the Paperboy

games. Instead, their fast gamepl.tv

and humour kept people coming back

for more. And this title just about

amount of both.

Pnce Super Famteom £49.99

t's wl tat ' feiigen must Publisl

WHO FRAMED
ROGER RABBIT?

PrteGomeboy £24.99

Genre Arcade Blast

Publisher Capcom USA

le Super Nintendo and all that
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uwn way. [[ lends a more relaxed, take

things- in-your-srride air to the action,

without really making it seem boring.

The shooting action is pretty (ran lie.

particularly when extra weapons ban-

been collected, although sometimes

the control system gives the irnprcs

sion that success depends more on

luck than judgement.

Graphically it's OK, although some

of the sprites aie pretty crudely defined,

and tile colour scheme is rather drab

amltlrpi'- .-ii

ar landscape, 1 suppose. There's some-

thing about the game - or rather not -

that means that, although it looks like

it should, it doesn't deliver that all-

important payability 'lack'. It tries hard

enough, with plenty of variety in the

levels and action, but nevertheless it

talis
f

i ist short of the targets it sets for

itself. Try before you buy.

seen on the Game Gear and as long as

you don't mind the short-lived nature

of the fun then it's well worth your ULTIMATE GOLF

meNIC THE HEDGE-

SUPER FIRE PRO-
WRESTLING

ftfee Super Famteom £49.99

Genre Beai-'em-up

Publisher Human Creative Group

import at more or less the same time

as theWWF craze., this latest Famicom

product must surely rank as one of the

smelliest to date. On paper and on

screen it looks and sounds great - 3D

isometric ring, big musclebound char-

acters slugging it out, smgle-plavei .md

tag-team options, loads of different

moves... mouth watering yet? Well it

needn't be. because Super Fire Pro-

Wrestling is about as playable as a stale

watermelon wrapped in a wet towel.

So what's .so bad about it then? Well.

[ - difficult -'i »t:ra where Id start,

really. The w-restlers themselves shut'

fie about the ring in such an uncon-

I

1

. -be;, said ii couldn't be done - b

-«^»-> .." -ha-

ill the.

impres-

at you'll think you're

playing a handheld Megadrive! (Okay,

so I know that that's a bit of a naff state-

Everything you remember from the

Megadrive game has been reproduced

exacdy the same but smaller - the oh-

so-colourful graphics, the twee tunes,

the simple yet addictive gameplayand

the amazing speed are all there. The

action's so fast that there are times

when the Gear's blurry screen makes

what the

jfbothaHell is

impossibl

t foot off

the ground. with ibni k gi I

and forth in a vjeiieh walk like ir ..in-

ner. When the two fighters meet, they

. i'i|uali> unrealistic lash

aai wielelhe placets llaiunn: 1 .av,-i> nn

their buttons to try and get a hold and

execute a move. Theoretically there's

lots to do, but the graphics are so poor-

sponsive that bai Hashes of luck, it's

virtually impossible to do anything but

1

been in English, bu! they're not so it

Price Amiga SF/PC £7.99

Genre Sports Game
FuMsnerGBHGold

Well, hardly. Since Gremlin's Greg

Not man-licenced game claimed to be

the last word in golf simulations, it's

been proved wrong many times with

the likes of PGA Tour Go!!, tanks and

the excellent Microprose Golf all beat-

ing it hands-down in the realism and

fun stakes.

But that's not to say that 'Ultimate

Golf is bad. Far from it, and now that

it's out at a more respectable price it

should be looked at serv.;;-. . -. jr:
:

.

avid on-screen golfers who haven't

already done so. As golfgames go. it's

certainly one of the most comprehen-

sive on the market, but some sloppy

presentation, and maybe a little over-

einliusiasm to put in so many factors.

La-. lei. ii, it in 11

and difficult to get to grips with.

Actually, the game's slightly decep-

tive about how much there really is to

it. There may be all these lovely options

and variables, but there are still only

two courses to play on. and that's pret-

i standards of other games,

which offer anywhere between fiuir

and six. Any golfgame's longevity is

determined by the number of courses

available, and two just doesn't cut it,

I'm afraid.

Whatr-vcr. there's a good eight quid's

1:1 I
- >

1- those who

like then spr r -er> a bit on 1 J it- ittlen-

tboagh anybody look-

ing for a seriously good introduction

to the genre would be better pointed

in the direction of PGA Tour or

game you know n s got to be good.

Well, ai luolly I don't know who the

heck he is and 1 wish 1 didn't know
much about this game. It bored me
suffer than a corpse left on an ice block

The accent is (irmly on simulation.

(A bit ola bad move this, in my opin-

ion, as doncioireclh :« i;ocke\ would

make a great supra-violent action game.)

Before matches the player can fiddle

about with his team member's stats to

bis heart's toiiteul. training them up,

booting duff players out and recruit-

ing college rookies in. Chances are,

though, that you'll 1:01 want to because

ail tins slats jiggery-pokery is carried

out on some of the drabbest menu
screens I've seen this side ola spread-

sheet.

The actual hockey matches are played

out on tup-viewed horizontal!; s< rot I i 11 g
ne rink, where tiny emaciated groups

ofpixels gyrate about in a vain attempt

to simulate the ruckin' high-octane

sport that is ice hockey. Even with the

woeful graphics this couldve been

decent fun. but the poor control makes

it feel like you're controlling somebody

else controlling the players rather than

being in the hot seat yourself.

Drab, dull and no fun 10 play, this is

one hockey game that should be iced

Micr seGolf.

' Drive anil a Game Gear will be pleased Mils will throw caution 10 Ihewind anil WAYNE GRETZKY'S
1 the map layouts are, as they snap this up, but a much better plan ICE HOCKEY 2

say on TV, •All-New
-

, so if you've beat- is surely to wait a while and see what

en the Megadrive game then youll find emerges over the next few months -

1 . !;..
:'. there's already an offiieal WWF game

But not much. In all re-spec Is Sonic Price Amiga /PC £25.99

better. Whatever you do, don't waste Genre Sports Simulation

your bard-eamed money on tins 1 iap- PuMsherBethesfla
ly to have this one cracked well inside

a week of solid play. Still, it's definite- ti Hey! Hey! Hey! It's Waaaaaaayne
ly one of the best looking carts ever Ciet/kv! Boyl With his name on the
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available

A320 AIRBUS

A
Prior Amiga £1599
Genre Simulation

Publisher Thalion

You what? Alright, it's not as ifwe have

of- trie-art stealth fighter bul the AJ20

Airbus? Is somebody pulling our pi I

sner? Well, apparently not, as this is

one of the biggest releases from

German software house Thalion in

quite a while. Rather akin to a com-

and generally make their multiway scrolling shoot-'em-up),

wa\ '.])) Ilie Uddet !>l commercial avi- Eliminator (a 3D shoot-'em-up cum

ation. For those lllal find this son of driving game) and Hostages (a multi-

tiling appealing, there's no doubt that part arcade adventure) more than com-

\( '..;, Uibua is actually very good pensate, and would make a superb value

indeed It's professionally-produced, compUation on their own. The other

apart from the occasionally ropey graph- games are poor to middling in quali-

k -.. .mil though it's not exactly imme- ty, but for the price you really can't com-

diate or instinctive, the rewards are plain. Highly recommended.

there to be had for players willing !'
Gft-b-tt

Z-"fSZ !.'!„. IK™^ AEROSTAR
"l , outbinkaboul 4Sk

all the other, considerably more action-
•.£'

orientated, flight games on the mar-
Price CameBoy £24.99 (Import)

: ;

Gtnn Arcade Blast
I suppose.

Publisher Vic Tokai&&#*
What do you get if you cross a platform

ACTION PACK em-un? A bit of a bloodv mess, that's

and the longer the button is held down

the longer the jump. Thing is. the

design makes it difficult

to fire at the same time without taking

one finger of the jump button, result

ing in tin- -.hip plummeting into an

abyss. And as the road sta its narrow-

td for jumping becomes

more I'noiif ril and :iie enemy's attacks

become more vicious, this becomes

particularly annoying.

As it stands, Aerostar is a nice stab

at something a bit different, only marred

by the slightly clumsy implementation.

Worth a look, though, if you're inler-

i raund of it.

***

ALIEN BREED

Price Amiga £24.99

Genre Arcade Blast

Publisher Team 17

Alien Breed can best be described as

the Aliens licence that should have been.

It graft! Aliens atmosphere onto

(..iN'.rir 1 esque gamcpkiy to create an

addictive - albeit unoriginal winner.

One or two players ran lake part simul-

taneously, and their job is to run around

the six plan-viewed maze-like levels of

ing seven shades of slime out of any-

thing that crawls, slithers or hate

Fortunately the problem that always

allkt;ed Gauntlet (i.e. though fun, there

was no real aim to playing apart from

scoring points) has been averted by giv-

nigit

vides enough of a goal to

,r,ph:,

lan the iif-hlci plan

repast. Thai ripi-

ipagheth-li

y as possible and

succeeds, although

ippeal to the majorili ot fltght-

rs. All those knobs, dials and

nay be a bit too much for the

ic Shmoe.

.rlnis isn't
j
us t about flying

t, though. Oooh, no. Players

ie their own pi-

Publisher Action 16

Wot a bargain! Ten games Colorado,

ir, should be plucked, stuffed

o and bunged in the oven for

where the player has to guide ., s paa-

ship along an enemy-held highway.

The player can fly into the air for a very

limited time to avoid ground fire and

hop over gaps in the road, but this

the air. And, of course, there's a pletho-

I he a

mug uck lor

• equivalent of the

,ng of the Beach'.

In- ile.i -1! iMiihuiuip blasting and

'

:: the term 'i-i.iili- like'

is mt\ appropriate here. Throughout

and tension is superb, especially when

kii. k-.xl in and hie player has to find the

exit before the place blows. The only

real gripe is that given that the game

is for 1Mb Amigas only, you can't help

feeling that something slightly more

. ould have been attempted.

But as it stands this is the best straight-



ty of their game, it fits the bill perfect-

Genre Arcade Blast

Publisher Psygnosls

Hooray! De/endrr for the 90s! Well,

Amnios is a plan-viewed multiwa>

;-i rolling shoot-'em-up. The pbyer zips

around the surfaces of ien hung plan-

ets in his ship, zapping the had guys

shooting certains pods the player tan

upgrade his ship with better weapon-

And that's it Its that simple. Of

course, with th

not looking for epth you're looldiig

for action And
does pretri well. fhe scrolling is smooth.

sound suitably r ucnus. and the graph-

Icshawaiiara five organic/mutated

look to them.

Trouble is. I didn't really feel much
dim p' ilsion to work my way through

the First world, let alon,

•in, I . .. r id- -Hip isn't quite i'-

reflexive' as it should be, and this

detracts from the fun badly. Not my
cupoftea.butitmay we"

ANOTHER WORLD

Price Atari ST/Amiga £24.99

Genre Platform Game
PuMsfterLorielels

Imagine Mirrorsoft's Bra; in wo dimet!

tin- latest import from French firm

I oririeh is all about. Or if you don't

know Bmt, try imagining Mario with a

nappy-wearing bobby as
"

acter. It's all really rathei

with the teeny toddler having to eat the

bonus goodies a' he bounces along the

landscape in order to keep fit but he

nappy! 1 mean come on! What are these

II':'

prettv strntlE
»"
'hf qiLjI'ih nfR'ibvJo's

;ii'-:m- - -. ar.-.lhnt" le.jin hi I'ootli

designed sprites, "ret ions tntisii and
••'

of Baby Jo's naffness, but it has to be

' !'

perverse and defntlclv strange sort of

way.

But if there's one thing it certainly

isn't it's fiin the slow, annoying game-

'

' :

makes sure of that. It's for precisely

thi- reason that Baby Jo should only

really be on the shopping list nf plat-

form freaks desperate for a new fix

and ev, 11 then there .ire mm h more

II. Good stuff though,

loading settneiiie (a v. hole disk's worth) ?!&&&
it becomes dear lh.it Barbarian II is

neither a vista of beauty for the eyes. BIRDS OF PREY
or a particularly great place to explore

ter effect in both Gods and ft

Warrior. Shame.

t'rur Amiga £2.0.99

Our, Arcade Adventure

P11Mist.fr US Gold

i.iilable

BATTLE ISLE

A® <#>

Price Atari ST/Amiga/1BM PC £25.99

Genre Strategy

PtlllbaVr UM Soft

As strategy games get trendier and more

i.ir.ei ., -.Mill ihe likes of Populous. Mqza

loM.inin and Sim fit) "

hiench linn Ubi Soft represents some-

1
1 1 1 i S . ( |- ev different, which we hardly

se hi -11, ne these .1 ri- a wargame

in the classic vein It's set on a far-off

world where two armies do battle for

ly similar to the old SSI wargames -

More experienced gamers ,vdl krlnv

the sort of thing.

Due to the space-age scenario. Jhi

units involvedcom

armoured vehicles as well as more con

ventional infantry battalions, player,

Let's make no bones about it. Birds

11

and. as the name suggests, there's no

shortage of dogfighring action. On a

technical level it's astounding, and pmb-

number of planes you're given the

. .iipii-riiTY m fly no li-ss than 40 indi-

vidua! combat aircraft!

Rirds of Prey is much more the thrnk-

luhtJon

eallythe MicroProse mould - and nc

the more simplistic, combat-orientat-

ed Interceptor-type affair that many of

us were expecting. That said, it's not

i- ;

:! '

action to keep anybody happy The ill

.
1

1 i:J,i :- .- suiprisriidy okay, consider-

ing how Hindi the program is having

:

BARBARIAN II

evita'ile confrontation'

0/ Prey is a game that's tried to do

;

of everything and comes off sure

ingly well at the end of it. If anyfh

,,-i.r: - goes

into an alternate unee rse where nolle PriceAmiga £25.99

ing is what it seen-- jovstick e.ritrolled Genre Arcade Blast

with relatively little interaction between Publisher Psygnosls

characters, Another World is a flawed

Although there aren't that many prob- less than excellent games design.

(ems to solve and actually the interest However, with lemmings that all

a II the other guff that goes a long with 1

a game of this type. 1

Battle Isle's most favourable option f

,s the hi,, -player mode -something '

that's woefully missing from a lot of

in the f

the look

i software of both -

graphic styles than the depth or longevi- player has got through I

sibility, many younger players on the

lookout for a brain game are more like-

ly to steer towards the like- if Populous

hough there's nothing particularly

ice i. dot: offer tor die ha rdRPG fans

lis month, the follow-up to the high-

-successful Breach is worthy of their

teution. Set in the future with the
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marines, it's more strategy than role-

playing, but the tins oi the two Retires

is an appealing one. Probably the best

comparison is with that old favourite

Laser Squad - Breach 2, however, boasts

a considerably more sophisticated

approach, with .1 smart i sen it-trie view-

point, much easier command control

>•.'....

leads his team through enemy terri-

tory, exploring rooms, collecting objects

and doing I

r, huh, i, R[><; !:;

dition, character- , a-i k-iuiJnl up with

a huge array of weapons and equip-

ment, including rifles. • i

ers and bombs, and all the characters

come complete with individual

attributes and abilities.

An added boon is that, should the

player get bored with the multitude of

missions available, they can create and

edit their own. How many gamers will

want to expend this amount of effort

(designing a playable mission on any

kind ofgame 1-. • is; task) remains

et, and you may want

make use of the feature. But there are

enough predesigned missions to make

Breach 2 worthwhile even without the

editor, and on that score the game

.1 :•!
I .1

list for all RPC /strategy afficionados,

f no: a definite purchase.

###

Although it looks like a platform

game. Crazy Castle 2™ actually plays

more like a puzzle game. Success is

down to using the items you pick up

along the way to get past certain obsta-

cles at the correct place and time. And

this part of the game is quite fun.

It's the platform y element that ruins

the game - Bugs1" moves in big chunks

and is hard to control, and all too infu-

riatingly often you lose a life by bump-

ing into the baddies by accident Despite

it's good graphics, in my opinion Crazy

Castles 2*™ is a right stinking load of

old Crap™.

&&

CAPTAIN PLANET

Price Atari ST/Amlga £2S.9S

Genre Arcade Action

Publisher Mtndscape

Pass the lentils, man. Thanks. Yeah.

like I was telling you there's like this

guy, right, and he's like this sort of

super-hero, you know. Goes around

saving the world from these real heavy

breadhead polluters. Yeah, like you say.

Heavy shit, man. Anyway, he's got these

five helpers, and they're like just kids,

you know, but they've got this special

Price Super Famicom £49.99 (Import)

Genre Arcade Blast

Publisher Konami

1 couldn't believe it when I loaded this

up! Imagine it's Christmas (not thai

difficult really). You're really looking

forward to getting a certain present.

and you've laid the ground with lots of

liea-.;. hints tu \tiui patents. Then, on

Christmas morning, you get a wrapped

gift that looks the same size and shape

as the the thing you want. Troubte is.

1 pen it up there's some-

thiug totally different inside. Oh. it's

a nice enough present all right, just

not the one you wanted. Well, that's

Castlevania IV, It was great on the NES.

Iiiilliaiil on tiif G,i mi- boy and, along

with « jpCum's Super Ghouls n" Ghosts,

was one on the big anticipated releas-

es on the Super Famicom.

To be (air, Castlevania

.Hound platitHrn-.. ladders and what

I
1 ! mace. Unfortunately, what

there isn't lots of is fun. The graph-

ics are garish, and the animation is

merely perfunctory, with the hero hav-

•

dial makes him look as if he's got rags

1 i ret and he's trying to pol-

ish the floor. If this had appeared before

SGn'G then it might have received a

better reception. As it happens, it didn't

ital world of Celtiea. win .

. by an evil sorcerer has

wrenched the kingdom in twain.

What follows is a mix of strategy and

1. Oliver it 10 nal KPG elements present-

ed from a number of viewpoints - on

the battlefield, high above the world

itself and so on. depending upon the

Though in gameplay terms it offers

nothing that seasoned fans ofthe genre

will find particularly earth-shattering,

it's diffeient enough in terms or pre-

sentation and style to make it well worth

investigating - especially for novice

gamers who may be looking for an

accessible and appealing introduction

-CrtrCfit

IRION -

IDER OF ROME

A

s. Totally a.

BUGS BUNNY CRAZY
CASTLE 2

Price Gameboy £24.99 (Import)

Grnrc Puzlle

Publisher Kemco-Seika

Who the Hell is Honey Bunny™

' viol 1 he

-. • .1-1. k ..

remember Bugs™ ever having a soppy

nillltiemi. it sounds to me like a lame

excuse to rehash the old 'girl kidnapped

by witch who must be rescued by hero'

scenario to me. In this case it's the

hideously ugly Witch Hazel™ who's

en my

d I

cue her by hunting tlin .1: I
;

unlock the door to the next room. By

picking up bombs, axes and so on

Bugs™ tan blow ip:i:o>, Ja::. '

: ::mm-.

hack his way through blocked passages.

form game and slioot-em-up. Mtnmm.
<

I tie, and the tunes are neato,

lin- control over your little sprite guy's

a bit tricky. Yeah, Tricky Dicky.

Watergate. All The Presidents Men

quite a far-out experience, if not the

Iiyts of really pretty psychedelic colours

,

CASTLEVANIA IV

E3

CELTIC LEGENDS

Price Atari ST/Amiga £24.99

Genre Role-Playing Game
Publisher Ubi Sort

Its amazing how you can telL 99% of

the time, what an RPG game is going

net) like just by knowing what

part of die world it's coming from. For

example, anything that comes from

California is likely to be all complex

and involved, while anything from, say

France or Germany, while still having

all the traditional FRP elements, always

tends to present things in a much more

the case here, with this little Gallic

number which is very much in the

and countless other Euro RPGs.

It's actually a fine little game, based

around all the oid RPC .lulus. Im:

handling them with traditional French

si'Je and a-'iia-il:. II - ..II set in die mvtli-

P-ce Vegadrive £34.99

Genre Action Strategy
" - - — Electronic Arts

1

player's duty to both defend the home-

land and expand the Roman Empire

las possible. This megalo-

mamacal aim is somewhat foiled at

first by the fact that the player starts

with lust a single legion of soldiers and

a aty of citizens to keep under control.

The game is a well-judged blend of

icon-driven strategy and arcade-style

interludes. For example, to keep the

ippy, the player

legameprogresse

starved of this type of game, so if you're

looking for something to exercise your

brain ., lirrji . you could do far worse

CHOPLIFTER 2

m
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Hud Baron 1 1 Mufti ..- .. 26 99

S8crstofMonk8yl..(1Mlifti16 99 16

»

HARPOON ver 1.21 22.99

SCENARIO DISC 13.99

BATTLE SET 3 9.99

BATTLE SET 4 9.99

THIS MONTHS
EXTRA

SPECIAL OFFER
Jack Nicklau.s

Golf
\\1I(,.\()M,V

i\2,<> ,
>

EXTERNAL
31/2"

DRIVES
ST OK \MIGA

ONLY
£49.99

COMPUTER
MICRO-SWITCH
JOYSTICKS-

FIGHTERS 5.99

TURBO 2 (AUTO) 7.99

SUPER PRO (AUTO)7.99

1 BI>ATNK |

DISKS
Unbranded

10X3.5" DSDD 5.99

20X3.5" DSDD 10.99

50X3.5" DSDD 23.99

100X3.5"DSDD 44.99

Branded
3.5" DSDD (each) 1.25

5.25" DSDD (each) 0.75
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a ing works reasonably well, with Oman The major problem with Cruise for
looking every mdilli. super hen. he's a Corpse is its pace The animal, mi

me survivors frum a horizontally Price IBM PC £34,99 explore >

examining

scroJImg warznne To do this the play Genre Strategy Even^ advenmri side „ ^~ '

'
' «-W :,,,

• PuftfeherMlcroProse good. and I ,
,

'
"

,

' '

bequtehan. Meier. Itcsl. from his success with the acter he encounters.
J Proverl)l ' L #twd l> con, has surpassed So ifyou feel that there is space on

ImZT'V' ''
VOurshelffor yet another revenge,

gunning planes which constantly lay can truly be said to boggle tire rnind in quest game, and can In* with the atrno-
S
'fF' ,

terms of depth, scale and scope. sphereoushinE laughs, it may be worth
rlM playei

,

,

,,r.
, i , i]u ,pped with Adopting the same functional top<Jown a look.

a rapid-firing cannon and a limited presentation format of Tycoon, Ihe game HtlH
number ofbombs with which to pro- charges the ntayerwith the task ofbufldr
tect himself And that's really all there ing a i mlisation. from a bunch of prim-
is lo it - however, like DejtmL,; itivv settlers ... an unexplored, uncharted CRUISE FOR A

is one ofthose games that, world, to a global empire capable of CORPSE
once played, is never forgotten. Fast space travel, nuclear power and the
...noil, challenging game task and a othi-i trapping ..tith ( cnlnr, lite

passw oid sy stem help make this one The range of factors and elements
^^

4 "" i "' 1 - " "* Cameboy, that play a part in the game is quite Price Amiga £24.99
and a must for any action fans collec- simply awesome, as the player's peo- Genre Adventure

^Ayw, Ple ad™»ces and expands, founding Publisher Delphlne/US Gold
cities, setting sail across the water, mak- The plot for Cause for a Corp* k fan- present .

CKPn HEAT tngtedi.i..,
, ,1 in the Agatha Chnsu-

i

•

-I H,VWl,W "BIU ln B -"fed forces - all while lated location, plenty ofsuspects- crime &•&•&&
computer-controlled mal . n.pires do story tradition. a..-,n. ; . :^ how the play-

C> the same
-
AioaS lhl" Wi

> the playei ens invited to a Greek tycoon's yacht

pnce Arm*. 05.99 Tl^ T'

"

1

- , " Ul
" cW ord,-' r ' '" r ' vvdk Ji'"td i, "lldjl ^ - *« DEATHBRINGER

^ntf^L negotatewith other nations, ore f« thereandnnd his hostbump* offby -=v

STSSi. "^rrat^— -™—
-YdT^Tious anus ana space races, sa; Inspector Wexford the player is *

.

Mi.
1

I

,
,

*,,, .1, Lunch of dnv- Cmhzatkm is undoubtedly the urosl forced to dorr poney moustache and Pnce Atari ST £25.99

;;, „',";;' ;,[]*,
m™Msti^.' '- ^ tufty sideburns to solve the heinous Genre Ueat-Em-Up

ll: " Publisher Empire

this rather dreadful title couldn^tiuve i>" t'
, V ' " ""

''

*"" " l" ''

<

"' '' J- ,meRS,n™ There's this sword, right. These evi

"
i

"

il
.

'

c

egainc s n.,u liki Liu!..,.
,

. tin' press, tfu re were high hopes for wizards have magically given it the abil
hettmeaiid Quia tor a Corpse, isit theexceUent ityloabta

h , illh 'I,
jr™ ' '

'"'" «ryone seemed to think iT« Their intention is to use it to get rid

also h ,i|.. warethatii possiblet
'

''
WMU^fai ' '"' UdL -'"' " 1,d goody-goody though thkky-

1

pfary, with large, fluidly-animaed sprees, stuptdhe

the item only for message to appear

stating that Tuber ts nothing of inter-

est here". Equally annoying is the fie-

quest though inevitable accessing and
swapping of five (count 'em) game
disks. All too ofter theplayer'senthu-

siasm for clue hu fmg can be severe-

ly dampened by t ic reduction of the

game's speed to n ar snail's pace. Less

important, some o the generally excel-

lent f-rench-Englis h translation is a bit

such as the Cabin

Boywhoisdescr

Those comments apart, anyone wrtlr

the patience to si through the occa-

Corpse a superb bu .heapedwithqual-

car through the hilly streets of San RlAN

iinanattempl

CONAN TUP riMMC moving over exquisitely detailed back- right. How
SJVJ. H ,Ht vlWIIVIt- grounds and plenly of suitable turn, ards side

Price N3M PC £29.99

Genre Role Playing Game
Publisher Virgin Games
The problem with Conan i lilalh

to be a serious game or a fun
) garm

pratfall comedy j;.J intended

atxoirrpanicil by ;,;r..e ol tile in ...:.r...lil

music I've ever heard. (%h
people may argue it's lashioi \>h dis

-n.oit.li-.koni.sou.-.ds ike 111.

t-Hiil... lieniK played in the b !l,l

Anyway, the curious mixture

plan i i.v. exploration and side- n hack-

...id .,aiiipi, :, playing away in the back- ised hands Hard
*-llevurg n.s luck, ka.it sets out to gi

the sword back to die wizards in styl

sphere. Basically it's all a thinly-veiled excus
The player directs his on-screen char- for a sideways scrolling bloodfest c

acter (Raoul) via the mouse. Bydkk- hacking and slaying, with Karn plow
ing tlie muu.se poitiit i on objects of ing through wave alter wave ol bizarr
in te. est, a menu appears listing the

various, (hni^ the player can do with Deatlibringer boasts some of die mat
the selected item (i.e. 'Open' or

1 xjinine' hat box). Moveincnl aiuund

111. yaeltt ts effe.ted by walking Raoul what lacking in colour The sprites ar
from location to location by elk king

on exits to the cu.rc.it location, such but they re rather garish in a monochro
as doors oi hallways, or more quickly

H» jtachl map and 'send- Hrai'liies' "artd* ade^uan" vound
ing' Raoul immediately from place to Deathbi inker's real problem is that if

place. As a use. interface it's difficult basically a bit dull. The combat move-
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le-.sk 1-|Iili;|;.pij;;iw.i; . 1 1 rile kiddies, is

mil all iliai interesting And the pret-

tiest backdrops m tin- whole World

i an I make up for that. Barbarian III

DEVIL CRASH

Price Megadrive Z')9-99 (Import)

Genre Arcade Blast

Publisher Tecno Soft

Computerised pinball has never been

a particularly popular genre - and a

quick glance at Devil Crash is enough

to make you see why. Ever since the

Seamier, coin-ops and home machines

have tried to eniulak thai seedy Nlt-u'-

slam pinball feel, but with little suc-

cess. In theory, it should work

excellently, with the binary formal allow

irii; lot all sorts of tricks and wizardry

that wouldn't be possible on a real

mac bine. Unfortunately, no amount

ofgimmicks can make up for the fact

that pinball on a computersaw si

doesn't compare to the eriiiliration ol

a real table.

To its credit, Devil Crash actually does

I yer since the world went

Telris mad, there's been a steady trii k-

I ..'. a.

tlut elusive addictive ingredient that

!.!.!

Designs had more potential than most,

but it hasn't quite been realised.

The bask idea is simple enough. The

rjlau-r guides a he. figure around cat-

ions landscapes, picking upvannuslv

shaped blocks and trying to slot them

onto a transparent template, whilst col-

lecting bonuses, a myriad ofpower ups

.a i id avoid i i ig < ir :-.l looting the swirling

bad guy! Al v. el I . en; good. Ah, but

there's more to it than that. On the

1 the player can make his

character walk up the walls and ever

en the ceiling. And this is where it all

starts to fall apart.

Control over the player's character is

generally fine, but when near a wall

it's all too easy to lind yourself clam-

bering up when you didn't want to and

mil clambering up when you did

Admittedly, given a fair deal of prac-

tice the player should be able to com-

pensate for this fiddliness. but in the

short-term it mars an otherwise enjoy-

able and reasonably addictive addition

to the genre.

***

the player can buy c\':a live-, weapons,

power ups and even some fancy new

fighting moves. It's a shame you can't

hut find weapons along the way, but

this i oins business does at least adds

a game-enhancing strategy element,

because the player has to decide how

best to spend his cash.

While some may find the gameplay

dated and repetitive (a complaint, to

be fill thai could be made about most

. i

'fans el the eenre should

in one of the more exciting and cer-

\.;i. ly die sbtkest slices of beat-'em-up

action around. And, for my money, it's

far better than Final Fight.

4

)b than m
i.i and |i..r

i

credible

features - the table is

DOUBLE DRAGON 3

Pl ce Megadrive £34.99

Genre Sports Arcade

Publisher Electronic Arte

Like Kick O/with fighting in, Electronic

': J . .-..iviilll .

A section of teams from around the

globe, each wit theii own abilities and

weaknesses bank it out in the Ice hock-

ey World League.

Following on from their success with

John Maiden's Football, EA pull yet

another winner our of the bag i

you like! A graphic and gameplay mar-

vel, E.A. Hockey is wholeheartedly

,1 icunjcai.d all. Hooray!

ft-fr-s!r>2rslr

Price Amiga £25.95

Genre Arcade Adventure

Publisher Ocean

As Cornelius the Elf, it's the players

task to rescue his sweetheart 1. 1 isa from

the pointy-nailed dutches of Necrilous

the Not Very Mice. The game takes

place over six Tolkien-esque levels filled

with platforms, pitfalls, ladders and

bridges. Cornelius' magic powder allows

him to protect himselffrom Necrilous'

rampant horde ofhench creatures by

firing bolts of magic energy. Numerous

interest-sustaining spells and power-

ups can be bought from Ye Olde Localle

Shoppe using cash picked up along

Each massive maze-like level pre-

sents its own unique set of problems

bo solve and tasks to achieve, requir-

ing that the player constantly evolve

new strategies to deal with them. All

I hed -nidi-quality romp,

perfect for platform or arcade adven-

ns, tonuses and other bits. this, perhaps their most '.:

:

Price Amiga £25.99
to date.

EPICgraphics (penungles and mystic runes Genre Beat-'Em-Up Having selected the length ofgame.

aplenty) lend a rather depressing and Publisher Storm
... .....

messy feel to the game itself, and as a Double Dragon fans have Been more in a one-offmatch or a knock-out. select-

:

Ihau short -changed in the past by the ed histeam and that of the enemy, it's

Crash is the aesthetic equivalent of a conversions of the pievtni IS
game on! Skating around the rink is 'Price Atari ST £2539

bad headache. Whatever Its short- Dragon coin ops so it >mos as some , !,. Genre Arcade Blast

comings, however, compute! pinball relief to be able to say that this - the Publisher Ocean
has acquired a tc-spcclablc cull fol- die rink is so small and the players can Hoy. has this one been a long lime in

lowing tor itself, and gamers of that cuffescapades of Jimmy and Billy i , c
move so swiftly and violently against the making. 1 can remember maga-

persuasion will no doubt lind Lic-vil each other. Ice Hockey is an extreme-

Crash to be one of the more impres- ,„, much'.vl 1 1. , tees have been ly rapid, high scoring game. Basically. a year and a halfago (and 1 think ACE
sive examples of the genre. For the test whoever gets the puck from the face-

of us, however, there are more enjoy- The plot is confused to say the least.
off is most likely to score. Until, of a.h appear around the same

able and less frustrating- bits of plas- According to who you listen to, it's
course, the player gets the hang of the time as EA's Birds of Prey (see this

tic on the market. wide variety of tackling u months Review Directory), another
•£"&"&

or a quest for treasure, or a fight against
able to him, from a good honest going- .

-
-

- -.- '! ;!:.,-::

the Ultimate Evil'. No matter - the for-the-puck scenario to a lull body Triangle that is known as so:
1 * .

1 1 , ,

DEVIOUS DESIGNS
mechanics remain die sac. Jitnrm ,ie„.l

Billy Lee (a.k.a. players one and two)

check.

Rile an opposition player on a too- Anyway, it's here now so what's il

have to fump and crump their way -egi ilar basts, though, and you'd bet- like. Well, to be frank, it's a liny hit dis-

through fourteen levels of action -- .-
1. -,

, appointing. The last remnants of the

in five exotic locations (and as the game mouth is, as am ofthe features iodud human race are all bundled up in a

I'ric ,.- Amiga £25.99 progresses you'll discover exotic' is an ed is brawling While the rest ofyour ileci oi space ships, fleeing through

Irani are Irving to do some good, it's spaie lo escape Ihe sun which is lust

Publisher Image Works
Players start the game with fifteen

[': :-:-! I'll- In 1 iailg .c.v,c. al that guy who a 1 In- -inly escape route

Hmmm, not so much devious as sim- skated over your shoes for as long as his through Ihe heart :>l [be hostile

94 A&i*



fmpire of the Rejtxons, a vicious rep-

tilian race of aliens. As pilot of Karth's

Tip Top Secret starfighter, it's up to

:lie player U.i see tile Heel to safety.

I his pin; forms tin framework for

the game's eight missions, some of

which take place in space, the rest of

which take place on the surfaces of var-

ious planets. Although depicted in

super-smooth solid-polygon jD (cour-

tesy of Digital F-rc In

the emphasis is ftrrtrly on shoot- em-

up rather than spurious simulation.

Depending on how the player per-

forms in the various mission:- tin: ploi

varies accordingly. Iml it's very limit-

ed and never really deviates from the

linear path. Epic is all very exciting

-

the sheer scale of some of the space

batdes is stunning - and control over

wishing there was a little more to the

Barm: Ulan just blowing everything up.

A touch more depth and this would

have been a classic. Still, il

ing for a high-class, no-nonsense 3D

blaster then Epic's your game.

EYE OF THE
BEHOLDER 2

Price IBM PC £34.99

Gcnw Role-Playing Game

Publisher SSI/ LIS Gold

The first Eye of the Behol

won't put off the fans keen to resu

their adventures ui tin- land

Darkmoon, nor should it deter m
comers from making their first ti

HighK recommended

F-15 STRIKE EAGLE II

Price Atari ST/Amiga/IBM PC £29.99

Publisher M
MicroProse make a departure from

their usual rigorously-accurate suns

inn-orientated affair. It's

the flight sim equivalent of the Janet

and John books, i.e. nice n' simple with

no compilations 1'lavi rOuve six com-

bat arenas to choose between, each with

'.ariuiis missions toselert. These mis-

sions are neady all simple get in, destroy

a couple of targets and get out alive'

jobs, with the player have to simulta-

neously defend against swarms of

enemi jets Control is in keyboard.

joystick or mouse and is highly respon-

The screen update is fast enough but

there are quicker 3D routines about -

hand, however. Sound is di

mly audio companion for

department Ui: th pier,-

can largely be thanked (or

sible, depending on your

genre) fur bringing

ut ul'tlie darkened bed- tliXiZ

daylight of critical acd

This style of RPGb;

F-22 INTERCEPTOR
Price Megadnve £39.99

11 rive cm Saga's 16 -hit baby is,

ig good to look at, easy to plistic than comparable produces cm

jst importantly fun and computer. Tin' dm I is pretty much ruu-

.iv. To he honest, the real line strap yourself into the cockpit of

t

5

i

ORDER K\i:mm; hotijm:|

HOTLINE STRICTLY

051 227 1977

9.30am - 6.00pm.

ORDERS
6.30pm 8.00pm
<>5 1 709 6226

<;aivil rviAOit-K.
CAVERN WALKS
IVIATHEW STREET

LIVERPOOL
L2 6RR

SAME OEAR (JAP)

I 1 CHEQUES

P&P ill PER CAME £10 PER CONSOLE.

EJ
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featured in your iwngr Mil roptosc

product. What it does do, how™ r. is

play surprisingly like a "real" simula-

tion, given the limitatio

hiupki,, teofthe

ing goal can be replayed again and

again. Overall, hie.- Oil' is a rounded

: :

the sport will enjoy it, but just how

many of them are there in the UK?

another version ofAfterbun* r. but it

and missile targeting all working real-

Considering it's a console game, F-

22 Interceptor is a pretty remarkable

aducvcineril and I A deserves to be

congratulated for making the effort lo

produce something a bit more lading

(both for the player and I lie machine)

lli.it: just another two-player shoot'em-

up. If you're used to what tonipuler

imlikcU you II be impressed by what

not, however, and you're a bit led up

wilb the standard Megadrive arcade

drudge, you could well be onto a win

[i >pn alii; Set in the present day Middle

East, it puts the player in the shiny

shoes ofan allied air commander who's

been gh en a simple task - kick the stuff-

ing out of the aggressive enemy as

quickly and violendy as possible. But

despite the pretty picture ofa jet pilot

coming into land on the box, (here's

not actually any ibe,)lt-sim type a

FATAL REWIND
a-.a'.l. II % pure sb

mm
Price MegaDrive £34.99

Genre Arcade Blast

Publisher r^ygnoste/Bectronle Arts

Psygnosis disappoints nobody with its

first foray onto the 16-bit consoles,

1:1. us the same high quality of

.
•

legend It is in the Amiga market. And

thankful!) in this case there's the game-

play to back up the visuals. But if 7';.

:. 5Iioh» had to be renamed

lion from the- Amiga lo *c

MegaDrive, couldn't they have come

up Kith soi mil lint; a little better than
•

it doesn't actually mean much, it's a

fairly obvious at I em pi to sound like

Total Recall, a film which bears no

resemblance to this game at all.

The player is put in charge of a

mechanical walker reminiscent of the

egy, with the player making all his deri-

screens and offices. Everything is pre-

sented by simplistic overhead camera

Price Atari ST/Amiga £25.9;

Genre Sport Game
PuMsherKrisalls

ED-2> s in gobocop. A i

plays.

|

you'd expect from a mil-

itary strategy game is in there - you

-weep the area with reconnaissance

satellites to find out where e

is. then organise and launch attacks

n sen targets. There's a wide

range of kit available, including stealth

bombers, fighters and helicopters from

various air forces along with exiled.

patriot and scud missiles. As the game

progresses, the player has to keep labs

developments, fuel and

equipment resources and all kinds of

other factors which govern the game

Actually, considering there's rarely

anything really exciting going on on-

screen. Fighter Command does quite

a good job ofholding the player's atten-

celebration of the noble art, and no til-

ing wrong with having a right okf clang-

ing session in the process, but Final

Blow has more to do with seeing who

can hit Fire the fastest than boxing.

Although the pi. a. l , n endowed

with plenty ofmoves and the ability to

blm: I, punt lies, the speed of the game

complete!) removes any sort of finesse

which, after all. is what boxing is all

about. In en vK-.e fysoii would con-

centrate on different areas of the body.

Hit them in the ribs enough to make

them lower their guard, ai

who's. The result is a non-stop battle

of stick-slamming frustration. About

So far as a ruin op conversion goes,

it's a pretty good job, and in two-play-

er mode it's alright lor a laugh, but the

original was far from perfect. Amiga

owners may be wise to hold on for a

more rounded game.

.emu . ttorlh e.cUiiif.:

.re

anvlbmj

walls. Things they ;
..

hi til? 'file player has Lo negotiate a net-

work of platforms in the hunt for the

exit to the next level. Aliens fly on from

all sides, swirling and swarming about

I he screen with the sole intent of see-

mIu a deadly red sea. fhc

need to find keys to certain areas adds

lount of depth to the game.

pelling. There's plenty to do, lots of

strategy to get the head round and gen-

erally it's all very jolly. The lack of any

real flight action is a major setback.

but thes.

isicalh a

Price Amiga £25,99

Genre Beat-'Em-Up

Publisher US Gold

Yet another in US Gold's seemingly

endless slringelO, rG,m conversions.

In Metro City (loosely based on Noo

1a7Fefer"to'wait"f£r '"niakeab.d ""<"
'

'"'

s forthcoming ATAC. In Mayor's righulreamv daughtei has

d this month. DKn Snapped by - you guessed it

Mr Big. finis old Mr Big certainly gets

around, doesn't he?) The player and

BLOW ways through the city's wastelands to

Final Fight is something of a first for

beat-'em-ups on the home computer.

FIGHTER COMMAND

&
:iaily when -bines gel a lilt

and the fists start flying. A

Price Amiga £25.99

Crime Strategy

It mav be a little late

Operation Desert Storrr .but

be no doubting Fighte Cot

ack and people in the
is 1 ill tie dodgy, but apart from

this can be recommended unre

to anyone who fancies a little aggro

will I lim.sin:' if: it knuckles.



TO PLAY
TODAY'S GAMES YOU
NEED TOMORROW'S
TECHNOLOGY.

WE SUPPLY THAT
TECHNOLOGY.

Visit our centre, write

or phone for more
details. Finance

details on request.

We can deliver

nationwide

Cornwall and Devon
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

All prices exclude VAT Tel: 05™ 772610

and Delivery Fax: 0566 772685

Cornwall &
Devon

Computers.

Hexworthy,

Barton,

Launceston,

Cornwall

PL 15 9NL.

ULTIMATE GAMES SYSTEMS
SUPERIOR 25 GAMES SYSTEM 386-25 SX 2 MB SYSTEM

RAM £1159
ULTIMATE 40 GAMES SYSTEM 386-40 OX 4 MB SYSTEM

RAM 64 KB CASHE £1449
THE MACHINE 486-33 DX 128 KB CASHE 8MB SYSTEM

RAM, FULL TOWER CASE £1799
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE INCLUDED

WITH OUR SYSTEMS
SVGA MONITOR (SUPPORTS UP TO AND INCLUDING

(SUPPORTS UP TO 1024*768 RESOLUTION)
1Mb VIDEO CARD (SUPPORTS UP TO 1024*768

RESOLUTION)
I * 5.1/4 HIGH DENSITY Fl.OI'l"! DISK DRIVE 1 '3.1/2
HIGH DENSITY FLOPPY DISK DRIVE 43MB SEAGATE
HARD DRIVE 32K CAl/ME BUILT IN (M)inb with file

compression prtifinmi]

MINI TOWER CASE WITI I L'MIANCEI ) KEYBOARD
SOUNDBLASTER VERSION 2 SOUND CARD. [FULLY 100%

AD LIB COMPATIBLE 2 * J-306 PROFESSIONAL
STEREO SPEAKERS, (MAINS DRIVEN BUILT IN

AMPLIFIER) WARRIOR JOY STICK. M< >l ISE, 2 SERIAL
PORT, 1 PARALLEL PORT. MINI TOWER CASE, RESET

BUTTON.
CHOICE OF SOFTWARE UP TO £100 RRP

3 YEAR WARRANTY PACKAGE.

SUPREME GAMES SYSTEMS

SUPREME GAMES SYSTEM 386-25 SX £999
SUPREME GAMES 40 SYSTEM 386-40 DX 64 KB CACHE £1159
SUPREME 486-33 DX 1 28 KB CACHE FULL CASE £1 459

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS
ARE INCLUDED WITH OUR SYSTEMS

1 ' 3. 1/2 1.44 HIGH DENSITY FLOPPY DRIVE (5.25

OPTIONAL EXTRA)
43 MB SEAGATE HARD DRIVE WITH 32KB CACHE (80MB

WITH FILE COMPRESSION PROGRAM)
SVGA 14 INCH MONITOR 102-1 *7liH RESOLUTION

512 KB SVGA CARD
JOY-STICK

ADLIB CARD STEREO SPEAKERS
2 SERIAL PORTS

1 PARALLEL PORT
MINI TOWER CASE WITH ENHANCED KEYBOARD

RESET BUTTON.
MS DOS 5
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FIRST SAMURAI
fun, but for those with th

good purchase.

****
Price Amiga £29.99

Genre Arcade Blast

Publisher Image Works

This is the way that arcade adventures

should be- made! Succeeding in pro-

ducing a game with the stci n nl p<m i r

of Schwarzenegger and some puzzle-

solving too. Image Works have come

up with a winning formula.

The player must avenge the foul mur-

der ofhis Ninja Master by chasing the

evil Demon King through 24th Century

Japan.

On top of all the regular hacking ans

- h 1 :- i 1
]

> 1 ^ lh.it you would e\pet; lo limi

in an arcade adventure, there are Special

Items, which can be used a little like

playing ;i joker in It's A Knockout and

can summon the spirit of your mur-

dered Mage-mate to help you though

some of the more tricky s i

While it could be said that the last

thing ilic worid needs is another mar

objects adventure, hirst Samurai

i.l . 1,

blending both styles in an effective and

appealing ra\
. keeping both hardcore

killers anil those with mote cerebral

intentions happy.

Price IBM PC £34.99

Genre Strategy

Publisher Virgin Games
The myth that strategy games are bor-

ing has been well and trials esp] -.:-;

by a game that's likely to convert e\en

confirmed trigger-addicts to a more

filers;!

egy genre by basing itself around a

compelling scenario and offering game-

play that goes beyond the regular strat-

egy framework.

Set in present-day Britain, it tells of

a government-run secret police ( atj

that must avert scandals, wipe out sub-

versive elements and generally protect

the government from embarrassing

incidents so that it doesn't fall from

grace. As Director General of this cor-

rupt agency, die player is solely respun-

^rations.

The game is played almost entirety

from a single static st reerntf„: •

desk, onto which intelligence reports

Yaaaaaawn. Don't get me wrong. I've

got nothing against football there -

just something implicitly boring about

management games of this type. Player

Manager is the exception to the rule,

firstly because it's so excellent and sec-

ondly because you got to play Kkk Off
with it. which made it doubly excellent.

When faced we.li -,or:ie1liiiu> like this.

though, it's diffli nil tu imagine .my

body but the most desperate sort of

gamer or die-hard footy fan actually

getting any eiin.', 1 ; . 1
-

1 1 r nul ofil.

Technically of course, there's noth-

ing to fault it, and the depth that the

game goes into is commendable - you've

*?. .
. iii league and cup trophies, finan-

cial problems, player injuries, team

tactics, talent scouts, stadium man-
agement and all the rest of it. On the

»estheticside.however,notliiiii;rHii ,

seems to have changed since the days

when these games were prevalent on

the Spectrum about three or four years

ago.

These days, however, the cheapo

graphics and sound just don't cut it

any more, do when something like this

tig u seems like a bit of an

embarrassment, really. But of course

it's the gameplay that counts and for

what it is. Football Director is enter-

icntes .ind cranes. The sound match-

es the visuals, with good use made of

thituly samples for the engine.

But it's not just the quality of the

graphics or the sounds that makes FiGP

so special, it's ihc meticulous atten-

tion to detail thai generates an audreri

tic and involving Grand Prix

atmosphere. Everything you'd expect

to find on a Grand Prix circuit - stands,

bridges, tunnels, etc - is there [and in

: ' !.l.:ul

in real life), even extending right down

to stewards pushing crippled cars off

the track and engineer crews wailing

The wonderful control over the ear

is the essential icing on the cake, with

plenty of difficulty modifiers to make
the game easy enough for Granny
Smith to play or tough enough to bring

Sterling Moss out in heads of sweat.

Indeed, so good is FiGP that it earned

itselfan ACE Trailblazer and the hon-

our of becoming the new Racing

Vim,, 1 Hetichmark Good enough
for you.5

*****

FUZZBALL

-

r_h and willing to

»«"»** outside world and form the basis of give the game some time, it should pay jga /,!o..o,9

the i nfbrmation which the player works off handsomely. The wiser members Ctnrt Platform

FUCKY
from as plots and storylines unfoli - fthe computerised football-manage- Publisher System 3

: l-:i oJ ass bom the pas!

Jk ittlorrnalioti an- the instruments ofthe

save their pennies for i'i.i andnouiKlale Refresh 1

pretension, System 3's latest is a sim-

*** ple yet hugely addictive pLiilonn affair.

Price Megadrlve £34.99 suspects, tapping phones, searching The player controls a bouncing lull of

Genre Platform premises and even torturing and lolling fluff that has to be guided around a
Publisher Sega people to achieve the gm FORMULA ONE network of platforms, collecting fruity

bonuses. Enemy sprites, the h.i«ba!ls
"Don't be put offby the screenshots immoral aims. GRAND PRIX
on the hack of the box" is probably the The way in which the game reveals

•.!,. J tan ;:ive about Flicky. information as half-clues and red her- ";!.!
rings mean that good detective work green, purple, black and red. By repeat-

and thorough cruss-i flecking of inter- Atari ST/Amiga £34.99 edit sfiooluie, Ihnti with his blob gun.

Gam Racing Simulation the player can stun them long enough
ventional strategK stalls wrudi are also Pudhsner MicroPros* to knock them off the platform.

Quasimodo, an ugly appearance con- required. It's all thoroughly absorbing. Believe you me, you've never seen a However, if [he plaver lakes km long

racing game like this. Lotus 2? OutRun die Fuzzball comes to but even nasti-

Europe} Indianapolis 50a? Pah! They er than before.
the title. The lickle darling's clucks normally stand strategy games. are but children - loss compared to 1 lie As the player progresses through the
have gone and got themselves lost in complete and utter excellence of fifty-odd levels more and badder
the moms of .1 eianr ;.il < Formula One Grand Prix, the latest Fuzzballs appear, unkillablc monsters
Flickyhasto run and jump akiut, col-

FOOTBALL DIRECTOR II ming genius that is Geoff Stunt tu.

start bourn ing around and the plat-

to the safety of the L\it. while avoid Racer Crammond. The graphics are "1 til, play. pixel perl el po it , 11

. .

pie but packed with fun. Some may Price Atari ST/Amiga £24.99 outofthecockl teralh u,,,.

1 !.! there's / ji worm i>l Genre Strategy cute graphics make this an A-grade
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winner. And there's a right dre;

animated intra to boot. (Well, yo

got to fill those big boxes with so

thing, haven't you?)

Price Game Gear£29.99

Genre Arcade Blast

Publisher Import

Anrrrggghh! You filthy wretched, ax k-

:ng little alien bastards! Amone who

played the original Gatage i" the

arcades, or better still the BBC version

called Zalaga from Aardvark will be

thoroughly veised in the extreme tern-

per tantrums the induced.

However, in these incarnations, the

game had [hat elusive spark of sheer

how many times that nigh-on invisi-

ble alien bullet destroyed the player's

craft and sent him back to the start of

the level, it never became annoying

enough to prevent the player relum-

ing.

Here, the likelihood ofa garner using

up all his Continues is extremely

remote. It's the sort ofgame that leaves

the superb Hailey Wan, but boasti

an infinite number oflevels (with si

ply an inc rcasing number and fere

learnal.il,. lii;',!i: p I :

asiarliy die nth derivation of I

Pubkihcr Accolade

niolilh' Y1..V1I'.. ';eiie.i-.lv"! he pb\n leu

players • up m ten ear. take part) com-

pete in eight winter sports - luge, down-

hill skating, cross-country skating,

speed skating, bobsled, giant slalom,

biathlon and ski jump. All lire events

are depicted in an effective mix of 3D

polygons for the landscape (a bit like

VJi I I 1 put, s Inr the com-

pel inns and course scenery (trees,

fences, etc). Sound is lea in

- on a basic PC the game is played

'

game lane and a crowd cheerwhen a

player completes an event.

The player views the action from just

behind and above his on-screen alter-

ego, therefore getting a good view of

the action as well as an.

person impression of speed. Each of

ruugar r.:n,l

rather than hammering the fire but-

ton, so it's very satisfying to play and

nukes shaving seconds off those best

stamina.

Despite its superior qualities, The

r. cue,

is Xinas holiday perio

toricaJ wargame, even if they can't draw

graphic s to save their lives.

Great Napoleonic Bailies oilers the'

player the chance to become Napoleon

! 1 . 1 1 , 1 1 1. 1 tie ,:eniiiander ofone of

the unfortunate territories to fail under

Impressions games are war/strate-

gy games in their truest sense operat-

ing on a hex grid, with all the hit-point

ratings and defence abilities displayed

ml liieii ugly numeric: forms, but I hey

are -.hit to keep happy the gamer who

adding up and look after all the imag-

ination, sound and action in his own

head.

***

GUNSHIP 2000

Price IBM PC £39

Genre Simulation

Publisher

Mobody writes simulations like

Iocs, I lie- is a highly-real-

lu the company's earlier

mega-hit Gumhip, which has gone done

in software history as one of the best-

-.elluiL! sims ever. This sequel is far

more than just Gunship+. Every part

of the game has been given a radical

overhaul.

Probably the most impressive aspect

.: the 1 e, ariiped graphics system. Using

a sort of patchwork-quill

e. the}

modell

Invaders/Gala*.

er aliens and graphics.

The main problems he in the fact

that the player can only have two bul-

lll'rle. ami

have of circling .11 the bottom of the

lev 1:
.

the mistake of thinking that he's sat-

isfactorily dodged an attack.

GREAT NAPOLEONIC
BATTLES

Price Amiga £25.99

Genre Strategy

Publisher Impressions

You've got to laugh. The shots on the

like- this. Create new battlefield with

lg detail, complete

i, valleys, cut-

1 I
I 1 _ _ 1 fi M r il

sions. Unfortunately this complexity

means that you really need at least a

rcM Hv PC to get anything approach-

ing speed from the game. Sound with

and adds no end to the grit:-, battle

field feel

The 'copter control is good, but acru-

alh ,;. Iliii}: ihe ( Mil In :','. -u

Pnce Lyra £34.99

Genre Racing Simulation

Publisher Atari

1 1 ie l.yilu atalogue of software keeps

getting bigger and bigger, and - more

importantly - the quality of the games

keeps getting better and better. Hard

Driviri, a conversion of the Atari coin-

Potential buyers csiiecliilLlMl hoping

appointed - this is a pretty successful

attempt to simulate the controls and

performance of a real
1

car. and as such

it's slightly more difficult and much

less forgiving to drive than yer usual

The action takes place on one of two

courses, a Speed Track and a Stunt

Track (complete with jumps and loop-

theloop). Once these have been tamed

the player can try racing against the

Photon Phantom.

The graphics and -.o'.nnl are nothing

short of incredible, accurately repro-

ducing the look arid feel of its coin-op

Big Daddy. Along with S.T. U.N. Runner

this is a real showcase for the power

of the Lynx-

It takes a little while to get used to

Hard Drivin' on the Lynx - the joypad

is a poor substitute for a wheel • mak-

ing the going tough at first, and some

may find the difficulty combined with

er has got the hang of things they

should find Hard Drivin' remarkably

satisfying. Recommended.

Pries Atari ST/Amiga £25.9

Genre Role-Playing Game
Publisher Electronic Arts

THE GAMES -

WINTER CHALLENGE
with some green squares with cross-

But if you're sniggering, you should-

n't, because impressions certainly know

how to put together a top-notch his-

HARD DRIVIN'

big spaceships clanging together and

all the rest of it There's supposedly a
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.Olret

bitch Hard Nova. ###
can interact with chawics, RPG
in, collect objects, do minions
*"- 'be galaxy, kidnapping. HEIMDALL

from planet to planet

Bruu Willis' tilm was a disaster, and
Ocean hadn't turned out am thing ol

cm tint
, ;-:.,k,..

i and so forth.

Js like a bit ot A
quite a while, so nobody

expecting very much out of Hudson
Hawk, But instead of the usual cyni-

cal and barely-playable licence, what
we got was the best platform game so

far this year. Special FX took a big gam-
*~ "" interpretation of the lilm by

cop out, but

!
...alarkey is you, cup of Price Amiga (1Mb) £34.99

i Genre Arcade Adventyre
long-lasting fiui with it - it's just a shame Publisher Core Design

have±rI™' ?'
°fgamm

t"n *"" * *"* *** otsh,M 'em^ "" ^»Z 9 > °ftbesou^
,.','.'

'

,

',|

^ h ^p.m, i<e to get into it. U , „,, Vup Fremtki ^ of^ wjndoWr md gatiagm^
Jlentyofatmo^re fa

pbasietamed the business of just bu
!','

'"''''/
: " ; invctong taritoi) with _..:.,. around the fiim'a as*

,

"
'

'-" '

IL" H mld lN m isometric arcade adven- -thatofai
i played. Inst don i ,,M)t rt to pick ,| i„rc cum ,ok playing game based artifacts from around the world

around Viking lore. [,^fe superh |y mmM
IIk- Heimdall ot th. title c, a human style JS form,-, plaitomt Ji„,, s |,k,

HARE RASING HAVtV S2
1 " >, " '"' 1°^' sem to Harth by Mfl™' Ki<* a*"*™" «

'

VUIC KAdlNta HAVOC Odin to BllAl, fa ii„ee giea.weapcns with small, comical chat ,.

, ->, that will vanquish the forces of

,

th i, I a class act. without a doubt

PtePC£29 99 """''
, "' 1 Hemi<fan«tt*» "th fiendish traps and pm.iil, Inrk

-

a.i'rt Atoadeaast """^
"i-"

"'"'^ '"lters '° dcstira ' ^ -round every co. „,

Rub/te/Kh EKsr^/lnteoamrnes p T"*"™' pla> is easil >' UP t0 console/arcade

,.,,.,,
(l

- u .,'
,

mndaiH. and the graphics and sound

, _ '

•.., i .... i(i ^ jj (actor because

they re so jolly. Don't be put off by the

shoddy licence connotations - Hudson
1

''
' '

"'
•

ttwl IsahrilEantgameiijitsowj!

tpotentBlmttonflw, switch baweenfcm.Mtaacfflnw heboa Today
Jul1 l11 "' P™" ' tioual RPG, to perform certain tasks. &&•&•&-&

he sees fit. You. particular mission is

detailed m a briefing where specific,

immediate targets are detailed by your
allied com, uander.

The best tiling about Hunter is that

r sailboard. It's all so easy and because

le unnecessary complexity of bask
sks has been removed, the player can

mcentrate on progressing with the

lission much more intently.

I Vvilriii graphics and a fasl-paced

oryline can only add to Hunter's

THE IMMORTAL

Price IBM PC £30.99
Genre Arcade Adventure

Publisher Electronic Arts

'I. . Il I...I ,|

appeared to great public acclaim on
tin A

as probably

dent-prone Babj Herni

while

hi efficient ma,.me
house. Hut Herman , disappeared to Heimdail is a

the local dun y to sample their milky although the. ,ic

.• must tack him down di

before any ham;

FWw Atari ST/Amlga £24.9<

Geore Action Strategy

Publisher Activislon

bed, ctj ...
I ig hat

appear- counterparts m th. gc-me. I --i.t product together their

Mediagenic daddy goes and pulls the

plug an them. Now, however ana fa
happening at all. and only thi

are willing to budde down, mal

and all tli. rest ot il, an likely

the game to the full.

that said, it s been designed 1

utmost care and cleverness, and there's games, The Disc Compai ry have taken
bod) glued to it upon themselves to let another trick-

TJ"6"ftti"fr i~«irf
l

L«r
,

iia!^ k'

y

°a

The only gnpc from a PC owners
point of view Is that having been spoiled

HUDSON HAWK

ce Atari ST/Amlga £24.99

should, by rights, be who fancies a bit of dungeon n
hesc games. omng .

Jc of the Hunter, the ra-3"&fj-#
.el around ;i bunch of

... ...i

ions in whatever way JIMMY WHITE'S



'WHIRLWIND'
SNOOKER

Pnce.Atarl ST/Amlga £24.99

Genre Sport Simulation

Publisher Vir&n Games

Archer Maclean, veteran programmer

of IK+ and DropzoiK is probably the

last person you'd expect to write a

snooker sim. Cue games have been

around since the beginning of com-

puter ga

ie angle-of-deflection algorithms

and away you go. But even with the

advent of" ;D graphics, none of them

have really had any element of real-

ism, until now,

The table is viewed from behind the

cue ball so the player can line up shots

as if on a real table. The view am be

out balls stopping for m> apparent rea-

son or going off at peculiar angles.

Two player games are the best, but

ion i levels of computer oppnnet (

available for the lone gamer. As the

player progresses more sophisticated

every type of spin an- .-ill |Kis-.i!>le. am,;

The end result til )WWS s tompn

hensive and realistic approach to recre-

one who enjoys a good RPG - and

Cuptivt. in particular - will be more

than happy with this.

My only aerious quibble is whether

k.ddi fans ol the TV show will find its

~.\\A\h i-relir.il naui re appealing.

LOTUS TURBO
CHALLENGE 2

the excellent

lotus fsprii Twin CtaflCTgc, this game

has a number of interesting differ

it's a better one-player game, but no

so good for two players. Technical!;

superior to the original, there's nev

ertheles something just a little bi

lacking. Perhaps it's the removal o

the laps system, or perhaps it's the fac

- lb at

ly doesn't do you that much damage.

But whatever, it ain't quite u good.

However, it IS a great deal better

than 80% of the driving games on

: market and there's a Link-up option

aLLov-ire tofourplaven

KNIGHTMARE

flnrx' Amiga £29.99

Genre Role-Playing Game
Publisher Mlndacape

Knightmare, based on the children's

TV series of the same name, can best

hy trackside obstacles and a high

1 of detail on the cars themselves,

espite being hampered by some

LASTNINJA3

tion is depicted in Price Amiga £24.99

Genre Arcade Adventute

Publisher System 3

. It's not partiuclarly been shining up their she

-breaking, but any- prospect of giving System

READERS
PAGES

Amiga KCS
'owerboard

Atari 520STE 1
Meg upgrade 28
games, uemos,
magazines,
joystick, mouse.
Art and music

315155 after 7pm.

r twin 3l 3.5

books' ITJocKei
OH1 398 5296.

HELP LINE

Help! Amiga
beginner roders Wi<

in i i.i ich to swap
algorithums! Afso

Kiev i'-ii

Ave, Ir\
Ayrshire Scotland
KA12 ODW.
280+ ST & Amiga
cheats for £3.50
including P&P.
Send c li.cnie/PO.
to: Alex Barley. 80
George Street,
Mautaen,
Bedfordshire,
MN45 2DD.
ORDER YOURS
NOW!.

Are you in need of
the Street Fighter II

sound track. I can
get it with ten other
Sega sound tracks
on "a TDK AD90
cassette for only
£5. Make cheque
payable to
Raymond Chan, 55
Dickson Street,
Widnes, Cheshire,
WAS 6NX.

Can anyone help! I

am starting up a
magazine which
only reviews games
designed andrnade
by unknown
programmers.
Anyone who has
written games for
the Amiga, C64 or
Spectrum sould
st iid Ihegf—
Rhys M. Fl
Clive Road.
Birkdale, S'port
where your address
will be given
alongside the
review, and
donations can be
sent to you in
exchange for the
game. Remember
all games are
suitable!

.

Stuck on any of
these adventures:
Batman-The caped

Goldrush, Guild of
Thieves. Hitch-
I likers Guide To
The Galaxy, Indy-
Last Crusade,
Jinxter, Kings
Quest 1+2+3, Larry
1 +2+3, Lurking
Horror, Maniac
Mansion,
Manhunter-New
York, The Pawn,
Police Quest 2
Beast 1+2. Snoopy,
Space Ace, Space
Quest 1+2+3, Zac

, Mc-Kracken, Zork
1 +2+3 & Zork Zero.

3 send list of

ivne. ...

stamped S.A.E (A5
size) To:
Q.R.Payne. 42
Overbury Cresent,
New Addington.
Croydon, Surry,
CRO OLN.

Help!!! I search
people to exchange
games with (l.B.M.
games). Please
send me your list of
games: Ido Admon,
26 Averbuch
Street, Bamat-
Hasharon 47400,



knilcd, linn I- Ini-ikd and much delayed

conclusion of the Nlnji lei

nil! kiikiuc. -In- li'i-eilh -

Applying a more arcade-adventure

angle If. the hied and tested Ninja for-

i

duced a game which has all the visual

appeal or the first two games in the

I
mi me ofthe problems. Well.

that's not quite the case, hut instead

of the game relying so heavily on the

fight rouli ties which, lo be honesl.

were never that good, the emphasis

has been moved onto the puzzle-solv-

ing element which isn't half as hard

Spanning an epic quest across a

bunch of different zones (earth, air,

fire, water and void) the game contin-

I . "i

the player must solve in order to reach

the next stage.

Aside from completing these puj-

/les, there's .1 fair amount of rucking

to be done too. and the collectible

v. capons add ; inn is; velty to ensure

that even when the player is doing over

his twelfth adversary of the level, he'll

,lj new to do.

Graphically, the game is really rather

-Mi'iial .«. Iththi isometric landscapes

at the speed blur on that.

it';, all pretty standard point and click

stuff, but this time the player alternates

1H) dilf iiaitpersonasof

Larry and Path, allowing both to get

into sexy scrapes and also avoiding and

-.-vere irii's si! "Sexism!"

from bendy liberal wets.

Again, the hand-painted 256-oilout

graphics and game design arr jiii vi ii

lent splint lor what occasionally laps-

es into a bout of preth lame gags.

However, this time [any does have

MHimeiils of absolute brilliance, and

the continual promise ofa further saucy

pic of a top spy in a saucy pose is

enough to keep you coming back for

iiieir, No.:
\>. 1 II pi. .^e vourselves.

MAGIC GARDEN

Price IBM PC £19.99.

Genre Strategy

.

I'ubl isher Rainbow Arts

1 >n]y weeks after the

big TV franchise debacle and as the

country quakes in dread at the threat

ofa load of old Spanish comedies and

crappy game shows iilhiie. out K teens,

is all about running your own TV sta-

Price Amiga £24.99

Germs Arcade Adventure

Publisher Electronic Zoo

Good God! Whatever next. Having been

plagued for months by an apparently

never-ending stream of ceramic

gnomes, we were understandably keen

to get our hands on the game which

1
1
lev promote. And what a peculiar con

In his endeavours to become 'the

guide a gnome around the eponymous

i

it becomes alii lie bit 1.1

lie can do pivllv mud '.'. ,,'.

fancies. He can water the flowers. He
can mow tire lawn. He can use some

1 id Hi around on the bade

ofa big dragonfly! But the gnome must

he tan fid, for there are tertiMe Map-

winch live in the garden like big flow-

ers which can hurt him 01

111 Martian Memorandum's case the

aesthetics arc enough to make up for

the game design', shortcomings or

at least they seem to be lor the first few

hours. The game uses digitised video

lootage. -a uipledspeedi and lilm qual-

ity music lo set the scene (the story

1 a-a, vii; a- .1 futuristic pli-.uk- di-li-i

live who must travel to Mars to track

down the kidnapped daughter ofa

well, creatine; a strong sense of atmo-

sphc-ieand involvement.

Hut as is so often the case with panics

of this type, the effect of these flashy

gimmicks soon wears •

you actually buckle down to play the

alise that there isn't real-

ly that much to see or do. An ardent

adventurer could easily complete it

ise die linear

game design means that it's almost

impossible to go down the wrong track

it's as if you're being guided by an

invisible helping hand, and that's not

very satisfying. Both Rise OfThe Dragon

and Heart Of China offer similar and

more satisfying experiences, so if you've

got the PC muscle to run so demand-

ing a product, you'd be well advised to

check either of those out instead.

MEGAFORTRESS

K« hitbj l;e| ,,;;,::„;.

Not only is Mad TV a tight laugh. [;!iniiie won't get hit by Ughm. ngil'h. Price IBM PC £34.99

Genre Simulation

LEISURESUIT LARRY 5 trol jwitli die only limiting factor being where the toilet is! Gnomey c nilii-h Publisher Mlndscape

the budget) over an entire TV station, the toilet for extra efficiency The trouble will, games based on tak-

-J' Presented in side-on eleva ini.-h, ing every sjngle role in 1

the bargain. game looks, plays, smells tast old plane like the B-5 2 is thai virtually

Price IBM PC £34.99 The aim is to keep Mad TV at the top just odd. It's as odd as anvil ng I've every role is mind-numbi i

Genre Adventure ofthe TV ratings while sir ever seen in my life. Pccul'ia I mean, who honestly wants <«> plot

Publisher Siena On-Line winning the heart of Betty, the most Potter style graphics and ga ueplay k 1
1

.---
i hot isands ofmiles

He's l.arry Laffer! She's Passionate beautiful woman in town. Taking place which quite honestly is tricky i. ma,;

Path! And they're in a whole U.I oihou in a huge skyscraper, the game has die me appealing to the masses trial Magii

player's characn-i faring aw d&om Garden a true enigma. ,:.
.

ment in the impossibly successful the various offices, buying up films, ** the enemy's radar?

adventure series chronicles the spying :.--. ie ,...;. .ii The aim of the game is to pilot a bat-

adventures of America's favourite eye tin I he all import.ini tle-scarred B-5 2 across both Iraq and
lounge lizard. MARTIAN

hI
S

!nd!,m ^-oiu—l'ultrh-Every now and again, your boss wdl MEMORANDUM
-.- tonnage of

guide Larry and Path through .. world pointers. He may be keen dial his sta- <0> firepower can be unleashed on the

target. Unfortunately, for all it's gung-

Price IBM PC £35.99 ho packaging and intent Megaforrress

ingly. N(jb all nt diis would be a good Genre Adventure

host of America s Seviest Home Videos, Publisher Access/US Gold dull business. Far more fun can be had
i

. consider that Mad TV is a prettj .Mel Once again a game pretends

I derwarJd plot to get all lent strategy game with complicated interactive movie' and turns o it to be- n-kaseii ll gnl games and Miuoniose's

iiili-i relations between various depart- Stealth Fighter series even offer sim-
it underground where enormous prof- ments and some top notch presenta- with flashy graphus and sou lli. But ilar creep-up-on-the-enemy antics for



those players who arc especially keen

on that sort of thing.

Perfectly competent both graphical-

ly and on the play front M

has missions designed by real B-;z

navigator and best selling author Dale

Brown, although it's one of those games

that I guess you really need to have

experienced the real thing to appreci-

&T>-fr

MEGA LO MANIA

•iw-

Price Amiga £24.99

Genre Arcade Strategy

Publisher Image Woftts

Released amid a bunch of God-sims

that are still coming thick and fast.

Minorsoft's offering has fared better

than most, steering sullit icnlly cleat

of the Big Daddy Populous while mil

being afraid to borrow little bits here

and there where appropriate.

Set in an alternate universe. Mi-jja In

Mania is all about the quest for power.

Power over a set of worlds, each made

up from a suite of islands, to be pre-

cise. New worlds are formed and intel-

ligent life is placed upon them, upon

which interstellar freeloaders descend

e reigns of power to

.i .liwari- U-Jiii l'.ir;i-Mii is none too sur-

prising ,i sequel to M cga Traveller i:

The Zhodani Conspiracy. As before, the

player leads a team of five space adven-

turers through toil and trouble to (hope-

fullyl riches and fame. This time

around, the player task is to find a way

to halt the flow of toxic slime emanat-

to find out...

Sporting high-quality z;6<olour VGA.

this is c e-rtainly a treat on the eye, and

the ears as well with a suitable sound

card. The game itself is an RPG in die

Ultimo style, but not half as rigorous

which foi many will he more than a

blessing. The story is fun and involv-

ing with plenty oi sob-tasks to per-

form that provide welcome and often

amusing relieffrom the main plot. If

one has a minor niggle its that the

space combat - which you'd think would

be the most exciting part of the game

is flat and dull, with little sense of

player involvement. In summary, high-

ly recommended.

themselves. Price Man ST/Amiga £25.99

The conflict arises, needless to say. Genre Platform Game

when more than one freeloader takes Publisher US Goid

a shine to a particular island. Since There s big trouble in the land of cutey

things, A dark shadow, etc, etc, has fall-

ii'i: 1 en across the land, and it's up to the

Each island exists within its own time ware to save the day. At its core Mega

period, and the rate of development. Twins is a platform game one or two

players guide- their cutesy heroes

tants is governed accordingly. Players I'.i

quick to invest time in invention and chasms, seeing off the attacking mon-

] oi natural dements, rather sters with a lunge from their tiny Imlo

than simply running around hitting swords. Magic orbs can be found along

the others with sticks are more likely

winch jr.- partic riljrh n

#*#&* the super-tough end-oi-o .

As a conversion ofthe CapCom coin-

op Mega Twins is hardlv starth ii« but

IYIEGATRAVELLER 2: it'.sc'oiupiUTi' eoougii. Apart from the

QUEST FOR THE shghdy turgid pace of the action, the

ANCIENTS mamthingthatprevenK'..

'-!?£ theTackrf eLTeLent. There are no

real thrills oil oiler - the platform ele-

Price IBM PC £TBA ment is minor, and having to endlessly

Genre Role-Playing Game tap fire to jab the beasties into obliv-

Publisher Empire ion is hardly opening up whole new

httev^Wc^MuBHWanaflerFcBtt^SimiArtorforie

release ol the most comprehensive football management game ever. If

ng to test your skills right now! I eaturcs Include:-

Manager game for I to 4 Players. Thus? levels of difficulty.

Full UK and European Clip Itinerary. Includes FA, League. Zenith Data, Leyland O
European.Cup Winners and LfEFA Cups. All cup match ruli ' '

possible. Two Leg Ties, Extra Time, Away Goal Rule,

!

al Initial, surname, league career records, heigh! and age entered for all players a

I sort offee91/92S pever. separate five for goalkeep

cc IS other special attributes like Captain. Super Subs & Mobdity

AD Lte prngrwradetall^ .n fife

1 1 have an computer, please send me the foJlounnq items:

:.:,i 512K 19.95

«

Jwque^osial Ordfi nil ; II, 1

L

1
' I

!££U. -.
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final nail in flue coffin is the fact that

the whole thing is incredibly easy - a

competent player will probably get

halfway through die gan

set of credits. Mega Twins had A-grade

potential, but whether it's the fault of

the original coin-op or the •

it's actually turned out to be Meagre

rather than Mega.

##*

MJG29M SUPER
FULCRUM

A
Price Megadrive £39.99 (Import)

Genre Arcade Blast

PuMurwr Sega

As if Megadrive owners hadn't had

quite enough shoot-it-out blasts to keep

them happy well into the next centu-

ry, here's another chance to hammer

the joypad. The player must team up

with a bullet-headed mate and raid

increasingly well defended enemy instal-

lations in your mission to rescue the

President. Even the smooth top-down

multi-directional scrolling and plenti-

ful power-ups fail to elevate Mercs above

the rank and file of'shoot-'em-ups. Solo

play is available for soldiers of fortune

who prefer to go-it-alone (or who haven't

got any friends) but the thrill factor of

such missions is real!) pretty limited.

Equipped with initially weedy

weapons, the over-musded heroes must

gradually work their way up the screen,

" ' soldiers both on footoffrel

Price IBM PC £34.99

Genre Simulation

Publisher Domark

Improving on an already successful

formula, Domark have done away with

many of the longevity problems of their

first MiC, game and have set this game

against an epic backdrop of con tli t • 1 1

1

southern America. Taking the role of

the pilot of a United Nations controlk-c

MiG. the player must launch himself

into hosrjle airspace from a solitary

allied-controlled airbase - his mission

is to gradually erode the stinking rebel

i 1 itldels' grasp on the area by blowing

up their supply tines and destroying

their fuel depots.

It's bizarre that the company most

recently associated with not espetial-

I) excellent coin-op conversions should

turn out such a classy simulation, and

as a result, it may be tough for them

to find the right audience. Nevertheless,

a classy product it is, with a bunch of

external views and a flexibility of mis-

player to try his hand at planning

Also included in this game is an

implementation of the real MiG's fly-

Yes, well, you get the general idea.

Might And Magic III is yet another

del'-', into the much-explored realms

of FRP gaming, this time coming over

as a cross between Dungeon Master and

The Bard 's Tak. Is it just me or lias the

.(hole l
; Rl' genre been done to death

so badly that there's just nothing new

This third Might And Magic outing

would seem to support that argument,

as apart from some very flashy VGA
visuals and soundboard sonics, there

seems to be very little new or inter-

esting on offer, except maybe tor dial

ever-persistent fraternity of die-hard

RPC fanatics. As you'd suspect, the

scenario is about as hackneyed as one

is ever going to get, with some clap-

trap about returning the Ultimate Power

Orbs (mmm, yes!) to the King. What

that involves is selecting a party of

dwarves, ores, heroes, warriors and all

that and then wandering about fight-

ing with dragons, collecting treasure

and picking up clues.

The game itself actually is very pret-

ty, but for the most part the adventur-

Conskfaing, however, how conditioned

FKP gamers have become. Id; a.l .1 1 1
1.1-

anytody who's likely to buy it will be

disappointed by what they find.

MONSTER BUSINESS

engthreplen

can be had b)

ous crates lying about.

Players can speed their progress

through the frequently tiresome lev-

jeep and roaring up the screen. This

bit is quite amusing, as you can run

down the enemy soldiers or blast them

with the jeep's in-built bazooka.

As well as the requisite etid-of-level

guardians (which here take the form

ited, surprisingly enough, in

polygon graphics, MiG beats the com-

petition on the ease-of-use front, even

if it is a bit tricky to imagine it out-

lasting some of the more intense

Microprose products. A winner.

MIGHT AND MAGIC III:

ISLES OF TERRA

The mad meanies from the big for'

est have once again broker

are searching for little items they can

steal completely spoiling Mr Bob's con-

struction site. Become Lero) .
the best

beast buster around and blow all these

nasrv little monsters sky high! A goal

in life if ever there was one. Monste.

business, the epitome of the average

arcade game features stupid a]

and a doubly stupid premise - to retrieve

all the objects from the bx

and the player is so interested in try-

ing to get the the end of the level that

he probably won't realise quite how

crass and daft the game is.

Smart graphics and it-could-only-be-

Cennan music help Monster Business

rise about the pack and shine out as

an example of what arcade games

should be about. It's like an Abba

record, ifyou know what 1 mean.

MOONSTONE

A
Price Aidga £29.99

Genre Ar

Publisher Ml

What a conundrum this is. While expe-

rience suggests that games billed as

I'

with approximately the same amount

of caution as a drunken pit-bull with

rabies, Moonstone isn't actually that

bad.

The aim of the game is to travel across

a mystic land, searching for the Holy

Grail-like Moonstone and trying to

ensure that no other swine gets his

mitts on it first. Up to four players can

enter the quest, each selecting a

coloured Knight to control. And why,

prey tell, are we controlling Knights

thing? Because Moonstone is all about

fighting, that's why!

At frequent intervals, the frankly

mated with action scenes. While walk-

circle, the Knight will be accosted by a

hostile creature. Here is where the nov-

elty value ofMoonstone lies. The com-

bat is incredibly violent and gory.

Although the gore can be switched off

m wths.

when a game controlled by the joypad

troops always seem to attack on a diag-

onal) Mercs has a brace of other inad-

equacies up its sleeve. It looks poor,

offers absolutely no originality and

when played solo i s a 1 n 1

Price IBM PC £34.99

Genre Rote-Playing Game
PiM^vr^VVbrHCarptftgAJSGoid

"By my mighty sword of Zorak, I,

Hagor Dragonbone, must smite the

evil doom-legions of Krynn before the

alignment of the six moon-worlds!'

c sort of fatal bicycle pump,

ie idiocy of the whole tifl'.iir,

!. :|llitesif.«xl

bysq

All in all a mixed bag. It could have

been a really great combat game, but

there's too much wandering around

luch instant appeal. Worth

alook.

*##

NEBULUS 2

Genre Platform

Publisher Zlst Ci

Rising from th

phoenix looking exceptionally iik
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ever it was before u was burnt, iist

Gcnlury tiutertainmenl areti'l having

much luck at the moment .Sol only

are they having some .oiisid, :abledit-

!'i. i illy with their Megadrive product,

but the one game that looked like it

could actually make them some motley

lias turned out to be somewhat of a

disappointment.

The European t udet s resputisiVili for

sei|uclling John Phillips' original clas-

sic have done a bit of a botch job, ruin-

ing the gameplay thai made the fust

game so o.u silent by piling on lots of

inane and useless power-up type fea-

tures. The classic formula has been

totally swamped by th

of these new 'ideas' and as such any-

body who enjoyed trie first game is like-

ly to be very disappointed b> ihis.

However, it is quite pretty and, at least

for those who haicn't seen the tirsl

game, not a total wash ...

NEVER-ENDING
STORY 2

ant to look at). They're also quite dif-

lengthy gap between lues i.-, partitu-

II
|

seillrti. Netcr-l ndini; Story -i tail only

be recommended to die-hard fans of

ilit lilin. Hut's right alhhreeofyou.

It may be an oldy but it certainly isn't

a goldy - at least, not in its Gear incar-

nalnni it isn't. Out Run is arcade rac-

ing action stripped' down to its basics

the piayerhastodrivearedFerTarri

through tour stages, avoiding other

traffic and diose pesky sta

stdeobstai tes. It's all against the dock.

A ill; Ih. pi,,

extra seconds ever) time he completes

one of the stages. And... er ... that's just

The impression ofspa

using good ol* colour banding) is fine,

although the objects grow in arr jiinoy-

mgl\ Luji,, j;.d tiiuuky fashion.

Utitot;u;.jteii die rvn

up getting itu- utrikat sequel, Turbo

OnlKiiii tirsl. which wasn't much cop.

and now we've got this, v.huli isn't

The basic idea is that the player has

to take charge of a variety ol vehicles

car, bike and boat - as he

a vital package, while international

agents are out to stop you. It's all a bit

lii..hi reus re.illv. .mil what's seeming-

ly supposed to be a cross between

OutRun and Chase H.Q with extra

knobs em is in fact a bit of a shoddy

mess. The road sections aren't rniii h

cles is so bloody over-sensitive, and the

enemy tars just keep on getting in the

way in a way that isn't conducive to

gameplay at all. but is ju-i

trating. The boat bits don't even bear

i i arise -he;, re so unjust

aid d::lii.i:t and .).., - of players will

nil ' loot through the

loading it up. Talking ofloading, the

constant disk accessing is a pain in the

i

actually going on in the game. There

!-::!

precious time pon-

el tills..

it make.-, it ddfit nil tor the player to see

where the remaining dots are, and

.In gl " i ugl > Miming in from.

Pacman veterans may find ihis annuy-

:ioi to.:, nun 1 1 ot a bind So don't be a

sill;, ho', gel I his classic up and run-

ning on your GameGear today!

Ma Atari SI /Amiga £15.99
G<r»irt- Arcade Blast

PltUishfr Gremlin Graphics

Oh deary deary dear What a shame

that just when Gremlin starts getting

a good reputation tin itselfwith its

classy product of late, it turns out a

piece of tripe like this. Based very loose-

Greek myth. Pegasus

is a weird half-and-halfmix of R-Type

style show- em-up action and run-along-

aiTd<hor>ur>the-baddies platform stuff.

This mixture of airborne and ground-

based action is supposed to give the

rj jnd keep him interest.

In practice all it does it get very boring

very quickly.

0b|eLl

nthei

lth, i

(orPerc

Price Amiga £25.99 onrhehard..- ...... . :.,. ...enleo Iwo animated man alrociously uneon-

Genre Arcade Adventure other vehicles on the road at tops. Very ,.,.:!.

Publisher Uriel poor. Worst of all it's ridiculously easy
;

I've nothing against licences being - 1 completed th. garni or: iny third Price Game Gear £19.99 etc. When he's survived Ihis onslaught.

go. Yes. really! The only real mark in Genre Arcade Bast

positively entlei.se u Im the game's favour is the ability to play Publisher Namco die ground section begins. This hap-

taken ,o -.uth 1. rigths lilac the game head-to-hc-ad ..vi-.ii another Gear ouner. pens ;o times (if air set tiotis, ...5 on

turns out as poor as the movie die then but even then the thrills are few and

lar between. Not good. been said? Not much, except that it's ' : '

Witness The New-Ending Story i. now available on the Sega handheld in the TV screen and lobbed his com-

and isn't bad at ail.

mas with hardly a murium ot pubii.

interest, and unl or lu irately n » likely OUTRUN EUROPA olhei n .,-.;!: - -!i.. : .. :i;d have been a sbeenejBcutedinasuch

thai the garlic of 111. lilin will suffer '.

.

a God-awful la/;, and uuiuiagioalive

the same tale. The fact that the game's 91 or anything uil.bisri like that, lint manner. The at lion in the horsey bits

release trails ll i 1
.

.
. ; the good old original, as it was all those is sluggish and annoying, while the

Price Atari ST/Amiga £25.99 ground levels lack an; ol [lie finesse

Genre Racing Game much spot-on [which, given llial the of. say, Switchblade II. The fact that

The first is a S"u.<io:e ,.;:.:, ....... Pubiisiiei US Gold there's lots of it doesn't make it any

horizontal , ( roller, th.. second is a ,U At long last! A game that has become nology 10 its limit is only to be expect- niorinl a vi:.hi. piirrli.e.

chase, the third is a dull climb up the ed), right down to the original colours a masochist ol ionise. Goi.iplel. with

side lit ., Ion. i, ihi liiurill is a iVblii..,.- and sound effects. all manner of intolerable spelling mis-

style platform affair, the fifth a Wrath pie of years, simply because it's taken One change that has had to be made takes within the game ( "exi sta nee"

ifthe Dl ii-w.i- style horse ride. As you so Woody long to come out. The orig- is purely a pi at In alone lo preserve instead of "existence", "new" instead

tan tell, its positively sparking with inal idea was to release the produ. 1 lo of "knew"), Pegasus would have only

these mulheveul game, the individ- 1 ... i affair, with only .1 se. lion visible or, or. pubhi domain today.' To ask £ib

ofgamcplayflhougii mod, siiely p.. .,
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PITFIGHTER

A
Price Amiga £25.99

Genre Beat-'Em-Up

Publisher Domartt

If ever there's a prime example exam-

ple Ofan excel k-i : conversion of an

average coil] -up lhc:i Piltiglilor is it. If

you're an arcade goer then you're prob-

ably more than familiar with the game.

With its giant monitor screen, three

sets of player controls and stand-out

digitised graphics you could hardly

miss it. Trouble was. underneath the

unique flashy visuals and meaty sound

lurked a distinctly dull beat-'em-up,

made even worse by the confusion

caused by the grain) l>
i

.

Where's my bloke gone? Is he hitting

mi- or not? You know tl

All in all. a less than rewarding expe-

ln converting Piifighter lor the liome

systems, Teque London have actually

improved it a Hell ofa lot. Indeed, if

you liked thecum-ofi. dialing are you'll

like the home game even more. The

graphics, which have retained pretty

mui h all of the flash special FX of the

coin-op, are clearer, and the slower

pace makes the game much easiei to

play. The joystick controls are a little

unitistinctivc. bul il only takes a few

l> swing ol things, bill :.-

compensate for the fact that funda-

mentally ['blighter's about as exciting

as tapping a fire button all day. Which,

er, in Pitfighter is pretty much what

you spend all your time doing.

POPULOUS II

less sometrk worlds.

From that point on, however, it's a

whole new hall game. Whereas the

imehad only a hadfiil of godly

effects, Populous II has scores of them,

many much more deadly than any-

thing encountered in the firs t game.

The plethora ol extra features (road

and cm building. efl'etLs thai ink-ran

with each other, experience points that

build up as you progress) make
Populous II a far more involved and

rewarding experience than the origi-

nal. Absolutely phenomenal stLiIf.

Populous II is j game thai vuii realh.

REALLY cannot afford to miss. Buy it

immediately.

case, but Put n' Putter is seriously

Hawed
The major, indeed the only, real prob-

lem will; the game is thai il is simply

far too easy. And by easy 1 mean the

plavct (unless he's an utter imbecile)

won't even get a whiff of a Continue

(T/Nj screen until he has completed

about twenty holes and has graduated

onto the Expert level. While it's nice

to get a little way into a game before

.i bail, this is ridiculous!

I his

ali ibe tilings ,i ira/.y golf' game should,

i i only a couple of n ijnor

places. The cursor motes rather slug-

gishly, and the courses could hardly

be described as innovative. Worth a

look 1
1
you're a really crap golfer.

PUT 'N' PUTTER.'.
< Amiga £29.99

Genre Action Strategy

Publisher Electronic Arts

Awesome! One of the greatest games Price Game Gear £29.

of all lime just got i onsiderably belter. Genre Puzzle

Bullfrog's long-awaited sequel is just Publisher Import

so excellent that it's difficult to find the

words to describe it. Basically, it's prety

much the same game - guide your fol-

lowers through a series of apocalyptic

baffles, God versus God, over counl-

RAILROAD TYCOON

Publisher Import Price Amiga £35.99
There' s nothing like a good crazy golf Genre Strategy

game for a bit of handheld entertain- Publisher MlcroProse

rnenL And. as they say, this is nothing The ACE Benchmark game makes it's

like a good crazy golf game. way onto the Amiga, and what a fine

Well, okay, so that's not strictly the conversion it is" Building a railroad

All prices include

17.5% VAT and
Next Day Delivery

on Larger Items

TECHNOxVIANIA
DUNDEE,

DOS 3KB
a,,,,, TBI : 0382 22323 O

mow five working days for
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empire across the USA at the turn of

the zorti Century may sound like hard

work, bul for those who like their strat-

egy to mn deep, Sid Meier's simula-

tion iil that very pursuit is fun Fun

FUN! We know its difficult to imag-

ine how, but trust us. it is. The feeling

ofpower is paramount as you lay your

track from sea to shining

big-time business and generally earn

loads of cash.

Beginning life as an entrepreneur n

the early iSoos, you must rum a small

Mafaeinto the biggest -l-.ki

industry history ever! By taking con-

trol of ever)' element in :l . ..

making process which makes the rail-

details .is well as broader political and

economic issues, all at the same bme
as competing either with a friend or

against rival tycoons from history. And

every element of the game is repre-

sented with top-quality graphics to

make even the most number-crunch-

ingly intense :

to manage. Me

face and the sheer precision ofthe game

design and balance compared with the

top-notch power of the Amiga make

this version of the game an outright

winner. Highly

*****

Hru!,'M:. I know which one I'd go for.

The pity is that Realms is actually

quite a good game. The player is a war

lord in a pseudo- fantasy world, vying

; irptmei with a number of other equal-

i lite armies, lay siege to

dries, the usual sort of tbirj
|

ftjuerrmmger with more depth I ml less

impressive graphics and you get the

rough idea. It plays well, control over

-K various component, n! -

egy and action is balanced nicely.

! rouble is. when you've been a God

raining fire and brimstone on your

people Realms comes across as Earth-

bound in every sense.

****

RISE OF THE DRAGON

Price Amiga £34.99

Genre Adventure

Publisher Dynamlx/Slsrra On-line

Amiga owners have been scrambling

•o bet ome the lirst to purchase ll:is-

!'...'

helmed by the perennially popular

Dvna rain. l'..l .
'

ROBIN HOOD

Price IBM PC £30.99

Genre Arcade Strategy

Mercilessly coat-tailing the publicity

of the recent batch of Lincoln green

movies. Millennium's completely un-

licensed version of the tale is surpris-

ingly entertaining.

Presented in Porn;'. -

sticks to the classic storyline of Robin

of Lock s ley being booted out ofhii

lands by the evil Sherrif of Nottingham,

deserted by his people and left to fend

for himself.

The player, taking the title role of

course, must assemble a band of merry

men and set about doing away with

the nasty old sheriff once and for all.

An equally important goal for the play-

er is to convince all die peasants and

other inhabitants of the forest and its

environs that Rob isn't the murdering

thieving blaggard that the Shim! ha-

described to them but is a lovely kind

Manic Mirier onwards in there some-

where, but thanks to careful design

and wise mbdng and matching ofgame

styles the end result is fat more than

As in Mario IV, the core game task

is simple get from one end of [in-

level to the other, and jump on the

heads ofany bad guys to wander past,

i

to it than that. Some of the 70+ levels

see Robocod travelling tin ;
u

.

.

els in a bouncing car, a spluttering prop

plane and even an old enamelled bath]

There are even some areas where Cod

swims around - much like he did in

the game's prequel James Pond.

In fact, it's the sheer variety of the

game - along with the superbly smooth

control over the fishy main character

- that makes it such a joy to play. Every

ill 1 1

111 graphics or gameplay. and there's

little chance ofboredom setting in. The

cheerful backdrops and sing ngab

tunes are excellent too. All in all.

Robocod is a polished, playable and -

thank Cod -fun -liceol platform pie

that you'd have to be criminally insane

to let slip bv.

*****

kllOl

enjoy just as many visual thrills and ROBOCOP

3

plot twists as their PC Pats, they pay 1 nny dialogue in the game AREALMS the price of swapping ten (count every loo. wiih the characters camping up

a 9
last one as it slips in and out of your

drive for the umpteenth linn
|
disks. It's an extremely enjoyable and inno- Price Amiga £25.99

However, if you're willing to pay the vative arcade adventure cum strategy Genre Arcade Blast

Price Amiga/Atari ST £29.99 access-time price. Rise is an extretne- cum role playing game who's worst Publisher Ocean

Genre Arcade Strategy .!' failing could be that tire plot is so famil- Robocop? In 3D? Nab, it'd never work

Publisher Virgin Games iar the player is compelled to play - would it? Well, [he good news is that

(lood ;;ncf f .

' Marlowe type, slugging his way through through to the very end as soon as he it does! Indeed. Digikil linage Di sign's

,.,!',.! a drug addled city of sleaze, the last physically can il v.- diminishing the unique slanl on the Kefavee s movie

Molynoux started. Yes. it s him and his remaining obstacle between the mys- appeal of return visits. licence arguably make it the best lie-

merry band ofprogrammers at Bullfrog terious Dragon and total control of the in yet.

who we have we have to blame for the In essence. Robocop ) isn't thai dif-

. it ISOinetllt-Ul^VA S-.rj-.- perspective, the game uses

egy games. ing-nccessary control interface which ROBOCOD in. It's an amalgam of several game

Ms- im ing that's the biggestproblem Sierra have made their trademark.

with Realms This is another example of the inter- 1

previously best known for active movie deal which American com- . 1: pen

irdng down our Price Amiga £25.99 sated for by the sheer variety on offer.

Rninboie Islands. If it had appeared Genre Platform

about four months ago, it might be There is actually ;ish 111 lieu-! -\ndilu-ie Publisher Millennium factor - DID's ground-breaking solid

recieved more favourably. But in the is actually some adventuring to do. The And about time too. Computer own- 3D

last lew months we've had Mega-lo- player must investigate the strange eis have been waiting a long time for Rather than watching some sprites

Mnnia, Utopia and the sequel to the drug-related death ofthe Mayor's daugh- a platform game good enough to wave leaping about

:<<;, '
; 1 1 views di world i rough Robo - eyes

rig] i!'. blew thecomp tj do all the other stuff that private inves- ers, revoltingly proud of their Somes as he patrols the streets of Old Detroit

can't help feeling the software 1 1 m tigators have to do. Wire taps, open

public have probably had enough of ing othc-i peoples mail, hanging out Robocod wins few awards for its orig-

in low-rent strip joints. What a life. atmosphere generated, especially in

had the choice between Popuiixa, 1 and A r id i t 's all in those lovely hand drawn every running n' jumping game from tiie i(x>L patrol sequences, is quite unbe-
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ROBOZONE

Price Game Boy £29.99 Genre Puzzle

Genre Areatte Blast coin-op parent, as control over the char- Publisher VI rghi Games
Publisher Impart acters has been improved Certainly

a couple of feeble hand-to-hand com- not a titlr foi gamers into depth or Games which call the playersrupid are

bat sequences with:] rolxiftr Ninja assa-;- 1 [mm a. bit nr.:m ixjdity (his one. While gung-ho blasting, but a nonetheless unlikely to go down in history as peal

sion - the combat moves are limited the graphics are bigger and i hunkier worthwhile purchase lot anyone else entert,;iner= yet Sarakon, despite mak-

and the action sluggish, than before and the storyline fnlli >.-. - ing this fatal mistake is a perfectly

However, those sequences apart, there the second movie as opposed to the decent rip-offof the Mali /ting Hie swap-

are frequent occasions during thegame first, von can't help lint feel that you ping business Basically, ifvon imag-

that the player actually does feel as if really have seen this all before. RUGBY - THE WORLD ii i Snap r l eyed ivi* some old oriental

he is taking part in a film. And at the The main problem lies with the best CUP tablets and with some complicated

end of the day, isn t that v. hat vim th.it Rolmnip a won t scroll backwards. . 'can't do that' niles, then you're pret-

should be buying a film tie-in for? This makes the supposed evploration k,i,..,- , , ,
.. „

•&•£?•&& of the various factories and warehouses '
all about.

in the game a bit farcical since Robo '"-. - Uui ST/Amiga £14.99 The aim of the game is to click on
in only explore the location which he Crfroi Sports Arcade similar tablets which sit in a partial-

imes to next. PuMisfirr Dumark lar orientation eventually ending up
Learning the pattern of hostages to Hey! It's Scrum Off. Well, not quite, with no tablets left, or at least as few

he rescued, nuke to lie destroyed and !".:•
r - NaMnt attempt by the as possible before the time limit runs

criminals to bookwiD help butH hard- Doms to adapt Anco's footy classic style out. Once done, the player is reward-

Price Amiga £25.99 ly solves the problem. to the rough n' tumble, if you will, ed with a breakdown of his score and
Genre Arcade Blast Still, it looks great and the sound 'world' ofrugby Of course, as anyfule a comment from the computer as to

Publisher Image Works effect and music are excellent. And kno. rugby and football are very dif- his Sarakon ability.

Trying to bop onto the Green band- let's face it, if you're going to get your- ferent pacta wf* the forme: lacking The problem with these puzzle

wagon (and missing by about sin self a shoot-em '-up as a New Year treat, the non-stop speed of the latter. Not, games, however, is that they all look

months) [magework's latest and cer- it's best to stick with the name you then perhaps the best garni- to try to similar enough to make the player want

tainly not greatest puts the player in know. shrink to fit into KUk Off* bard and to pick them up and have a go. yrt they

the driving seat of a giant two legged ': •' v fast playing style. insist on containing enough rule sub-

war machine, a sort of cut-price ver- However, as it 'appens. it all works tleties to make doing just th.it impas-

sion of the one in Psygnosis' Killing RODLAND - - • the jerkin is a hi- stop sible. The result? The Writ, Jong player

Came Slime, with a mission to put an U and start, but there is adeftnite flow will fee! infuriated that he can't make
end to pollution Hooram. to the game and few lapses in pace, his norma] n

Fundamentally Robozone's a simple The game is viewed in plan view, with

blast-anything-lhat-moves affair, with Price Amiga £25.99 the pitch scrolling to follow the play-

the programmers trying to maintain Genre Platform er's... er.. plavriwho is. natch the

player interesi by 1 onstantly chanting Publisher Storm one nearest the ball). Throws and kicks

the play style. One level's a side-viewed Stomach-emptyingly cute it may be. are controlled simply by the joystick

multidirectional^ rolling e>:pl<irr-r but there's no denying that Rndland is :r :- - <-.ntlery nf Kirk Offdio

shoot, the second's much the same but 1 op wise'' ---
-- -er'- arc a case- of

scrolling shoot cm up. While each is adrift in a sea of graphically excellent the opposition back, and this is fine -

programmed well enough, there's pre- games upon its release. Now, howev- unless », ... playing the All macks.

in any ofthem. a r -l highest-profile sub-light speeds to beat them.

The really annoying thing about cute game over the moment (Magic In fact, t

Rohozone is it's pretense to being Prsiefd has (ailed to meet expectations. SECRET WEAPONS
sway through There are other minor niggles, such OF THE LUFTWAFFE

:

killing mon- of each cither and the way that the other ^Sy
he name) by members ofthe team don't put them-

lor. selves in good positions to pass, mean- Price IBM PC £40.99

» marked by ing that play often revolves one-man Genre Simulation

; end ol level - i--
;

- - ''mm mid-way down the pitch Publisher Lucasfllms/US Gold

jhant. who, to the try line But while Rugby may Deep, deep, deep. Secret Weapons of

threatening not be perfect, it's still 1 pretty good the I uftwaffe is a big old game and no

ROBOCOP 2

can opt to play a girl ifhe/she wants

not that it makes much difference to

the playing style. And to be honest, the

'hoy' looks so bleeding effeminate you'd

' ho 1 t&ockftn ofexcellent visu-

SARAKON

title 1 omi-. packed with new goodies

but brings the same problem of the

first game; i.e. the nickyu id rather

horrible bitmap graphics

The player is offered the chance to

pilot aircraft in a seemingly limitless

number of historical missions, shad-@ als. Rndland is a fine conversion and

it could even be argued to better its

Price Atari ST/Amtga/IBM PC

£19.99

owing or guarding planes a r id la k i 11 g

place in actual battles and scenarios of
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the Second World War.

However, played in a Wing

Commander style with bitmaps taking

the place of the polygons so frequent-

ly and successfully used in other flight

si.ms. Luftwrffc will have all but the

owners of the fastest machines ham-

mering down the detail level in the

attempt to get it to run at an accept-

able rate. Ambitious players can then

define their own missions to deter-

history would have turned

if there

tt BFiogG

lar combat situation. Luftwaffe is exact-

ly the sort of game - as distinct from

Wing Commantkr - that you actually

want to make excuses for. And that's

simply down to the fact that under the

try-too-hard graphics which actually

look pretty absurd every now and again,

there is a quite brilliant game.

*****

SEVEN COLORS

Publisher l

Tetris, the game that started it all, may

be getting on a bit now, but there's

always room for a new pu-v.li- gnae
on the market. The only problem is

that the vast majority of puzzlers that

have been washing up on these shores

from America and Europe have either

been of unbearably low quality, or just

too weird to get the head round.

Seven Colors from Infogrames, a

company that prides itself on its off-

the-wallness, fits snugly into the latter

category. It's played over a large board

made up ofhundreds of tiny coloured

diamonds where the objective is to

change as many diamonds to your

colour, spreading them like a virus

across the screen, fester than your oppo-

nent does. The first player to fill ;o%
of the screen area is the winner. It's

difficult enough to understand when

you're actually playing the game, so

don't worry if you're a little foggy after

that brief explanation.

In fact the major problem with the

game is that it's not very easy to under-

stand, and because things just seem

to happen it's not very easy to keep

track, or indeed to work out what's

going on at all. The confusing situa-

tion is further compounded because

the instructions hardly explain any-

thing at all. Persistent players may well

get something out of it however, and

there's a variety of game options to

spice up the action if they do. Oh, and

I hi tv's sunn: very nice in-game classi-

cal music which suits the nature ofthe

game perfectly and is ver\

**

PmeWM PC £49.99

Genre Simulation

Publisher Virgin Games
Not for the faint hearted, this one. As

you've probably guessed, it's a simu-

lation of the Space Shuttle. And the

word rigourous' just doesn't even begin

to do justice to the level of accuracy

that developers Vektor Grafix have

achieved. The cockpit is bewildering -

all the player can see is bank upon tank

of knobs, dials and levers, most ofwhich

work and haw some effect.

The player not only has to fly the

damn thing, he has to open up the bay

doors and control the robot arms to

!
i to and so forth. And this

technical accuracy is backed up by some

of the best 3D graphics ever seen.

There's even a realistically and accu-

rately mapped, planet Earth thru rotates

and the star constellations are all plot-

led uirrrctly as well.

As stunning an adiivement as Shuttle

is, the biggest problem with it is its

limih'd appeal. Personally I think it's

brilliant and completely absorbing, hut

I can understand that there might be

erieopfewho find the idra 'il twil

lgjihh re than a 1

off-putting. If that's because of the

sheer daunting complexity ofthe whole

thing then that shouldn't be a prob-

lem, because there's a whole range of

player aids that make the game acces-

sible to everybody, no matterwhat their

sim profidency- But there's no getting

away from the fact that if your patience

with sims ends at Tkunderhawk, then

you're bkdy to find little to interest you

****

SILENT SERVICE II

Bards Tile Construct Set

Ranleiech 2: Crescent Hiwkj

Cm in Uic Cimmerian

Dungeon Muter
Elvira 2: Jaws of Cerberut

Eye of the Beholder

Flimes of Freedom

rtnifiin

Killing cloud

Magic Candle 2; 4 & 40

Megatraveller2

Police Quest 3

Secret of Monkey Isl ind 2

Shadow Sorcerer

Star Trek ISUlAnv.

Twilight 2000

Willie Beamish

a 99 F117A Steilth Fighter

Kv.99 Falcon 3.0

£:s v-i Gimship 2000

Secret Weapon j Luftwaffe

Wing Commander 2

._ '1

SPORT

IBA Biulechesi for Windows

ax. 9<> ChejsmtaerJOOO

(7< DO Esrl Weaver Baseball 2

n Formula 1 Grand Prix

Unlimited Golf

£Wm lUkt

f?^ DO I .ink i Courses

Mike Dilluj UlL Foothill

c\, n Speedb.ll 2

leamSiizukj

99 T URntu Ult. Baseball

28.99 GENERAL

£27.99

£25.99

£28.99

£30,99

£25.99

£28.99

PC GAMES OUR SPECIALITY!

IF YOU DONT SEE
WHAT YOU WANT

RING US

P.O. BOX 515 LONDON SE4 1HE

ST 081 -314 0303
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A
Price Amiga £35.99

Publisher Mlcroprose

It may have taken Five years, but the

sequel to one of the mosi critical];

acclaimed arid public'!'. :

games is finally with us. Silent Service

II IfiitiiDL-s all tht- best bits Iroai the

first game as well as a host of original

and new doo-dads.

Digitised graphics and sampled

sounds siniph iuniin

a game which is undoubtedly one of

tht most detailed, accui I

tic on the market, but new gamers

shouldbewarr.nl lh.,1. just like liii- r>n

a teal submarine, it's not all walking.

No. There's a lot of the old Above Us

Tfe Waves stuffwit turning off engines

to sneak up on enerrry warships with

out alerting their radar. And as for all

that tank blowing stuff. 1 ask you!

Microprose are indubitably the out-

right kings of ;iil limit's. sim„ bill their

polky ofincreasing the action and min-

ntr shil; I tit- dial-watching as used It!

such good effect in F-ij Strife Eagle H

would be well extended to this partic-

rilar 1rllc.

:
.

accurate sub simulation, rest assured,

there is absolutely none better. But

those expecting to get their torpedoes

oft" straight away would be better to

wait for a more accessible equivalent.

iZiZtr&tr

being able to dawdle, or maybe con-

sider his next move, and there are lob

..-. '...Inh amply kill off Slider

on contact. Terrific,

Far from being the sort of game to

while away many a train journr, Slider,

is a pain in ihe aise of the first order,

and deserves a place in absoluleiv no-

one's software coBection..

SOLITAIRE POKER

Price Game Gear £29.99 (Import)

Genre Puzzle

Publisher Sega

Everyone loves a good puzzle game.

and Ibis is a Very good one. The aim is

simple - select a card from one of the

four piles on offer, and place it on a
5

x 5 grid. Points are awarded for pairs,

.... ...
btir /dually or along the main diago-

nals. Score over a certain amount and

magi na on to the next,

tougher level. There are a number of

variants on the theme, but that's the

main thrust of the game.

What more is there to say about mu b

a simple concept : .Vslbctnalb t- bin

the functional graphics are 1 lear and

colourful and there's a vast number of

rud lunettes to pick between.

Although not exacdy using the full-

. .1 : : . 1

I - fullest it's one of the most enjoy-

able Gs

less parade of thugs, freaks and goons

to win big money and prizes in a sin-

gle-screen arena. Pcrwei urp I .

of-zone bad guys add to the already

phenomenal carnage.

On a purely visceral level, it's

ipponents explode into red gobbets of

flesh. Indeed, the sprites are small

enough to be almost anybody you want

them to be, so you can imagine that

you're shooting up endless clones of

your boss ifyou want to. Very thera-

As a single-player game it s fine,

though there's a serious risl

dom may well set in worryingly early.

The two-piayer game, on the other hand,

is something else. There's not been

player-to-player shouting like this since

Kick Off2.

The coin-op's two joysticks (one to

move, one to direct fire) have trans-

lated adequately to a single controller,

though if you have two there is an

option to use both which makes the

game far better.

A superb conversion, and more than

deserving of your ham-eamed pennies.

Go to it. you psycho you!

•biz-biz

STEVE MCQUEEN

set in a variety of typically Wild West

scenarios. That might sound like al

least a bit of a laugh, but the action is

so stunted and dull that it's dibit oil to

get even vaguely excited. Tobefib,*e
graphics are quite nice in a funny-

French sort ofway and there are some

1
. 011 can shoot the dress-

es off the women, for example), but

it's hardly enough to justify financial

ouday. Is that Steve himself I hear spin-

ning in his grave?

STRIKE FLEET

WESTPHASER

long tir

Price Game Gear£29,99

Genre Arcade Blast

Publisher Import

lesus. Mary and Joseph! What are

i nriciel living to lorte upon us now!

In the wake of the global mania for

puzzle games, it seems that any old

rubbish will do these days. Here we

have Slider, a fat yellow thing who ir.nsi

trundle around a selection of mazes

.
;,-- not to bump into the

bad guys. Once Slider has travelled

square in lire maze, lie moves onto the

ort of thing, but tl

II! Okay, so he wai

- *'» ,tbi,.,,

Price Amiga £25.99

Genre Arcade Blast

Publisher Ocean

"Good luck - you're gonna need it"

how s i'dv compere, and

never have there been truer words said.

This conversion of the incredibly s 10-

'.'.. well to the home systems,

jwboy game, but

here the similarity ends. Don't expect

see am ot Steve in the game - his

nvolvement begins and ends with a

:acky black and white picture on the

It gets weirder still. Because it has

he word Westphaser in die tide, you'd

issume it's compatible with the

Westphaser light gun. But oh, no. It's

Price Atari ST/Amiga £25.99

Genre Strategy

Publisher Electronic Arts

Strike Fleet doesn't look the most inspir-

ing game from the shots on the back

of the box, but the Lucasfilni credit

hints that this may be better than it

appears. As. in fact, it is. The game is

a sea-based strategy game split into

fourteen indi'.i.

taxing eight-mission campaign. Afler

eatb mission briefing the player is

allocated a number of points (depend-

ing on the difficulty of die 1

'spend' in the shipyard. Each ship 'costs'

a certain number of points depending

on its dass, so the player must be care-

ful in picking a balanced fleet.

Once at sea, the player can flick

between the ships at will. Control is

relatively simplistic (thankfully), allow

activate radar and sonar and, of course,

•fire the variety of on-board weapons.

In addition, certain ships carry a com-

: lorays.

Despite it's initially drab appearance,

Sluke fleet actually turns out to be

quite involving. There's a great deal of

satisfaction to be had from success-

. . . .

off the air, sea or underwater attacks

Ihega it jf St

sounds at least slightly appealing give

it a go. 1 think you'll be surprised.

iziziziz

SUPAPLEX
ardous by sliding platforms which will

propel Slider into deadly situations.

A time limit prevents ihe player from standard Operation Wolf-style shootout
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els, Supaplex is likely to keep you play-

ing for quite a whfle - pn
'

pic charm-; mature iu n i

SUSPICIOUS CARGO

a refreshing change from a

r, thai normally turns up heavy-

aulations and plane-basni arcade

it's half" puzzle, hall arcade, a

weird hybrid of Houlderdash

r;s by wln/ving about the four-

- .hblmg up bits

andstape and grabbing them

mlindlhetti. Tbelmki.- loeat

PrireArntga/Atarl ST £25.99

imple .cxplosi

irauding

Okay, okay, so it's Houlderdash with

knobs on, but it isn't actually at all bad.

It may not look like much, but it leels

nice and smooth and I

:« -. strange, i compelling. With

plenty of options and well-varied lev

Publisher Gremfcn

The pseudo follow-up to ESS Jane

Seymour is a lot more enjoyable than

ns mediocre predecessor, primarily

because it's a whole lot more accessi-

ble and has a pleasant sense ofhumour.

We've t. Milled it as an adventure here.

hut it's really a hotch-potch of many

Kl't, element throughout and a sprint-

ing of arcade-based sub-games akng

the way.

As maverick space pilot lonah Hayes,

the players job is transport a highly

m ofgenetic refuse across

the galaxy in his rundown spaceship.

the Lady Luck. Even something as sim-

ple as keeping the ship operational and

on course is not as easy as it sounds,

and thing, are rami. ill-. .

along the way by a variety of unsavoury

characters who v. ant nothing more

than to throw spanners r

and prevent Jonah's cargo from reach-

in;: ils destination.

I must admit to being a little per-

plexed by Suspicious Cargo 1 mean,

.actly is it? The way that it

seems to flit between g.e

can be confusing, but despite this the

storyline holds the disparate elements

together well, and as such von end

up with a surprisingly coherent and

playble product. It's by no means any-

thing groundbreaking, but it will he

appreciated by anyone who fancies a

good space vim with a few laughs.

-Ci-CrCfii

TEENAGE MUTANT
HERO TURTLES - THE
COIN-OP

world. However, Probe's conversion

of what could best be described as a

fairly basic coin-op beat-'em-up is

admirably close lo its i oin-gobbling

,I:kI. complete with all the regular

Turtles and their opponents.

Catering for one or two players, the

game leads the Turtles through a brace

of increasingly dangerous screens,

"bug up to a climax involv-

ing rescuing die glairorons April bom

a building, set alight by the evil

Shredder.

Turtles suffers from two distinct prob-

lems. The first is that one feels

Turtlemania is definitely on the wane,

and there is no longer the public fever

guaranteeing that anything green will

sell by the buckedoad. The second is

that, despite Probe's pretty sound con-

version, the game's quite easy, and

even the coin-op itselfwasn't that incred-

ible.

THUNDER BURNER
Pnce Amiga £25.99

Genre Arcade Blast

Puonsher Image Works

Now , let s get one thing straight from ffffi

the outset. Turtles is neither the most

complicated or involving game m the Pnce Atari ST £24.99
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"Top arcade game with act*m I minis

tic combats and super stress!!", wjrr
promised. Spaa Harrier on the

Spectrum is what we get.

Slogging his way through twelve

stages of shocking 3D graphics, our

intrepid hero must control his

Transformer-]]!,!- 1 mil deep into the

heart of enemy territory and urslio;

the evil aliens' Big Base.

Even painting a girl on the back of

Ihe box with her noughts oul has failed

to make Thunder Burner at all ejiit-

Piloting the iet plane is atlualh amrr

fun since everything moves at a faster

pace, but the biped robot has a better

1 I ..I .1 lit 1. 1.1111, t
_• 1 n

1
1 1

!.. > nil

taining, one presumes, dirty alien scum.

It's all a bit poor, and apart Iron 1 some

end-of-level monsters which are pre-

sentable enough, falls a long way short

of even the most basil hlasl standard-

And if ail that seems a little harsh.

Lorieiels can al least comfort them-

:'..'

win the Most Gratuitous Tit Award.

THUNDERHAWK

than battling to stay airborne. Graphics

are smooth and move at a fair click,

though there isn't much background

scenery. Ifyou've never been tempted

to try a flight sim, then this is the game
in attitude.

Price Amiga/Atari ST £15.99

Genre Sports Game
Publisher Anco

Tile fact that Anco' 5 latest sports game
!i the keyboard of Kick Off

co-designer Steve Screech has certainly

attracted a lot of interest during the

game's development, but now the hnal

product's here it has be said dial it rep

A

The idea is fine - apply the s

niques that made Kick Off great, jig-

gle them about a bit to fit Basketball's

smaller play area and rules and away

yon no. And indeed many of Kick OfTs

trademarks are in evidence here - the

game's simple, instinctive, and very-

fast indeed. But (and it's a big but] il

just do.:s?i 1. work.. Basketball is a fast

game, but Tip Offs interpretation of

it is a bit too speedy for comfort. As a

resuh H jusl doesn't quite spark in the

same way as Kick Off, andso basket-

o.ill fms would still be best advised to

trainers to a blow from a bolt of light-

: 1 1 1
1 g . M

i

sed bless ings or what?

And... er... that's it. Yes, really. All

tin- garni' consists ol is wandering

around, very slowly. Boring really does-

n't quite sum up the toe-curling tedi-

um of the whole debacle. The only

1-
1

1

screen splits when Toe Jam & Earl get

too far apart, the appealing nature of

the twnaliriis and tin- mil -

Any chance of putting the music on

CD, Sega?

TRADERS

Price Amiga £25.99

Genre Strategy

Publisher Line!

Ifyou imagine a hotch-potch of L'topu

Mega lo Mania and Populous, except

in 2D, you'd be pretty close to under-

standing what Traders is all about

Again, it's a race lor technological devel-

opment and fiscal success, with up to

four players battling it out on a mys-

terious planet, evolving robots and com-

peting with dit-

ty excellent sports sim, but Heaven

only knows what gremlins and glitch-

es are to blame for this disaster.

Styled in an uncomfortably similar

lashion to Psygnosis games (the in-

between level text is virtually identical

to Psygy's game name text and the robot

-vlnili il n- player cui i-rols looks eiteed-

ingly like the creature on the Shadow

of the Bean box). Under Pressure falls

down in almost every sitiejc respect.

Guiding a huge robotic killing

machine through a bunch ofdecaying

cityscapes, the player must duel with

a myriad of different monsters - main-

npressive arsenal

of weaponry available from his cock-

pit.

Sounds alright, doesn't it? Alas, from

here on in, the game falls down rather

badly. For a start, everything is far too

j The player's robot almost fills the

screen, but doesn't have the detail or

animation finesse to support its size.

Also, the scale presents a problem in

that since only one horizontal level of

the city is ever visible on the screen,

e like 3 duck sfiCH.it

than an ercrting adventure. Absolutely

no aiming is necessary for shooting

for the monsters either, as they just sit

up and swallow the player's fire. Oh

:i:s from 1 ,..

1 of Cods: rand

Price Amiga £30.99

Genre Simulation

Publisher Core Desif

TOE JAM & EARL

Pricv Megadrive £34.99

GenreArcade Blast

Publisher Sega

Jammin'f Or, in Rarth speak, oh dear.

Toe Jam & Earl were presumably

ket and more that- .idequaidy Idled ii

with Thunderhawk. All con I rol is via

control, quick and easy. It's a well urne

change from the usual memory test of

dk b and non-clicks.

i.-il-.i-ll -;

i-s„fYa

eating target and terrain type. Before

taking to the sky the player must select

the appropriate armament for the

Thunderhawk, although there's a

default if this seems to much of a chore.

before

become cult' game personalities and

thus attract a whole new legion of fans

to the Megadrive. I don't know if they

has or not, but on the basis oi'tl ie g;.

they' re in I can ' I for the 1 i fe ofme see

fur.v they would, If Sega flunk tins is

It's a simple male game. One or two

players, controlling the lar-out aliens

ess of exploiting and ruining it

boasts as much depth or longevi-

ny of the games mentioned above.

Price Amiga £29.99

Genre Arcade Strategy

Publisher Gremlin

don to the strategy genre, Not too shal>

by.

*** This is the premise of Utopia, anoth-

UNDER PRESSURE Except this time the aim, rather than

A
Price Amiga £25.99

simply ruling a world or conquering

all its inhabitants feel really good! The

aim is to elevate the qualify of 1 iff to

trols make flying intui

or. lopol die world am; the next you're.

erm, not. A situation which top notch

programmers Eldritch the Cat have

found themselves in with dun latest

release, Under Pressure. Their lasl and

:

of problems thrown up by the idea of

making everyone happy. For a start, if

you spend all the money on hospitals.

food production arid month-long sports

festivals, your populace will be con-

tent hut without an;, 1 red ible defence



reviews directory

"rolled alien attack occurs.

Beginning From just a lert key build-

ins;-.. it's up (is Ihr- plaver Id construct

while inspecting the worW :

-i isoraet

tie jD. There ate almost no rales in

this society You can run things virtu-

ally any way you want.

The only factor that -: missing i- the

option to try and run things as a dic-

tatorship regime and make a vvtaiu

part of the population ' I

keeping the workers grouted down into

the dirt Still, that never works docs

it?

*****

sheer excellence of its execution. Rick
1 '-:•-'!-. say -ha' it s Dangerous creaiot Simon Phippshas

had hut the Hameplai :• very >r>:>\ and
S! , rp,n„, f

i hiniselt' <n i-

Price Atari ST £24.99

Genrp Racing Game
Publisher Lanlrtior

Without wanting to be nasty to our

European counterparts wrm > with nujj

and all that, it has to be said that most

of the software that t rosses over from

the ion'inenl i- • hit smelly. Vroom

however from French publisher

Lankhor has proven itself to be the

e s compelling, but not

in a way that encourages real addiction

WING COMMANDER II

A
Price Atari ST/Amiga £24.99

Genre Arcade Blast

Emplie

difli'i among the EamesDlavina ha

temity, you'd he hard pished •< find

anybody who doesn't eriiov game

sal because it's so simple and addic-

ting* rcar-viewm

head maps.bridges, dips and hills or

the track training modes, qualifvine

laps, choice of courses and some spec-

tacular crash sequences. It's more ofa

than mutilation, as con-

rumentation has been

kept to a minimum there's nothing

worry about here apart

from going verv fast avoiding the other

cars 5td keepma on the road. And it

-

and actually quite compi i

array of racing; options adding to the

earne . 'onne' •'-. The -azjly dodg\ >.''

ed to the arcade mode - the more
serif"--- -ace options -inly allow mouse

control. Vet) dodgj indeed Hut apart

from that, not at all bad.

****

id fit-
^

3M PC £34.99

about the Wing Commander games.

they look darned good IT

them. WeH pemaj

the sequel to the much

»\ verv much a rase of more of the

Interstellar war with the Kilrathi con-

,.,[, ,],.,,,,., flagship

-. els of top-

level platform cum beat'em-up action

with Saul switching bads tnd forth

' !«-:isili lorms

to help him p'--j" <- When enough

Bected, Saul heromesthe

Messed with

the power > fire Jfts of

It might not be the most original

gameinth M <' suiwme playabi

nli»v more >.hm makes up !or auv lack

hard, fast and

dangerous to know Give it pride of

p'->'orn; collection now

WORLD
CLASS RUGBY

WILLY BEAMISH

M PC £34 99

idventure

pr Dynamtx/ Sierra On-Llne

'
'.

t Man ST/Amiga £25.99

Sportl Simulation

Graphical poller .hheugh par-
p.,(,!.;,-r, ft Audiogenic

-

y Wing Audiogeriii b '
i

Commander
.vorthy

'

while high-tech backgrounds and SFX
I -i. overhaul

Price Amiga £25.99

Genre Arcade Blast

«ihi(soerCore Design

Okay, okay, so it's just ar

form game What si-pir n<-



the last bit

BlitLnd
thing's worth a it, |ust as long as

the software houses doti'1 siart abus-

ing it and have samples like "Go out

arid buy all our other games" or "send

us all your money" burrowing their

K mi nds of the nation.

er the phenomenal response to last

tte on software looka-

It's
a bit of a slim month for the

Blitter The whole industry more

or less disappeared over the last

few weeks, as everyone was at the

Winter CES in Las Vegas. Needless to

say. Blitter will lie providing you with

I In- lull low-down 1.11 the gossip from

the City that Never Sleeps next month.

In the meantime, you'll just have to

make do with whatever else we can for-

age from the industry's dustbin.

Bbtlcr is pi( used tfi see dial miupm, -

games are at last getting the nation-

wide recognition they deserve, thanks

to Channel 4 and its excellent new show

Gamesmaster, Blitter is sure that the

programme's success is due, at least

in part, to two faymembas ofthe ACE

uncredited) role in the programme's

nagC+VC.v,

-.1 III all i.Ot.'l .

., ,..:,:,

nist Garry Busheil, who in his review

ofthe show referred to Frank, Jaz. Rad

and the rest of the crew as "spotty her-

berts". Actually, now you come to may

Talking of the telly, Blitter is starting

to become slightly worried about the

rate at which Nintendo seems to be

taking over the planet. Don't get us

wrong, we like a bit ofMario as much
of the next man, but when the games

start taking over our favourite soap

operas, things are obviously getting a

bit much. Fans of EastEnders will have

noticed that chirpy fruit-and-veg stall-

holder Pete Beale got hooked on Tetris

on the GameBoy over Christmas

while playing, he had the music turned

up so loud that it was difficult to hear

the dialogue! (Actually, the musk may
be infuriating but Blitter would rather

and on at poor old Arthur any day of

the week). A far more impressive

gamesplaying feat than this, howev-

er, was to be found over on Channel

4, down in Brookside Close. There.

the Dixons were also bavins, 1

Nintendo-packed Christmas, with a

brand new NJiS providing the enter-

tainment. The only thing that we found

difficult to understand was how Ron
Dixon managed to gel such impres-

sive scores on Rush'n'Attackwhen he

Oblivious to everybody but the most

jllcntive. Gremlin has launched a sub-

liminal campaign against software pira-

1 y. Informed sources have recently

disclosed that the title theme to that

smart racing game Lotus 2 features

speech that is barely audible to the

human ear. Crank up the volume .and

listen dosely. and yen should here

copy software" over and over. Whether

or not this actually has a subconscious

a niistery. but it has to be said that in
:

- his:

ACE PICTURE POWER!
Last month we pmmis,. il veai thai we would be printing a little-

seen picture of Future Publishing's Greg Ingham with bis mouth
1 sed uidv t

1 ed In ing 1 do this Unfortunately how-

ever, the elaims ofour Future mole who promised to get it for us

were a little extravagant and in the end the picture just turned out

to be yet another one of him will, his mouth wide open. This

ture would have been one to rival anything Arthur C Clarke could

ever tome up with. The more things like this happen, the more

nomenonisdue tulhe lac dial, .dtci being cursed by a gypsy

the most out of his condition and can currently be seen on bill-

boards across the nation advertising Dequacaine and on TV doing

NEXT MONTH we prove that someone to do with a hit football

game is no shrimp in the trouser department.

ig offwith our very

own Liaml Upchurch, who bears a

striking resemblance to Andrew Strong

cm' ui The Commitments. Slavitie '.villi

the slum business angle, many people

phoned in to comment on how much
Ot ea 1

1
s; C arv Brai ey looks like (r-flery

I lolknd. alias Sprke out of Hi-De-Hi.

Moving on into the world of politics,

we believe that Grandslam boss

Stephen Hall and fun-loving MP Sir

-, In' long-lost twins,

while Psygnosis top boy Jonathan Ellis

is an absolute dead ringer ior Prime

Minister lohn Major. Oh, and in reply

industry el tit ial called to suggest that

Domark's Martin Detiies could well

take over as TV's Mister Bean, should

Kie,\ an Ahsiiisoii ever chuck hi the

become lotally addicted to that super

game Bomber Man. This

lias led tis here at ACE to realise just

how neglected games like this have

become over Ilk- years S(.

-,1-a,:,

,'0l our

Phi .'.' !
: il yiiij what. It s in.

ing up with enough interesting indus-

try facts to fill the Blitter up each 1 nonth

.

That's why we're asking YOU to come
: iruard with ally sleazy software sto-

ries you may have heard. Why not give

us a call and spill your guts. After all,

there's nothing worse than a guilty



The sheer pate of the game, end to end

action and tactical game play is the core

of TIP OFF, a basketball simulation •

AS»MUlATlOMVWK« ,S

GREAT FUN TO PVAY

Players' skills, attributes and fitness together

with the astute substitution of players and

change of tactics banks by the coach, holds

the key to success in basket ball. TIP OFF,

therefore includes some managerial aspects of

the game. The main features are:-

* Multi directional scrolling

* Five skill levels. Skill level of both

teams can be set independently.

*
1 to A players option. Option to play against tl

player against the computer or another player

* Facility to practice skills and tactics.

* Facility to create a team at all skill levels and d

* Instinctive Joystick controls to dribble, pass, shoot or do a dummy.

There are two running speeds, two types of dribbling and passing

and five types of shots at the basket ^Jump shot. Hook shot,

Skyhook, Running Jump shot and Slam Dunk).

* Each player on the court is an individual with a unique mixture of

attributes (Age, Height, Flair, Pace, Stamina and Composure)

and skills (Passing, Dribbling, Stealing, Shooting and Jumping)

* Two types of Leagues. Action Replay at 3 speeds.

* Extra moves are available using two independent

button joysticks using the EXORLENCE System.

ir two player

AMIGA, ATARI ST

(ATARI D/S DISC ONLY)

IBM PC & COMPATIBLES

PRICE - £25.99

Published by

Dartford. Kenp. DA1 5BH Tel: 0;
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